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Abstract
Players such as Google, Amazon, or Microsoft offer a plethora of alterna-
tive cloud-based services. The decision to move from legacy IT infrastructure
or existing cloud-based services to another cloud-based solution for fulfilling
new or existing IT requirements in an optimized manner for any organization
is not a trivial process. Such a decision is affected not only by different alter-
native solutions, but also by contradictory or mutually dependent influencing
criteria or factors. Therefore, decisions to adopt cloud-based services or any
new technology better follow a quantified trade-offs based methodology.
Today, the decision-making method in organizations for the selection of
cloud-based solutions is an ad-hoc process that is solely based on the market
reputation of the Cloud Service Provider and past experiences of IT (Infor-
mation Technology) decision makers within an organization. Even though,
these are important factors in such a process, they are by far not sufficient
as such decisions do not have an objective and quantitative basis. Such
a decision-making process of selecting the best alternative falls within the
category of Multiple Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA). One of the MCDA
algorithm namely Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) has been used to rank
cloud-based services by structuring relevant factors in a hierarchy. However,
the problem is that this approach still lacks a holistic view of integrated
relevant factors from technical, economical, and organizational domains and
their interrelations forming a complex network of many inter-dependent or
even conflicting factors.
TrAdeCIS is evaluated with respect to four use cases that involved deci-
sions of adopting cloud-based services of organizations who participated in
exploratory research. These evaluations varied in complexity of the decision
models due to the inclusion of different relevant factors, their interrelations,
and alternatives. It concluded that TrAdeCIS can be applied to model and
make such quantitative decisions. Performance evaluation of TrAdeCIS cal-
culated the execution time of ranking 100 alternatives using 100 technical cri-
teria, and 100 economical and organization criteria (which is the upper limit
of factors based on the exploratory research) as fast as below 20 ms. This
is achieved an optimized implementation of TrAdeCIS to ensure that results
obtained are not outdated due to dynamically changing input in performance
values of an alternative. An application of TrAdeCIS, for extensibility and
generalization evaluations, to the decision of choosing the best technology by
train operating companies to improve both voice and data coverage on-board
of trains proves that TrAdeCIS is even valid for a decision of adopting any
new technology in an organization. Hence this thesis concludes that the only
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requirement for a general applicability of TrAdeCIS is that the decision must
involve multiple alternative solutions, which have to be evaluated for multiple
criteria.
Hence, this thesis investigates the following three aspects that provide for
seamless unification of multiple alternatives, relevant factors, and their inter-
relations under a single developed system for decision making of adopting a
new technology, specifically Cloud Computing. Firstly, exploratory research
led to the development of a new structured taxonomy consisting of 102 factors
and their interrelations. This coherent taxonomy forms the basis for eval-
uating the performance of alternative cloud-based services from all relevant
perspectives. Secondly, a Trade-offs Based Methodology of Adopting Cloud-
based Services (TrAdeCIS) is designed and implemented prototypically as a
Web-based platform for ranking alternatives. This performs and supports
quantified trade-offs-based decisions for selecting the best technical and at a
trade-off of business value, if the ranking of alternatives from technical and
business perspective is not the same. This platform also facilitates demon-
strations and use-case based evaluations of TrAdeCIS. Thirdly, a predictive
Impact Analysis Methodology for Cloud-based Services (IAMCIS) is devel-
oped to measure the impact of adopting the top ranked alternative as per
TrAdeCIS. This leads to the identification of potential risks associated to any
failure of services.
iv
Kurzfassung
Google, Amazon oder Microsoft bieten eine Vielzahl von Cloud-based Ser-
vices an. Die Entscheidung einer Organization mit einer althergebrachten
IT-Infrastruktur oder einem bestehenden Cloud-basierten Dienst zu einer
anderen Cloud-basierten Lösung zu wechseln, um neue oder existierende IT-
Anforderungen optimal zu erfüllen, ist kein trivialer Prozess. Nicht nur ver-
schiedene Lösungen beeinflussen eine objektive Entscheidungsfindung, son-
dern auch widersprüchliche oder gemeinsame Beeinflussungskriterien oder
Faktoren spielen eine wichtige Rolle. Daher ist es erstrebenswert, einer quan-
tifizierten Method zu folgen, die einer Lösung der Zielkonflikte Rechnung
trägt.
Heutzutage basieren derartige Entscheidungsfindungsmethoden in Organ-
isationen typischerweise auf einem ad-hoc Prozess. Dieser Prozess involviert
Marktreputation der einzelnen Cloud-Diensteerbringer und vorangegangene
Erfahrungen der Entscheidungsträger innerhalb der Organisation. Obwohl
dieses wichtige Faktoren darstellen, sind sie nicht ausreichend, da sie keine
objektive und quantitative Basis aufweisen. Ein Entscheidungsprozess zur
Auswahl einer besten Alternative fällt in die Kategorie der Entscheidungs-
analyse mittels mehrfacher Kriterien, Multiple Criteria Decision Analysis
(MCDA), welche durch verschiedene Algorithmen realisierbar ist. Der soge-
nannte Analytische Hierarchieprozess (Analytical Hierarchy Process, AHP)
definiert einen solchen Ansatz, um Cloud-basierte Dienste hinsichtlich rel-
evanter Faktoren strukturiert zu bewerten. Dieses Ansatz vernachlässigt
allerdings ein ganzheitliches Konzept und somit die Integration relevanter
Faktoren aus technischen, ökonomischen und organisatorischen Bereichen,
sowie die daraus resultierenden Wechselbeziehungen in einem komplexen Net-
zwerk.
Daher untersucht die vorliegende Dissertation die folgenden drei Aspekte,
um eine nahtlose Vereinigung verschiedener Alternativen, relevanter Fak-
toren und ihrer Wechselbeziehungen in einem einzigen System zur Entschei-
dungsfindung für die Einführung einer neuen Technologie, speziell des Cloud
Computing, zu finden. Zuerst führte eine explorative Studie zur neuen En-
twicklung einer strukturellen Taxonomie, welche aus 102 Faktoren und ihren
Wechselbeziehungen besteht. Diese Taxonomie bildet die Basis für die Be-
wertung der Leistung alternativer Cloud-basierter Dienste hinsichtlich aller
relevanten Perspektiven. Zweitens wurde Trade-offs Based Methodology of
Adopting Cloud-based Service￿ (TrAdeCIS) entwickelt und in einem Prototyp
implementiert. Der resultierende Prototyp stellt eine Web-basierte Plattform
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zum Bewerten der Alternativen dar. Diese ermöglicht auch Evaluationen
basierend auf Demonstrationen und Anwendungsf￿llen. Drittens wurde eine
vorausschauende ￿Impact Anaylsis Methodology for Cloud-based Services￿
(IAMCIS) entwickelt, um den Einfluß der Anwendung zu messen, die von
TrAdeCIS am höchsten bewertet wurde. Dies ermöglicht die Identifikation
von potentiellen Risiken eines Fehlers von Dienstes.
TrAdeCIS wird mittels vier Anwendungsf￿lle evaluiert, die in die Entschei-
dungsfindung zur ￿bernahme eines Cloud-basierten Dienstes innerhalb einer
Organizationen mit einbezogen wurden. Die Evaluationen variieren in der
Komplexität der Entscheidungsmodule, indem verschiedene relevante Fak-
toren, ihren Beziehungen zueinander und der Alternativen mit einbezogen
wurden. Es stellte sich wie gew￿nscht heraus, daß TrAdeCIS angewendet
werden kann, um quantitative Entscheidungen zu modellieren und zu berech-
nen. Eine Leistungsevaluation für TrAdeCIS hat gezeigt, daß unter 20 ms
Zeit Sekunden benötigt werden, um 100 Alternativen unter der Verwen-
dung von 100 technischen, 100 ökonomischen und organisatorischen Kriterien
einzustufen. Diese Anzahl von Kriterien zeichnete sich als praktisch ober-
stes Limit für die Faktorenanzahl aus der durchgeführten Studie ab. Diese
Ausführungszeit wird durch eine optimierte Implementierung von TrAdeCIS
erreicht, weil erzielte Resultate nicht durch dynamische Eingabeänderungen
der Leistungskennzahlen der Alternativen veralten. TrAdeCIS wurde zudem
erfolgreich zur Entscheidungsfindung für eine Kommunikationst Technologie
alternative angewendet, um durch diese an Bord von Zügen die Datenüber-
mittlung (Sprache und Daten) zu optimieren. Daher kommt die vorliegende
Dissertation zum Schluß, daß die einzig relevante Anforderung für die allge-
meine Anwendbarkeit von TrAdeCIS die Einbeziehung verschiedener, vorab
bestimmter alternativer Lösungen ist, welche bezüglich verschiedener Krite-
rien bewertet werden müssen.
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1
Introduction
Technology advances in the last decade in the field of CloudComputing has tremendously increased the relevance of
cloud-based services in information technology, education, mar-
keting, finance, banking, and telecommunications. Most common
uses of such services include test and development of applications,
file storage, big data analytics, disaster recovery, and backup.
1.1 Cloud-based Services
Traditional IT (Information Technology) aligns resources accord-
ing to applications in order to fulfill business requirements. Each
application has its own dedicated infrastructure and data stor-
age [90]. Dedicated backup and recovery solutions are also de-
ployed for data protection and continuity of business operations.
As an alternative, Cloud Computing (CC) has recently emerged
as a paradigm offering its users the flexibility of scaling their
computing resource usage without the concern of over or under-
provisioning [7]. CC is the result of evolution and embracement
of various technologies consisting of Virtualization (separating
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physical devises into one or more virtual devices) [54], Service-
oriented Architecture (based on loosely coupled independent ser-
vices) [30], and Utility Computing (which charges the user based
on the usage instead of a fixed rate) [80]. CC encapsulates hard-
ware and system software that are used to deliver application as
services over the Internet. The major benefits of cloud-based ser-
vices include pay-as-you-go model, on-demand scalability, busi-
ness agility, and increase in economies of scale [7]. However,
there also exists disadvantages in terms of security, privacy risk,
or vendor-lock in [17].
Depending on the service provided virtually, three fundamental
and most commonly used service models namely Infrastructure-
as-a-Service (IaaS), Software-as-a-Service (SaaS), and Platform-
as-a-Service (PaaS) for CC are identified by National Institute of
Standards and Technology [79]. Even though adoption of cloud-
based services is gaining a momentum, it still lacks a systematic
guidance for the decision of adopting an appropriate service and
deployment model (e.g., public cloud, private cloud, or hybrid
cloud). This decision should be based on requirements of an
organization, and performance of different available alternatives.
For example, if an organization has strict rules with respect to
security and control over its applications and data, then private
cloud is the most appropriate deployment model as it will give an
opportunity to build infrastructure using their own servers and
within their own network boundaries.
However, current decision processes of adopting an appropriate
cloud-based service in an organization are based on ad-hoc inputs,
or reputation of the cloud provider, and are not quantifiable [134].
In addition, with the growth in number of Cloud offerings (varia-
tion in performance levels at different associated cost) by different
Cloud Service Providers (CSP), it has become increasingly diffi-
cult for potential Cloud customers to decide, which provider can
fulfill their expectations fully. Therefore, a decision method is
needed that can objectively rank different available alternatives
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based on their performance, goals, and priorities of an organiza-
tion.
1.2 Decision to Adopt a New Technology
The decision to adopt any new technology is multi-faceted as it
is influenced by numerous factors from multiple domains. Mul-
tiple Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) focusses on the selec-
tion of best alternative, when all relevant influencing factors are
considered simultaneously. This area of decision-making, has at-
tracted the interest of many researchers and is still highly debated
as there are many MCDA methods, which would yield different
ranking of alternatives, when they are applied on exactly the
same input data [120]. In other words, the selection of an ap-
propriate MCDA algorithm that can model these factors, their
interrelations, and performance values of alternatives correctly
is crucial to the selection of the best alternative. In the past,
the MCDA algorithm of Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) has
been used to rank cloud-based services by structuring the relevant
factors or requirements in a hierarchy [46]. However, AHP only
allows modeling of hierarchical relations, whereas more complex
interrelations between factors might exist. Also, a lack of con-
cretely identified objectives, policies, requirements or demands of
organization, and uncertainty in the performance levels of these
alternatives can lead to organizations not using any formal model
for decision-making.
However, ad-hoc decisions are difficult to trace and correlate
empirically. Also, if a wrong decision is made, the consequences
of adopting an incorrect (not optimal) alternative by the orga-
nization can be multi-fold, depending on the mismatch between
expectations or needs and performance of this alternative after
its adoption. Therefore, evidence-based and quantified decision
making have been attributed to increased productivity, reduced
risks, cost reduction, improved financial performance, and in-
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creased transparency [52]. Influence of factors from multiple do-
mains on the adoption decision is true for a wide array of tech-
nology such as:
Cloud-based Services are influenced by their technical perfor-
mance, associated economical returns, and organizational
impact [45].
Deployment of Internet on Train is influenced by multiple
criteria from technical and economical perspectives to se-
lect the best on-board deployment option for on-train cel-
lular connectivity [89]. Different alternatives of providing
connectivity on the train can include Wifi, Wideband re-
peater, or IP (Internet Protocol) data access point.
Network Function Virtualization (NFV) includes virtual-
izing network functions such as load balancers, firewalls, or
intrusion detection devices by moving them to the cloud.
This will transform dedicated hardware platforms to soft-
ware functions virtualized on independent hardware, and
then to software functions operating in open, automated,
dynamic, and scalable cloud environments. A migration to
clouds can help operators to improve quality and cost of
the services delivered to customers. However, the decision
to select the best suitable cloud provider, service models,
and deployment models is complex. This is because of the
presence of multiple interdependent and contradictory tech-
nical, economical, legal and regulative requirements on one
hand, and multiple available alternatives, on the other hand
[85].
Therefore the decision to adopt any technology in an organi-
zation is a challenging task due to following reasons:
1. The decision maker has to take into account, the presence of
various alternative solutions. For example, for selecting
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an appropriate cloud-based service, the decision maker has
options in terms of several CSPs and a plethora of service
packages offered by each of the CSPs. Therefore, the deci-
sion maker has to make a successful decision that would in
turn mean that the selected alternative matches the expected
performance levels in the optimal manner as compared to all
other alternatives.
2. The decision of adopting or not any new technology is in-
fluenced by numerous factors or requirements [119], [46].
These factors can be interrelated and/or contradictory, which
in-turn might need the establishment of trade-offs. For ex-
ample, scalability and cost are mutually contradictory factors
with respect to cloud-based services. In other words, if the
goal of an organization is to gain more computing power for
peak loads, scalable resources would be required from CSP.
However, this would lead at the same time to higher associ-
ated cost.
3. Based on requirements and goals of an organization, factors
can have different priorities or relevance [25]. For ex-
ample, for business critical applications, security, availability,
and business continuity will be higher in priority as compared
to cost incurred or energy efficiency of the deployed service.
These priority values will be considered as weightage associ-
ated to each factor that influences the decision.
4. Also, these requirements can be both quantitative and
qualitative in nature [119]. For example cost, availability,
throughput, scalability are quantitative factors, with respect
to cloud-based services. But there are also qualitative factors,
like location, of stored data or supported standards [41], that
influence such a decision. Therefore, it is crucial to rank or
measure the performance of alternatives accurately for both
of these categories of factors.
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The existing research work in the domain of decision making
for adopting a new technology is very narrow in its focus, and
it does not look into the problem from all relevant facets. Some
of these approaches look into the elicitation of requirements or
relevant factors [134] or focus on decision making of predefined
and limited number of factors [82], while others focus only on
cost effectiveness of the adopted solution [123]. Therefore, a de-
cision methodology for selecting the best available alternative is
required, which can make a quantitative decision (a) based on dif-
ferent factors and performance of all alternatives per factor, (b)
can model and include the priorities and interrelations of relevant
factors, and (c) can support trade-offs for mutually conflicting
factors. In addition, when service(s) become(s) unavailable due
to a technical failure or disaster, performing an impact analysis
of the(se) service(s) helps to determine appropriate recovery ob-
jectives and provide recommendations to establish or strengthen
recovery capabilities. This potential impact on an organization
can also be measured based on factors from technical, economical,
organizational, legal, or regulatory domains.
1.3 Thesis Hypothesis and Contribution
Motivated by these observations above, this thesis makes the fol-
lowing contributions to the field of decision making for adopting
a new technology in an organization. The contributions men-
tioned here are related to cloud-based services, which are chosen
as a use case to apply the methodology developed. Also, these
contributions have their basis in the following hypothesis (Hx)
and research questions (Rx.y) as mentioned below:
H1: A trade-offs-based strategy for a decision regarding the
adoption of cloud-based services leads to the selection of
a best alternative.
R1.1: What are factors that influence this decision?
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R1.2: How can a quantified trade-offs-based strategy be
established?
H2: Performing an impact analysis before adopting cloud-based
service leads to incorporating appropriate counter-measures
against failure.
R2.1: Which factors have to be considered for such an im-
pact analysis?
R2.2: How can impact be predicted in quantified terms?
Based on these hypothesis and research questions, a survey
is to be performed as the first contribution, with organizations
who either have adopted cloud-based services, or plan to do so
in future. The aim of this survey is to identify and evaluate
factors that influence the decision of adopting a new technol-
ogy. Secondly, a quantified methodology, for selecting the best
alternative, based on multi-attribute decision algorithms is to be
developed and implemented that supports a trade-offs-based de-
cision. This methodology would also encompass the modeling of
interrelations amongst the relevant factors along with any con-
tradictory relationships, that might exists. In addition, a predic-
tive and quantified impact analysis method is to be developed
to predict the consequences of adopting the best alternative on
an organization. All these contributions are made by taking the
specific scenario of cloud-based services under consideration. Fi-
nally, this thesis also evaluates the generalizability of the trade-
offs-based decision methodology developed within the thesis. For
this evaluation the scenario of providing Internet connectivity
on-board of trains will be studied.
1.4 Thesis Outline
The remaining chapters of this thesis are organized as follows.
Chapter 2 discusses related work and concepts that lay the tech-
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nical foundation upon which this thesis stands; including MCDA
and decision analytics of new technology, specifically that of CC.
Analysis of related work leads to identification of an existing gap
in the current research efforts for decision making of adopting
CC, and hence derives contribution opportunities.
Chapter 3 discusses the relevance and complexity of the de-
veloped methodology within the context of cloud-based services.
Survey results of factors identified and their interrelations are
presented, discussed, and analyzed. These factors form the foun-
dation of the framework and algorithms used within TrAdeCIS.
Chapter 4 discusses the design and implementation of the
methodology of trade-offs-based decision for the adoption of
cloud-based services. The main components of this methodology
consist of identification and modeling of relevant factors, relative
ranking of alternatives based on its performance for each factor,
and a trade-offs establishment for contradictory factors. This
chapter also analyzes the relevance of two MCDA algorithms –
Technique for Order of Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution
(TOPSIS) and Analytical Network Process (ANP) – in the deci-
sion process of adoption of any technology. Finally, the impact
analysis methodology is developed and illustrated to predict the
impact an alternative will have on an organization in case of fail-
ure.
Chapter 5 evaluates the methodology developed and its imple-
mentation in terms of (1) applicability of algorithms, (2) gener-
alization of TrAdeCIS, and (3) results based on the implemented
prototype of TrAdeCIS. Performance test results show that the
developed methodology is scalable to a high number of factors
and alternatives. Also, the applicability of TrADeCIS to other
domains than that of cloud-based service proves its extendibility
to the decisions pertaining to different technologies.
Chapter 6 finally summarizes and concludes the thesis. It also
validates all hypothesis and contributions made in this thesis.
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2
Related Work
This thesis addresses a complex and interdisciplinary topic ofadopting a new technology in an organization. This chap-
ter, therefore, provides an overview of important thematic areas
touched within this thesis. Related work in terms of compara-
ble approaches, efforts, or implementation work is outlined and
discussed to allow a better assessment of this work’s focus and
impact. This chapter addresses four issues: The distinct scope of
work shall be defined, key terminology and important notions
of decision making from a technical, economical, and organi-
zational point of view shall be discussed, state-of-the-art￿where
available￿shall be presented, and gaps will be identified and doc-
umented.
2.1 Definition of Scope And Terminology
Decision of adopting any technology in an organization touches
thematic dimensions of decision analytics, technology, economics,
organizational influences, and law. While decision analytics is the
tool based on which a decision adoption methodology can be de-
9
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Figure 2.1: Principle Thematic Dimensions Studied
veloped, all other dimensions serve as the factors or criteria that
influence this decision process. Figure 2.1 shows and relates these
dimensions accordingly. For the dimension of technology this
work will primarily focus on Cloud Computing (CC), by means of
taking it as a use case on which the developed methodology will
be applied and validated. From the economical perspective, this
work is motivated by understanding the factors that can evaluate
the returns and investment to be made for adopting the technol-
ogy of CC. For the dimension of organizational influences, this
work will identify the changes needed in terms of structure, man-
agement, or control, when CC is adopted in an organization. Fi-
nally the legal and regulatory perspective studies constraints that
any alternative cloud-based service has to abide by in order to be
legally compliant. All these domains can be sub-categorized into
quantitative and qualitative factors. While quantitative factors
consist of factors that can be measured or have numerical statis-
tical data (e.g., cost, availability, throughput), qualitative factors
are more subjective in nature (e.g., control over data and appli-
cations, legal compliance). These four principle dimensions ad-
dressed so far are mutually inter-related. Normally, one also has
to trade-off certain criteria or factors for others, specifically when
they are contradictory to each other. Hence, each dimension in-
fluences directly one of the core results of this thesis, namely
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the methodology developed to make the decision of adopting a
new technology in an organization. Consequently, this method-
ology has to encompass technological, economic, organizational,
and legal and regulatory requirements and limitations. There-
fore, to assist a decision maker to focus on relevant factors, their
priorities, and performance of available alternatives, methods are
needed that help them to model their requirements. A taxon-
omy can be built for such purposes that models all the factors
and their interrelations. A taxonomy is a classification of things
or concepts that includes different facets of the data, including
relationships and other metadata that provide additional infor-
mation (e.g., properties) of the data that are being described.
Also, this work will perform an impact analysis that will take
into account loss associated with adopting cloud-based service if
there is any unforeseen technical or business failure. People and
organizations face situations where various complex decisions are
to be made on a daily-basis. These decisions have been divided
in following main types [58]:
Choice Decision: These decisions include selection of the sin-
gle best option or a set of equivalent or incomparable best
options.
Ranking Decision: In these decisions, numerous available al-
ternatives are to be ordered from best to worst. Such order-
ing uses several techniques such as weights of alternatives
across several criteria by making pair-wise comparisons. In
pair-wise comparisons two alternatives or criteria are com-
pared in terms of which one is preferred, or has greater
amount of some quantitative property or performance.
Sorting Decision: For these decisions the aim is to put the op-
tions into ordered and pre-characterized categorizes. This
grouping is done based on descriptive and predictive rea-
soning.
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The decision to adopt a new technology can be categorized as a
ranking problem as it includes multiple criteria based on which
multiple alternatives are to be ranked. Multi-criteria Decision
Analysis (MCDA) is such an approach of solving a complex rank-
ing problem by disintegrating it into manageable pieces, so that
the several available alternatives can be ranked from the most op-
timum to the least optimum option [58]. An optimum option is
a term for quantifying the desirability or preference of a particu-
lar alternative. The desirability or preference of an alternative is
measured by its performance for each factor and criteria, and the
priorities of these factors. For example, selection of an alternative
“A” can be considered to be most optimum, if it performs better
than all other available alternatives with respect to factors that
have relatively higher priorities. Therefore, there does not exists
a unique optimum solution for such decision problems because
the selected alternative is based on decision-maker’s preferences.
MCDA analysis can be performed to rank the alternatives that
involves following problems:
Multiple Objective Optimization Problems: Such prob-
lems include establishing trade-offs between multiple
objectives. Here the number of alternatives or solutions
are not known in advance and can only be identified after
solving a mathematical model.
Multiple-criteria Evaluation Problems: These problems in-
clude a finite set of alternatives, and their performance in
multiple criteria are identified in the beginning of the anal-
ysis. The methods solving these problems can either be
used to rank or sort the available alternatives.
As the decision to adopt any technology involves a finite and
pre-known set of alternatives and criteria, it can be specifically
categorized as a multiple-criteria evaluation problem. For exam-
ple, in case of Cloud Computing decision has to be taken with
respect to selection of service models such as that of [11]:
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Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) provides computing re-
sources specifically that of virtualized hardware (e.g., vir-
tual machines, servers, storage).
Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) is a software delivery model,
which provides software licenses (e.g., virtual desktop,
email, games) on a subscription basis.
Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) provides a platform (e.g.,
hardware architecture, operating systems, runtime li-
braries)
Also, clouds can be differentiated based on ownership and access
into following deployment models:
Private Cloud is cloud infrastructure operated for single orga-
nization use. Deploying private cloud provides high control
over the data and application. However, it also requires
high degree of engagement by an organization in terms of
virtualizing the environment and managing it.
Public Cloud is provided over the Internet. It is hosted, oper-
ated, and maintained by external service providers. This
restricts the control of an organization on its own data and
applications. However, it provides hassle free access to large
pool of resources, as per requirements.
Hybrid Cloud is a collaboration between private and public
cloud. In such a case, an organization can decide to host
sensitive data on the private cloud, but use public cloud for
business critical applications.
2.2 Decision Analytics for Cloud Computing
There have been efforts in the past to develop a method for the
decision of whether to move the legacy infrastructure into cloud
or not. [7] and [123] propose two different approaches. While
[7] compares the cost of using a cloud-based service with costs of
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a datacenter on an hourly basis, [123] presents an approach to
compare the costs of leasing and purchasing a CPU (Central Pro-
cessing Unit) over several years. Both of these approaches only
consider cost as a factor, when there are multiple factors from
technical, economical, legal and regulatory, and organizational
domains that must be considered. However, this approach is not
open to an extension to multiple factors (that can have different
measurement units) and to factors that are of qualitative nature,
which is a characteristic of such a decision [82], [125].
In addition, techniques for brokering Service Level Agreements
(SLA) for cloud-based services have also been developed in [3], [5].
This research takes into account different aspects of SLA and ap-
ply multiple objective optimization while selecting the best suited
cloud-based services as per requirements of the organization. The
policy broker sets constrains and objectives on multiple factors of
SLA, such as that of best cost per time unit, minimum accepted
availability, or highest storage capacity at cheapest price. Dif-
ferent alternatives are then evaluated based on their fulfillment
of these different objectives or constraints. However these tech-
niques are restricted to predefined and simplistic interrelations
and objectives (without including any priorities to the objective
fulfillment), and look into what CSPs promise via SLA rather
than the actual performance values of all alternatives.
In the past MCDA also has been performed for the decision of
outsourcing [121], [124]. However, this research is restricted to
a number of predefined factors or applications for taking a deci-
sion. For example [81] looks into the complexity of migrating a
web server to Cloud that can be mitigated by a decision support
system based on MCDA, which is capable of enhancing the qual-
ity of Cloud infrastructure service selections and Cloud Virtual
Machine (VM) image selections. Research on a cloud adoption
decision process suggests various approaches such as that of Goal-
oriented Requirements Engineering (GRE) ([15], [134]), and a
quantified method for MCDA [82], [103]. GRE-based approaches
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are based on a step-by-step process of fulfilling requirements of
the cloud user and are qualitative in nature. MCDA based ap-
proaches followed in the past were quantitative in nature; how-
ever, failed to evaluate impact such an adoption will have on an
organization and did not incorporate business-oriented aspects
in the decision. Also, these approaches only consider the hier-
archical interrelations between factors, which in turn leads to
restrictions in modeling of any other interrelations (e.g., all fac-
tors connected to every other factor in a mesh network, or all
factors connecting to same factor, forming a star network) that
might exist. In addition, they do not establish a trade-offs strat-
egy, where conflicting factors are involved. A trade-offs strategy
refers to the technique of reducing or forgoing one or more de-
sirable parameter in exchange of increasing or obtaining other
desirable outcomes in order to maximize the total return.
Table 2.1: Comparison of Existing Decision Analytics Methodologies
Features Cost- SLA- MCDA- TrAdeCIS
-driven -based -based
Approaches Brokerage Approaches
Technical Considerations No partially partially Yes
Economical Considerations Yes partially partially Yes
Organizational Considerations No partially No Yes
Legal and Regulative Considera-
tions
No Yes No Yes
Inclusion Of Priorities and Interre-
lations Of Factors
No No partially Yes
Establishing Trade-offs No No No Yes
Therefore, all these approaches have a narrow focus while se-
lecting the best alternative as per preferences of factors that in-
fluence such an adoption decision. Even though some approaches
use algorithms of MCDA that can encompass multiple factors and
alternatives, a holistic approach has never been developed be-
fore, that explicitly undertakes a combined understanding from
the technical, economical, organizational, and legal and regula-
tory perspective at the same time. As shown in Table 2.1, the
comparison of related work to TrAdeCIS developed in this thesis
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is based on five key features; “Yes” describing the presence and
“No” denoting the lack of that feature.
None of the above mentioned related work develops or studies,
and quantifies the decision of adopting cloud-based service in
an organization. This decision can encompass the selection of
(1) CSP and their service offerings, (2) deployment model, or
(3) service model. Also, those approaches do not account for
on how influencing factors, their priorities, interrelations, and
contradictions from multiple domains can be included in such
an analysis. Therefore, this thesis fills the gap by developing
a trade-offs-based decision methodology to address all the open
issues.
2.2.1 Algorithms For Multi-criteria Decision Analy-
sis
The decision of adopting any technology in an organization is cat-
egorized as a Multiple-criteria Evaluation Problem. Therefore, a
brief discussion and analysis of various algorithms to solve such
problems is discussed and analyzed below. These algorithms aim
to rank the alternatives based on the relevance of factors, and
performance of all available alternatives per factor. Therefore
the highest ranked (or most optimum) alternative will be an al-
ternative that matches the requirements more closely than any
of the other available alternatives.
2.2.1.1 Technique for Order of Preference by Simi-
larity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS)
This method was first developed in 1981 [55], and was later pre-
sented and modified several times [68], [130] in the community of
decision making. The basic principle that the selected alternative
should be closest to the best solution (positive-ideal solution) and
farthest away from the worst solution (negative-ideal solution),
however, remained same in all these modifications. This implies
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that TOPSIS simultaneously considers the distance of each alter-
native to the ideal solution and negative ideal solution, and then
selects the alternative that is relatively closest to the ideal solu-
tion as the best alternative [117]. TOPSIS does pair-wise com-
parisons of all alternatives across all the criteria and facilitates
trading-off a poor performance of an alternative in one factor by
a good performance in another factor. Pair-wise comparison is a
process of comparing alternatives in pairs to judge which of the
two alternatives is preferred, has better performance with respect
to a factor, or whether or not the two alternatives are perform-
ing at the same level with respect to a factor. Mathematically,
TOPSIS follows the following steps:
1. Construct an alternative performance matrix of m alternatives
and n criteria, where performance or score of each alternative
for every criteria is known. Let X = (xij) be such a matrix
where each element of the matrix ((xij)) is the performance
of alternative i with respect to criteria j. The size of the
matrix is m  n. Also, let J be the set of benefit attributes
(to be maximized) and J 0 be the set of negative criteria (to be
minimized).
2. Normalize the alternative performance matrix. This step is
performed to transform the attributes having different dimen-
sions into non-dimensional attributes, hence allowing com-
parisons across criteria. Normalized weights are obtained as
shown by the following equation:
rij =
xijrP
1im
1jn
x2ij
(2.1)
3. Construct weighted normalize matrix, where each weight or
priority is represented by wj for 1  j  n. This step is
performed by multiplying each column of the normalized al-
ternative performance matrix with the priority of respective
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criteria or factor. An element of the new weighted alternative
performance matrix is:
vij = wij  rij (2.2)
4. Determine positive ideal solution (A) as follows:
A = [v1; v

n] (2.3)
where vj = max(vij) if criteria j 2 J or vj = min(vij) if j 2 J 0
5. Determine negative ideal solution (A0) as follows:
A
0
= [v
0
1; v
0
n] (2.4)
where v0j = min(vij) if criteria j 2 J 0 or v
0
j = max(vij) if j 2 J
6. Calculate the distance for every alternative j to the positive-
ideal solution (A) denoted by Si as follows:
Si =
qX
(vj   vij)2; for1  j  m (2.5)
and to the negative ideal solution (A0) denoted by S0i as follows:
S
0
i =
rX
(v
0
j   vij)2; for1  j  m (2.6)
7. Compute the relative closeness coefficient for each alternative:
Ci =
S
0
i
Si ++S
0
i
(2.7)
where Ci lies between 0 and 1. The closer Ci is to 1, the higher
is the priority of the ith alternative.
TOPSIS has been used in the past to make various decisions such
as that of selection of financial products [83], energy planning
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[63], or vertical handoff decision algorithms for heterogeneous
wireless networks [108]. TOPSIS is an appropriate method to
also quantifiably rank alternatives for the decision of adopting
a new technology due to its simplicity and ability to consider
a non-limited number of alternatives and criteria. In addition,
it encompasses relative priorities for all the factors along with
respective performance of alternatives per factor. Furthermore,
as the algorithm normalizes the input values, performance values
of alternatives can have different measurement units.
Figure 2.2: Linear Hierarchy of AHP [58]
2.2.1.2 Analytic Hierarchical Process (AHP)
Decision making with AHP involves a hierarchy of criteria and
sub-criteria based on which alternatives are ranked [100]. AHP
is considered for a decision problem with a goal to be reached
(e.g., ranking alternatives), with more than one alternative ways
of reaching the goal (i.e., available alternative solutions), and
multiple criteria against which the alternatives need to be evalu-
ated. A criterion can be divided into multiple sub-criteria, which
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will be part of next lower hierarchy to the hierarchy of the crite-
ria. For example, a factor of migration time can be divided into
sub-criteria of high, medium, and low migration time. Therefore,
the problem to be solved is represented in a hierarchy that de-
scends from the overall objective or goal, down to criteria and its
sub criteria, and finally to alternatives from which the choice is
to be made. Hierarchy in AHP indicates a relationship between
elements or nodes of one level (cluster) with those of the level
(cluster) immediately below (cf. Figure 2.2). Once the hierarchy
has been constructed, the decision maker analyze it through a
series of pair-wise comparisons that derive priorities of the crite-
ria and alternatives [100]. The latter of the two is based on the
performance of each alternative per criteria. The steps of AHP
to rank the alternatives can be summarized as follows:
1. Model the decision to be taken as a hierarchy that contains the
decision goal, the alternatives for reaching it, and the criteria
for evaluating the alternatives.
2. Establish local priorities among the elements of criteria cluster
by making pair-wise comparisons of all the elements in the
hierarchy of criteria. In making these comparisons, decision
makers use elements’ relative importance with respect to their
impact on the decision of selecting an alternative. Arrange
the priorities in a matrix and calculate normalized principle
Eigen vector of the matrix. The same process is repeated for
all the sub-criteria.
3. In case of hierarchy that has more than one level of criteria
calculate global priorities of sub-criteria. Global priorities are
obtained by multiplying local priorities of the level N+1 to the
priority of level N.
4. Final decision is obtained based on the performance of each
available alternative with respect to different criteria (which
also have different priorities).
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It has found its applicability in various fields of multiple crite-
ria decision making such as that of operation research, strategy
planning, and resource allocation [29]. However, there have been
criticisms such as a very complex decision results in a very com-
plex hierarchy, and high number of pair-wise comparisons is not
feasible within acceptable time limits. Also the question, for ex-
ample, if the structure of a hierarchy needs to be flat (with few
levels and many elements on the levels) or tapered (with many
levels and few elements on one level) can lead to contrasting
ranking of alternatives [51]. Therefore, a method is needed that
can support interrelations between any desired elements of the
decision that are not necessarily to be structured as a hierarchy.
Criteria	Cluster	1	
Criteria	Cluster	2	
Criteria	Cluster	3	
Criteria	Cluster	4	
Alterna1ves	Cluster	
Sub-criteria	for	3	
Elements	or	Nodes	corresponding	to	
diﬀerent	criteria	
Nodes	corresponding	to	
diﬀerent	Alterna1ves	
Figure 2.3: ANP Network
2.2.1.3 Analytic Network Process (ANP)
ANP, as opposed to AHP, models the decision as a network of
clusters, wherein clusters are no longer necessarily connected in
a hierarchy as shown in Figure 2.3. In ANP, all criteria are rep-
resented as a cluster, and their sub-criteria (if any) are modeled
as elements or nodes within that cluster. Also, all available alter-
natives constitute an additional cluster. ANP is the only method
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where a possibility to model dependencies or interrelations be-
tween any set of elements exists [58]. Interrelations between cri-
teria and alternatives are modeled as inner or outer dependencies
or connections of clusters. While an interrelation between a node
or an element within a cluster is termed as inner dependency,
interrelations between two different clusters is called outer de-
pendency. The steps of ANP can be summarized as follows:
1. The first step is to model the decision to be taken. In ANP
criteria and alternatives are represented as clusters (compris-
ing of nodes) of a network. The clusters are connected based
on the interrelations that exist between factors. Also, all the
clusters of criteria are connected to the cluster of alternatives,
as based on these factors all alternatives are to be evaluated.
2. For all the nodes that are inter-connected comparison matrices
are generated by performing pair-wise comparisons of interre-
lated nodes.
3. Principle Eigen vector is computed for all the comparison ma-
trices. The values of the Eigen vectors are called local priori-
ties corresponding to all connections between the nodes in the
network.
4. All the obtained Wigen vectors are represented as column vec-
tors in the matrix, hence forming an unweighted super matrix.
5. In the next step the unweighted super matrix is normalized to
calculate the weighted super matrix.
6. The limit matrix is now calculated, which is the weighted super
matrix raise to the power of k+1, where k is an arbitrary
positive integer. The values in the limit matrix specify the
ranking for alternative solutions.
[82] suggests ANP as the favorable evaluation method for eval-
uating cloud-based services due to its ability to incorporate com-
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plex criteria networks during the evaluation. More complex cri-
teria networks enable a more realistic modeling of criteria de-
pendencies. Also, [126] presents an ANP method to evaluate
the QoS of cloud service architecture. This method selects the
most optimum architecture. In other words, the ranking of the
architecture obtained by ANP is equivalent to utilizing a model
that will filter the architectures that does not provide the desired
quality level. In addition [126] mentions that as ANP allows for
multiple interrelations between any two factors and alternatives,
it can also be used to analyze trade-offs based decisions.
2.3 Transition to Cloud-based Services
Cloud-based services have the ability to pay for use of computing
resources on a short-term basis as needed and then release them
as per the need [7]. Also, CC includes lower implementation and
maintenance cost [71]. This in turn leads to a major transition
in terms of Capital Expenditure (CAPEX) model to Operating
Expenditure (OPEX) model. In addition, this reduces the barri-
ers in adoption of cloud-based services as infrastructure is owned
by the CSP, it does not need to be purchased at one-time, and
is scalable that facilitates growth of an organization. IT depart-
ments save time, cost, and effort in terms of developing, deploy-
ing, securing, and maintaining applications and infrastructure [7].
In terms of organizational benefits CC improves the agility and
flexibility of organizations, owing to scalability and availability
of high-performance resources [75]. Even though there are nu-
merous advantages of CC, there are several risks associated with
security and privacy of data and applications [104]. Following
section discusses the models developed with respect to transition
of legacy infrastructure and applications to CC to improve its
performance, understand economical returns, and consequent or-
ganizational impact. Also, several attempts made in the research
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community to identify the factors that influence such a transition
or adoption of cloud-based service, are discussed below.
2.3.1 Requirement Elicitation Methods
Developing a decision support system is complex specifically
when the user preferences are unknown or not modeled with accu-
racy. Requirement or preference elicitation refers to elicitation of
user preferences by capturing or collecting them, which in turn as-
sists in decision making. It is crucial for such a problem to model
user’s preference accurately (including hidden preferences) and
avoid redundancy [134]. However, [134] claims that for making
the decision of adopting cloud-based services only initial set of
requirements should be identified before searching for a CSP, so
that later negotiations as per requirements can be made. But,
this can lead to biased and inaccurate decision, as complete user
preferences are not known. Traditional exploratory methods of
eliciting such as that of interviews, questionnaires, surveys, or
analysis of existing documentations have been applied by CSPs
and researchers in the past to understand the requirements of
the users and thereby improve the offered services or adoption of
cloud-based services [47], [49], [66], [72], [74], and [87]. However,
these efforts are narrow in its focus of identifying the relevant fac-
tors and their interrelations. Therefore, there is an existing gap
of developing a taxonomy of factors that consists of all relevant
factors and their interrelations that are influence the decision
making of adopting CC.
2.3.2 Technical Models
As the resources of CC are shared across different users, it is
important to logically and physically separate the data and ap-
plications (belonging to different users) that are stored on the
cloud [137]. [70], [137] explore the methods to segregate and
encrypt the data to ensure security and privacy of data on the
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cloud. Currently, CSPs isolate data within single tenant bound-
ary. However, with changing times there is a need of systems like
Muti-tenancy Authorization Systems [112] that support cross-
tenant collaboration using authorization as a service. In CC as
various multiple instances of resources are available, scheduling
algorithms are needed in order to efficiently allocate computing
resources. [29] develops a task-oriented resource allocation algo-
rithm by pair-wise comparing the tasks and user preferences, and
then finding the best alternative resource by using AHP. [128]
developed a dynamic resource allocation algorithm that avoids
overloading of the physical machines by measuring the uneven
utilization of the servers. They also predict the future load of
applications by observing usage patterns. However, allocation of
resources is dependent on many other factors, such as network
bandwidth, response time, reliability, and cost, that are not in-
cluded in any of these models.
Research and development in the field of federated cloud is
still in nascent era [7]. There are only few efforts in the field
of energy-efficient strategies for provisioning resources [93], [13],
and negotiating them in inter-cloud and federated cloud. Sim-
ulation tools such as CloudSim [18], and testbed such as Open
Cirrus [8] have been developed to model and simulate the CC
systems and applications, both is single and federated cloud en-
vironments. Such tools enable simulation of data centers, Virtual
Machines (VM) and resource provisioning policies. However, lack
of common accepted standards lead to delivering of technology
by the CSPs that is based on different proprietary Application
Program Interfaces (API). There is only a single cloud standard
available – the Open Virtualization Format (OVF) – for facili-
tating the mobility of virtual machine [28]. However, this alone
does not make cloud solutions interoperable. In other words, the
customer is not able to use service across multiple clouds using
a common management API [110]. There have been, therefore,
efforts to develop a vocabulary for describing services [76], dis-
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covery of services using OWL ontology [94], and management
API for interacting between different clouds [24]. The descrip-
tion of services included in vocabulary give organizations sup-
port for information integration, extensibility, and resilience to
change [24]. However, this technical description only focusses on
interoperability of an application, thereby excluding other rele-
vant aspects of cloud-based services. Even though these models
improve the performance of cloud-based services, they do not
simultaneously consider different technical factors and their in-
terrelations to improve various aspects of cloud-based services.
Also, these models do not enable an organization to differentiate
between different available alternatives, and identify appropriate
deployment or service model as per the requirements. Therefore,
a methodology is needed that considers multiple relevant factors
and is able to make a decision for an organization to select the
most suited alternative to requirements.
2.3.3 Economical Models
Cloud-based services manage under- or over- provisioning of re-
sources with the possibility of dynamic resource allocation, which
benefits from economies of scale leading to high cost savings [19].
An optimal cloud resource provisioning algorithm by formulating
a stochastic programming model was developed in [19]. This al-
gorithm allows for minimizing total cost of resource provisioning
even with reserving the resources in advance, when the price and
demand are uncertain. [71] developed a tool for cost analysis of
cloud by Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) and Utilization Cost
(UC) of cloud-based services. Cost calculation in cloud-based
services is the total sum of cost of server, software, support, net-
work, power, cooling, facility, and real-estate. TCO not only
includes the capital cost, but also the cost of operating the IT
infrastructure. UC is dependent on the actual utilization of the
resources (e.g., servers, VMs) at the instant of calculation. There
have been efforts in the past to make a decision whether to move
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the legacy infrastructure into cloud or not. [38] and [123] propose
two different approaches. While [38] compares the cost of using
a cloud-based service with the costs of a datacenter on an hourly
basis, [123] presents an approach to compare the costs of leasing
and purchasing a CPU (Central Processing Unit) over several
years. Both of these approaches only consider cost as a factor,
when there are multiple conflicting factors that must be consid-
ered. [91] introduces a transaction cost-based decision regarding
outsourcing. This is based on the minimum cost and maximum
possible profit for each alternative. There also has been an at-
tempt to use utility-based mechanism to support SLAs in order to
balance the performance of applications and the cost associated
with them [21], and allocation of bandwidth and its associated
pricing [92]. Both of these efforts particularly investigate the
service profit and customer satisfaction.
However, all these economical approaches are not open to an
extension to multiple factors (that can have different measure-
ment units) and to factors that are of qualitative nature, which
is a characteristic of such a decision of moving to cloud-based
services [82].
2.3.4 Organizational Models
CC has been developed as a new technology with several technical
and economical advantages. The success of cloud adoption is also
dependent on understanding its influence or impact on organiza-
tion. However, the related work in the domain of understanding
organizational impact is very limited. The influence of CC can
be in terms of transformation of existing business process, appli-
cations, and data to fit into CC, size of organization, knowledge,
and expertise of human resources [47], [74], [99]. In addition,
[129] discusses how cloud-based services will affect the authority
and role of IT department in an organization. Therefore, an im-
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pact analysis methodology is needed that can measure in full the
impact of adopting cloud-based services on an organization.
2.3.5 Inclusion of Legal and Regulative Considera-
tions in Cloud Adoption Decision
Organizations have many expectations from cloud-based services
associated with access, reliability, security, confidentiality and
privacy, liability, or ownership of data [109]. Failure to address
these issues by CSPs and their compliance to any applicable laws
and regulations can be unacceptable to an organization. Related
work focuses on some of these specific facets of legal and regula-
tive compliance of CC. [4], [20], and [64] focus on data protection
issues in CC. [65] concentrates on issues regarding applicable laws
and regulations in CC federation scenarios. Other efforts include
cross boarder data flow issues [107], anti-trust [127], and security
[62] considerations. While this related research discusses the le-
gal and regulative in depth their consequences on other technical,
economical, and organizational factors effecting cloud adoption
decision CC are not evaluated.
Table 2.2: Comparison of Models Assisting in the Transition to Cloud-
based Services
Features Preference Technical Economical Organizational
Ellicitation
Methods
Models Models Models
Inclusion Of Priorities
and Interrelations Of
Factors
partially No No Yes
Legal and Regulative
Considerations
No No partially Yes
Trade-offs Based
Quantified Decision
No No No Yes
Impact Analysis No No No Yes
As shown in Table 2.2, the comparison of related work of transi-
tion to cloud-based services to TrAdeCIS developed in this thesis
is based on five key features; “Yes” describing the presence and
“No” denoting the lack of that feature. This, therefore, marks
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the gaps existing in the current research and helps in identifying
available contribution opportunities.
2.4 Contribution Opportunities
As shown in this chapter there is an extensive research dedi-
cated to achieve high flexibility, performance, scalability, and
availability of cloud-based services in a cost effective manner.
However, success of CC is dependent of efficient and optimal
decision-making while adopting cloud in an organization. Such
a decision process involves predicting best alternative and most
optimal path, even in the scenarios of uncertainty and incom-
plete information. Thus, the related work research present in
this chapter has revealed the following:
1. Current approaches assisting in the decision of adopting cloud-
based services are very narrow in their inclusion of relevant
factors and their interrelations, i.e., all technical, economi-
cal, and organizational factors and their interrelations are not
included.
2. Current methodologies do not identify that many of the rel-
evant factors can be contradicting. Hence, these approaches
lack the possibility of making a quantified trade-offs-based de-
cision for conflicting factors.
3. Also an impact analysis methodology for predicting the impact
an alternative will have on an organization is missing from the
current research literature.
Having identified these above shortcomings and in direct rela-
tionships with the observations made in Section 1.3, the following
opportunities for scientific contributions in the area of decision
making of adopting cloud-based services in an organization have
been revealed:
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1. Identifying relevant factors that influence the decision of
adopting CC, and building taxonomy of these factors and their
interrelations. In addition a method is to be developed to rank
and prioritize these factors.
2. Development of a quantified trade-offs-based methodology for
the decision of adopting CC so that trading off in case of con-
flicting factors is possible. This will be based on MCDA al-
gorithms as they give a possibility of ranking all available al-
ternatives based on multiple factors, and thereby identify the
most optimum alternatives as per the requirements.
3. Implementation of a web-based system that allows for use case
based evaluation and extensibility testing of the methodology
developed – TrADeCIS – within this thesis.
4. Development of a predictive impact analysis methodology that
allows to predict the impact the top ranked alternative (as
per the trade-offs-based decision methodology) will have on
an organizations after its adoption. This makes organizations
aware of possible losses, risks and the need of any preventive
countermeasure in advance.
Hence Chapters 3 to 6 present a detailed design, analysis, and
evaluation of the methodology developed within this thesis to
make trade-offs-based decision for adopting a new technology in
an organization.
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Adoption of Cloud-based Services
Adoption of cloud-based services is a critical decision, notonly because of the impact it has on an organization, but
also due to the availability of diverse offerings by various Cloud
Service Providers (CSP). Also, there exists a wide array of de-
ployment models and service models, which an organization can
select from based on its requirements. Due to a plethora of op-
tions and varied requirements, the relevance and complexity of
making an optimal decision increases. This chapter identifies and
analyzes factors and models their interrelations, which influence
the decision of adopting cloud-based services in an organization.
3.1 Relevance and Complexity
Growth in the number of service providers and their offerings of
any technology raises the need of evaluating the most optimal
alternative. This decision is based on the expectations or factors
that are used to measure the impact of incorporating any new
technology into business for fulfilling IT (Information Technol-
ogy) needs. In addition, these influencing factors can be from
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multiple domains, and can be highly interrelated. This can be
seen in various technologies as analyzed below.
Deployment of Internet on Train can involve a multi-
criteria comparison in the decision of selecting and
deploying different on-board signal repeaters such as
IP-based data access points, wide-band repeaters, or small
cells [89], [78]. These criteria can be interrelated factors
from technical (e.g., availability, latency), economical
(e.g., cost, revenue), and organizational (e.g., licenses)
domains.
Network Function Virtualization (NFV) increases the
flexibility to share resources and decrease setup and
management cost for Telecommunication Service Providers
(TSP) [50]. The possibility of moving network functions
to cloud raises questions for TSPs such as that of selection
of deployment models [85]. The network function can
be moved to a public cloud, or to private ones that
are distributed across TSPs infrastructure. Either way,
decision will have to be made to select an appropriate
cloud-based service that will be based on interrelated
factors such as that of performance, reliability, security, or
communication between functions.
Cloud-based Services are being offered by numerous service
providers such as that of Amazon, Google, or Microsoft.
Each of these CSPs offers similar services at different prices
and performance levels [18]. While one provider might be
cheap for computation, they may be expensive for storage.
Also, factors that influence the impact can be interrelated.
For example, consolidation of resources and improper log-
ical separation of data by CSPs, can lead to illegal and
unethical disclosure of information to unauthorized people
[106]. This can lead to monetary losses for the organization
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Figure 3.1: Reasons for Complexity of Decision Making in Cloud Com-
puting
that stored data on the cloud. Therefore, cloud-based ser-
vice must be evaluated from interrelated factors from (1)
technical, (2) economical, and (3) organizational perspec-
tive. In addition, these factors can vary based on type of
the service model and the deployment model under consid-
eration. Furthermore, these factors can be mutually inter-
dependent and conflicting [43], [45]. For example, the costs
of cloud-based services are lower, mainly due to the possi-
bility of sharing of resources. This, however, can lead to
degradation in performance level, which in-turn may prove
costlier to a customer. In addition, these factors can have
different priorities or relevance for different organizations
based on their expectations from cloud-based services.
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Therefore, as shown in Figure 3.1 the decision to adopt any tech-
nology (instantiated in detail for cloud-based service) is complex
because of following reasons:
1. Factors that influence the decision are very complex in itself.
They are from various domains (technical, economical, and
organizational), and can not be generalized. They vary on a
use case basis. In addition, they can be interdependent and
conflicting with each other.
2. Cloud-based services are offered in various deployment
models that are differentiated based on their size, ownership,
control, and access of data. Also, services are offered accord-
ing to different service models serving different requirements
of infrastructure, platform, and software. In addition, there
exist multiple offerings per CSP that vary in pricing and
functionality.
3. Lastly, the selection of an optimal alternative is based on the
analysis of the impact it will have on organization. As
the performance of an alternative with respect to each factor
can not be guaranteed (but can only be of predicted), it is a
predictive analysis.
3.2 Influencing Factors and their Interrelations
As identified in Chapter 2 their is a lack of empirical data for the
factors that should be considered while evaluating the impact of
cloud-based services or decision to adopt cloud-based services in
any organization [47], [49], [72], [74], and [87]. Without a common
taxonomy and a standardized frame of reference for the factors to
be considered, it is difficult for organizations to have a conclusive
decision regarding adoption of cloud computing – externally with
CSPs or within the organization. Therefore, this thesis follows
an exploratory method to collect the relevant factors. This is
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a qualitative approach, to understand information in depth and
analyze diverse and complex data. In order to identify relevant
factors, two qualitative methods were used. First is that of a case
study, wherein semi-structured interviews were conducted with
organizations. Semi-structured interviews were selected because
the author was able to narrow down areas or topics that were to
be asked. However, author was still interested to hear the expe-
riences of the interviewees. Completely un-structured interview
has the risk of not eliciting the topics from the interviewees that
are closely related to the research questions under considerations.
Second is that of analyzing available literature, both from indus-
trial and academic surveys. Case studies are used for collecting
data, where little or no information exists. It helps to understand
a ￿case￿ from holistic and real-world perspective [132].
The following sections list and analyze the data collected from
case studies conducted with 17 organizations, who have adopted
or plan to adopt cloud-based services for fulfilling their IT re-
quirements. These interviews were conducted between June 2013
and October 2014, and their duration varied between 45 and 60
minutes. These interviews were either conducted by the author
on landline phone or as face-to-face meetings. Literature review
covered reviewing various technical and economic papers, white
papers, and surveys provided by industry and academic research.
3.2.1 Details of Organizations Surveyed
The selection of organizations interviewed was based on random
and convenience sampling. Random sampling is considered as
a fair way of selecting a sample from a given population since
every member has same probability of being selected [48]. This
was combined with convenience sampling, due to the availability
and proximity of participants. Convenience sampling helps to
collect information in more depth as participants are in proxim-
ity [48]. Bias, which can often result from convenience sampling,
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was avoided with two countermeasures: (a) Participants were se-
lected with varied geographical scope and domain of expertise.
This helped in collecting data that can considered as represen-
tative of the complete population. (b) Questions were based on
interviewees’ experience of adoption of cloud-based services (var-
ied as per their domain of expertise) and with general benefits or
challenges associated with the adoption of cloud-based services,
therefore, making generalizations possible.
As identified during the survey all organizations use ad-hoc
preference elicitation methods ranging from guessing and invent-
ing preferences to imitate past decisions made by competitors.
This leads to selection of an alternative that is not optimal, and
is based on incomplete preferences. The sample of organizations
surveyed consisted of only 17 organizations because during the
survey a saturation was reached in terms of factors that were
being mentioned by the decision makers of any additional orga-
nization. Each of the questions posed to the interviewees were
related to at least one of two topics (as shown below) that were
identified for these interviews. The author used the topics as
opening statement for starting the conversation, and the ques-
tions were designed to probe for information that does not come
up during the interview.
• Topic 1: The factors (technical, economical, and organiza-
tional) that should be considered while making a decision to
adopt cloud-based services for fulfilling IT requirements.
– What are the key reasons for adopting a cloud-based solu-
tion?
– What are the limiting factors and risks for selecting a cloud-
based service?
– What are the factors that decide the eligibility of candidate
to be migrated to cloud-based solution?
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– What are the factors that decide which deployment model
will be selected?
• Topic 2: Interdependencies between these factors.
– Are any of the factors interdependent and/or mutually con-
flicting? If yes, then how?
– What is the impact of migration to cloud-based service on
an organization.
– What is the process of evaluating success or failure of adop-
tion of cloud-based services?
These topics aimed to identify requirements or factors that influ-
ence the decision of adopting cloud-based services in an organi-
zation. These factors can be measurable or qualitative in nature
and they effect the evaluation of several available alternatives of
cloud-based services. Identification of these factors is relevant
for this thesis, as the decision making of adopting cloud based
services requires modeling of these factors in the decision model
and ranking all available alternatives per relevant factor.
Table 3.1: Details of Organizations Involved in Case Studies
Organi- Domain of Expertise Organization’s Geographic
-zation Size Regions Served
O1 ICT Provider 60000 Europe, USA, Singapore
O2 Health Insurance 450 Switzerland
O3 Communications 20000 Switzerland
O4 IT Infrastructure Provider 5000 Europe, USA, Australia,
China
O5 Financial Services 2600 Worldwide
O6 Property and Life Insurance 4000 Switzerland
O7 Professional Services 180000 Worldwide
O8 Networking Solutions 67000 Worldwide
O9 ICT Association - Switzerland
O10 Financial Services 140000 Worldwide
O11 Banking Services 255000 Worldwide
O12 Technology and Consulting 431000 Worldwide
O13 Technology and Consulting 305000 Worldwide
O14 IT Services 318000 Worldwide
O15 IT Infrastructure Provider 107000 Worldwide
O16 Life Insurance 3000 Switzerland
O17 Digital Media Solutions 12000 Worldwide
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Details of organizations who participated in case studies are listed
in Table 3.1. Interviewees from these organizations were senior
decision-makers with experience of assessing various cloud alter-
natives. Participation was voluntary, and their identity is kept
anonymous, while reporting the collected data and its analysis.
This was mainly due to the confidentiality and sensitivity of data
and opinions that were shared by the decision makers of various
organizations. These case studies and its results are suitable and
complete for the purpose of the thesis because it establishes the
need of a decision methodology that accommodates both quali-
tative and quantitative factors and their interrelations (including
contradictory influences). Also, it leads to an analysis and mod-
eling of qualitative factors such as that of legal and regulative
requirements with the inclusion of all relevant interrelated fac-
tors.
3.2.2 Factors Identified
Based on the semi-structured interviews and the literature review
it was identified that adoption of Cloud Computing comes with
prominent and definite changes in an organization, which can be
broadly categorized into following categories.
• Technical: The possibility of high performing infinite com-
puting and storage resources available on demand is the most
discussed and quoted benefit of CC, which comes with inher-
ent challenges of security and privacy.
• Economical: Elimination of up-front costs leads to a change
in traditional economical models in place for calculating the
associated cost and the return on investment.
• Organizational: On one hand CC transfers the risk of oper-
ating the infrastructure to CSP. On the other hand it brings
challenges in terms of loss in control over the data, and un-
known location of data storage (risks in legal and regulative
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compliance). Also, the organization has to change its struc-
ture, management, and business models so as to accommodate
the technical changes that CC brings with it.
Therefore, the qualitative data of identified factors from ex-
ploratory research was categorized in three categories of techni-
cal, economical, and organizational factors. The data (both of
case studies and literature review) was aggregated, converged,
and aligned in an XML taxonomy, thereby helping in identifying
multiple occurrences of factors and cross case-study synthesis.
Web Ontology Language (OWL) is another a language that al-
lows the expression of semantic constructs using classification.
However, XML is used in this thesis instead of OWL for build-
ing taxonomy because XML Schema is much richer in defining
structures for information elements and larger set of data types
[67]. OWL has more inference capability but that is out of scope
for the modeling of factors within this thesis. Following means
ensured the completeness of the identified factors:
• Selection of representative population of decision
makers: As shown in Table 3.1 the decision makers who
participated in the survey had gained experience from small,
medium, or large scale organizations who served different
countries across the globe. Also, the domain of expertise of
these organizations was a array of different fields. This en-
sured identifications and analysis of different domain specific
requirements based on which cloud-based services have to be
evaluated.
• Extensive literature review corresponding to all rel-
evant facets: In addition to surveys, extensive literature
review of current research on technical, economical, organi-
zational, legal and regulative aspects of CC ensured in-depth
analysis of all the factors that also included study of their
implications.
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Listing 3.1: XML Schema
1 <?xml version=”1.0” encoding=”UTF8”?>
2 <!DOCTYPE TAXONOMY [
3 <!ELEMENT TAXONOMY (FACTORS+,RELATIONS?)>
4 <!ELEMENT FACTORS (FACTOR+)>
5 <!ELEMENT FACTOR (NAME, DEFINITION, VALUETYPE, TENDENCY,
SUBFACTORS?)>
6 <!ELEMENT NAME (#PCDATA)>
7 <!ELEMENT DEFINITION (#PCDATA)>
8 <!ELEMENT SUBFACTORS (FACTOR+)>
9 <!ELEMENT VALUETYPE (#PCDATA) >
10 <!ELEMENT TENDENCY (#PCDATA)>
11
12 <!ELEMENT RELATIONS (RELATION+)>
13 <!ELEMENT RELATION EMPTY>
14
15
16 <!ATTLIST FACTORS CATEGORY (Economical|Organizational|Technical) #
REQUIRED>
17 <!ATTLIST FACTOR FACTORID ID #REQUIRED>
18 <!ATTLIST RELATION RELATIONID ID #REQUIRED>
19 <!ATTLIST RELATION FACTOR1 IDREF #REQUIRED>
20 <!ATTLIST RELATION FACTOR2 IDREF #REQUIRED>
21 ]>
The XML taxonomy, as defined and developed within this the-
sis, structures these factors and models all interrelations. As
shown in the XML schema in the Listing 3.1 factors can be iden-
tified based on their category and factorid. Also, all these factors
have multiple attributes - The attribute of tendency specifies if
the expected value of the factor from the organizations’ perspec-
tive should be as high as possible or as low as possible. For ex-
ample, some factors like price or response time have expectations
of lower values (negative tendency) whilst higher values (positive
tendency) are desired for throughput or availability. The next at-
tribute is that of value type that specifies if the value of a factor
can be specified as, string, enumeration, numeric, boolean, list,
set, or range. Furthermore, this taxonomy also models all inter-
relations between the factors that are derived from the analysis of
data collected. These interrelations are modeled as (1) hierarchi-
cal interrelations, in terms of factors and its sub-factors, and (2)
influential interrelations, where a factor and/or its sub-factor(s)
influence other factors and/or its sub-factor(s). The granularity
of both hierarchical and influential interrelations of factors can
vary based on specific scenario under consideration. For example,
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the factor of data loss can be further sub-factorized into types of
counter measures taken by CSP against data loss or leakage, or
specific encryption techniques that are desired by an organiza-
tion. This implies that identifying a complete list of all these
granularities is not possible, as this would always be scenario
specific. Therefore, these factors that are identified and analyzed
below act a guideline in terms of relevant factors that are to be
considered while evaluating different cloud-based services.
3.2.2.1 Technical Factors
The complete list of these factors from technical perspective, as
obtained from interviews with the organizations and literature
review, is listed in Table 3.2, and corresponding XML structuring
is presented in Appendix A. Their relevance on the decision of
adopting cloud-based services are discussed below on a per factor
basis:
• Accessibility: Effectiveness and accessibility of cloud-based
services is dependent on broadband speed. If broadband is
unavailable or speed is slow the effectiveness, reliability, and
real-time services of the cloud do not get delivered as they are
meant to be. Accessibility also includes independence in terms
of device through which cloud-based service can be accessed.
This is dependent on the usage of standards for implementing
the entire technology stack of cloud-based services [115].
• Application Lifecycle Management: Application Lifecy-
cle Management (ALM) generally refers to the different phases
of software development, from initial planning to retirement.
For example, for SaaS CSP is responsible for each phase of the
ALM. From an organizations’ perspective important phase of
ALM with respect to cloud-based services is that of patching
and upgrading [135]. CSPs must provide centralized patching
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and upgrades for applications so that users work with same
and latest version of the application.
• Availability: Availability of cloud-based services is a cru-
cial factor of defining and identifying appropriate price-
performance ratio. Failure of any component within a cloud-
based service, must be handled in advance by redundancy.
Every physical component, on which service delivery depends,
needs to be redundant, since failure of even one component
comprises the availability of the entire service. Service Level
Agreements (SLA) must define the guaranteed availability,
and liabilities and counter measures in case of any failures.
One way of classifying the availability of services depending
on the behavior of the system during system interruptions,
maintenance, and fault or disaster tolerance can be based on
if the data integrity is maintained and/or the functionality of
the service is interrupted or not [136].
• Backup: In order to ensure that the information is not lost
organizations often demand data and application backup from
CSP. This assures business continuity and chances of data get-
ting lost are reduced. However, CSPs offer this as a premium
service, and not every organization might be able to bear the
expense. Also backing up data on Cloud is best when the
rate of change is less than 10% of the total data per month
[114]. Furthermore, the migration of data from one Cloud to
other Cloud is not simplistic, owing to the problem of porta-
bility. It needs efforts, time and leads to additional expense.
This in turn, makes backup an important factor for evaluat-
ing cloud-based services. Therefore, SLAs need to specify all
parameters such as where and how images of data and appli-
cations are stored [1] so that liability and consequences in case
of any failure are known in advance.
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• Complexity: Complexity refers to the difficulty to under-
stand a new technology and how easy it is to use. It can be
measured by quantitative and qualitative feedback from users.
It is further divided into following sub-factors by [109].
– Frustration: Measures the complexity in terms of per-
ceived difficulty of using and understanding the system.
– Flexibility: Denotes the rigidness of the provided interac-
tion from the service.
– Task Adequacy: Signifies how easy it is to get the system
to fulfill important tasks.
– Expectation Conformity: Unexpected behavior leads to
increased complexity of the system. Therefore, the service
must adhere to expectations of the user.
• Customization: Customization refers to the degree a service
can be adjusted to ones needs or different type of users [1]. For
example, organizations operating in different countries often
need to customize the security and access settings based on
each region or country￿s regulations. Highly customizable so-
lutions can be more attractive for such cases. Therefore, it is in
the interest of CSPs to offer solutions that have high customiz-
ability. The consequences for organization, when choosing a
solution that is not highly customizable, depend on the service
models. The existing business processes need to be redesigned,
if the solution does not allow any customization
• Data Access: With moving of the data to cloud-based ser-
vices, security and privacy concerns rise. There are multiple
reasons for this such as that of a CSP - (1) not defining clearly
the control and access of data at logical and hardware level, (2)
not assuring deletion of all data copies when an owner decides
to move or remove the data from cloud, and (3) not implement-
ing right level of encryption. Data access and its associated se-
curity challenges are specifically crucial to cloud-based services
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when organization outsource their sensitive data to CSPs. In
some practical cloud systems, data confidentiality and access
control is not only a security/privacy issue, but also of juristic
concerns [133]. Data access by developers who are writing new
applications for execution will often use a cloud-based object
storage service, such as Amazon S3 or OpenStack’s storage
cloud. To access the data in S3 developers use a Web-services
API based on REST principles [114]. These principles are
supported majorly by every cloud storage provider. However,
the more complicated issue is that of allowing only legitimate
users to access the data. This requires implementation of ap-
propriate security and authentication techniques, and strict
access control policies from the side of the CSPs.
• Data Loss: Basic types of data loss include data destruc-
tion, data corruption, and unauthorized data access. This can
happen due to failure of any component of cloud-based ser-
vice, power outages, or security breaches [7]. Data loss can
have huge impact on the organization. Beyond the damage to
reputation, loss of customers and partners, and loss of intel-
lectual property it could have financial and legal implications
too. Therefore, it is important for an organization to evaluate
the data in terms of its criticality so that its associated access
control [133], encryption, and key management techniques for
data backup and data retention strategies can be decided and
implemented.
• Elastic Resourcing: Elasticity can be measured in terms
of bandwidth elasticity, number of VMs, memory and CPU
processing power elasticity, or storage elasticity. All the in-
terviewees mentioned public cloud cloud tends to get signifi-
cant advantage over private cloud because of its capability to
handle unexpected hikes in workloads. Therefore, a flexible
infrastructure capacity and a lower provisioning time become
a critical factor for the adoption of cloud-based services.
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• Fault Tolerance: Cloud-based services are dynamic in na-
ture, which leads to unexpected system behavior resulting in
faults and failures. Fault tolerance is the ability of cloud-based
services to serve its purpose even in the presence of failures.
Fault tolerance techniques can be categorized either as (1) re-
active and proactive, or (2) collaborative and exclusive [113].
However, a cloud-based service consists of multiple compo-
nents that can belong to one of the stack of infrastructure,
platform, or software. Therefore, it is important to identify
the faulty component and take appropriate measures accord-
ingly. Also a failure in any given layer usually has an impact
on the services offered by the layers above it. For example,
failure in middleware (PaaS) can cause errors in the software
services built on top of it (SaaS). Similarly, failures in the IaaS
layer will have an impact on most of the PaaS and SaaS ser-
vices. Furthermore, depending on the deployment model an
instance of a server in a multiple cloud scenario might run on
multiple virtual machines on the hardware of different CSPs.
If there is a fault caused at one CSP, it should not effect the
others.
• Functionality and Usability: As mentioned by interviewed
organizations, besides the technological know-how the ease-of
use is also crucial for a successful adoption of cloud based
services in an organization.
• Initial Migration and Data Transfer: Moving or migrat-
ing the applications or data to cloud involve high efforts and
time from the side of organization. [7] states that migrating
data to external locations via network connections can take a
long time (over 45 days for 10TB at 20Mbits/sec) and rela-
tively shipping data via hard disks is often proves to be faster.
Higher the time and the resources that have to be spent on
migration, higher is the cost associated with it. Also, within
this time frame their might be some updates in the data it-
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self. Therefore, it is important that data is migrated as fast
as possible and is synchronized.
• Integration: Cloud integration has very context specific
meaning. It can signify (1) integration of application and stor-
age with legacy infrastructure, (2) integration of applications
on cloud so that multiple users can access it from multiple
devices, or (3) process of configuring multiple applications to
share data in the cloud [27]. Interviewed organizations men-
tioned that integration between SaaS and on-premises legacy
applications is one of the top challenges for adopting SaaS.
• Interoperability: It means applications running in a cloud is
being able to share data and to work exactly in the same man-
ner in any other cloud instance. Interoperability is required
not just between different components of cloud service but also
between identical components running in different cloud in-
stances. Full interoperability includes dynamic discovery and
composition: the ability to discover instances of application
components, and combine them with other application compo-
nent instances, at run time [116]. To achieve interoperability
standards are required at all level i.e., at infrastructure, plat-
form, applications, data, and management. Interoperability
facilitates accessing stored data in another cloud or commu-
nicating with applications in heterogeneous cloud platforms.
Therefore, it is important to evaluate APIs provided by CSPs
while adopting cloud-based services, so that the solution pro-
vided by CSP is flexible and compatible in true sense.
• Management and Maintenance of Identity Platform:
The identity platform is specifically important in public, mul-
tiple cloud, and community cloud-based services [31]. In these
deployment models, often many people have access rights to
the same and applications. The organizations want to control
who has access to resources in the cloud. Without a good
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identity platform, organizations risk that sensitive and confi-
dential data is accessible by unauthorized entities.
• Network Quality: Small and Medium Enterprises (SME) in-
terviewed specially mentioned the importance of taking mea-
sures to increase the network quality in terms of bandwidth
and connectivity. Network quality is important, because in
many cloud architectures (e.g., Amazon Elastic Block Store
(EBS) architecture) the data storage layer is abstracted in the
compute layer of the application. These compute and data
storage nodes are connected via a network [131]. If the net-
work is not of good quality, the application can fail to respond
and the performance can reduce considerably.
• Portability: Portability is the ability to move a component
from one system to another so that it is still usable on the tar-
get system [96]. Portability can be broadly divided into data
and application portability. The first aspect of data portabil-
ity is that a organization should be able to retrieve the data
from the original service and import it into the target ser-
vice.The second aspect is that the syntax and semantics of
the transferred data should be same or mappable from the
source service to the target service [23]. For example, In IaaS,
portability refers to the possibility to move VMs between dif-
ferent CSPs (or from a traditional architecture to the cloud).
Therefore, cloud-based service should be highly portable, as
this would reduce the possibility of vendor lock-in.
• Privacy: [56] lists complexity of risk assessment in a cloud en-
vironment, emergence of new business models and their impli-
cations for consumer privacy, and achieving regulatory compli-
ance as top challenges for maintaining privacy in cloud-based
services. Before adopting any cloud-based services an organi-
zation must explore questions such as:
– Where is the data located?
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– Where and how is the data replicated?
– Who has the control over the data?
– How will a CSP meet required legal and regulatory require-
ments for data storing, processing, and deleting?
• Quality of Service: QoS can be measured by performance,
reliability, and availability offered by an application and by the
platform or infrastructure that hosts it. Targeted QoS levels
and associated economical penalties (in case) are specified in
the SLA [1]. Based on these specifications CSPs can establish
appropriate trade-offs between QoS targets and its respective
operational costs.
• Reliability: Reliability is the probability that a system will
function as expected over a period of time. Reliability, for ex-
ample, can be measured using the Mean Time Between Fail-
ures (MTBF). The reliability of cloud-based services is very
critical but hard to analyze due to its characteristics of large-
scale service sharing, wide-area network, and heterogeneous
software/hardware components and complicated interactions
among them [26].
• Scalability: Scalability is the ability of the system to ac-
commodate peak loads by adding resources (e.g., VMs, stor-
age space) either by making hardware stronger (scale up) or
adding additional nodes (scale out). The ability of cloud-based
services to be able to scale on-demand leads to cost savings
too [45]. The only limiting factor in 100% scalability is the
ability of applications to support scalability.
• Service Response Time: The end-to-end response time is
an aggregated delay of the service time in addition to delays
incurred at the network nodes and links [102]. A lower service
response time will lead to higher QoS. This parameter, there-
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fore, is an important factor that has to be included in SLAs so
that expected performance is ensured from the side of CSPs.
Table 3.2: Technical Factors Overview
Technical Factors (Tn)
Accessibility (T1) Application Lifecycle Management (T2)
Availability (T3) • Patching
Backup (T4) • Upgrades
Complexity (T5) Customization (T6)
• Expectation Conformity Data Access (T7)
• Flexibility Data Loss (T8)
• Frustration Disaster Recovery (T9)
• Task Adequacy Elastic Resourcing (T10)
Fault Tolerance (T11) • Bandwidth
• Reactive • CPU Power
• Proactive • Number of VMs
Functionality (T12) • Storage
Initial Migration and Data Transfer
(T13)
Integration (T14)
Interoperability (T15) Management and Maintenance of Identity
Platform (T16)
• Storage Management Authentication Platform (T17)
• Application Multi-tenancy (T18)
• OS Network Quality (T19)
Portability (T20) • Bandwidth
• Data • Connectivity
• Service • Latency
• Functional • Jitter
Privacy (T21) Quality of Service (T22)
Reliability (T23) Scalability (T24)
Service Response Time (T25) Software Assurance (T26)
Security (T27) Standards for API (T28)
• Confidentiality Trialability (T29)
• Integrity Usability (T30)
• Availability • Application Launch Time
• Auditability • Graphics Agility
• Multi-tenant Trust • Simplicity
Traceability and Audibility (T31) • Learnability
Vendor Lock-in (T32) • Installability
Workload Management (T33) • Response Time
• Classification Workload Utilization Ratio (T34)
• Capacity Planning Multi Tenancy (T35)
• Performance Management
• Configuration Management
• Mission Criticality
• Software Assurance: For cloud-based services, software as-
surance is the likelihood that a cloud service will perform as
expected and/or promised in the SLA [46]. It also accounts for
trustworthiness (no exploitable vulnerabilities), predictable
execution, and conformance to appropriate secure APIs to en-
sure interoperability in a cloud environment.
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• Security: An IDC report reported that 75% of the respon-
dents of the survey mentioned security as one of most impor-
tant factor to be evaluated, while adopting cloud-based ser-
vices [111]. This is of utmost importance for the public cloud,
specifically when sensitive data is stored on cloud. As the
provider has full access and control over the data, responsibil-
ity of data theft, loss, and adherence to legal and regulative
guidelines for storing data has to be carefully evaluated.
• Standards: Cloud-based services urgently need a specific set
of standards to which CSPs can adhere to. All of the orga-
nizations that participated in the interviews raised concerns
about being locked-in with a specific CSP. Cloud services must
be accessible through standardized mechanisms. This implies
that adherence to standards should be applied throughout the
technology stack, from the network layer up to the presenta-
tion layer [115]. While adopting cloud-based services in an
organization it is crucial to avoid CSPs that are using vendor
specific protocols, as it will become a stumbling block in terms
of flexibility when applications and data are to be moved from
one platform to another. Open Virtualization Format (OVF)
standard provides a standard packaging format for software
solutions based on virtual systems, which allows a user to
move VMs from one CSP to another. However, it is very
complicated to use, and might also not always include all the
configuration, security, resource allocations, and uthorization
settings.
• Trialability: To many cloud adopters, the ability to try and
experiment with cloud systems is crucial [131]. It helps to set
the right expectations of a service. It also reduces the risk of
finding that the requirements are not fulfilled after committing
to a CSP or a cloud-based service.
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• Traceability and Auditability: Traceability and auditabil-
ity refers to the extent till which usage and changes of a service
and data can be tracked [87]. Traceability and auditability is
not only relevant to ensure that the billing is correct, but is
also relevant for legal compliance. The possibility of increased
traceability and auditability of changes in information benefits
CC adoption.
• Usability: Usability refers to the experience a user has with
a cloud service. The easier a service is to learn and use, the
faster an organization can adopt it. Usability can be measured
using qualitative and quantitative feedback from its users with
metrics such as application launch time, install-ability (ease of
installing an application), simplicity (ease of using a system
to achieve the desired objective), learnability (time and effort
required to learn a service), and response time [46].
• Vendor Lock-In: As pointed out by every organization that
participated in these case studies, vendor lock-in is an obstacle
for a successful adoption of cloud-based services. It also has
high negative impact in terms of cost and interoperability in
cases when the service provider has to be switched. It high-
lights the need of common standards for APIs across cloud-
service providers, so that interoperability is possible [7].
• Workload Management: Workload management is used
to distribute tasks over resources to achieve optimal perfor-
mance. It requires to carefully plan the capacity, performance
and estimate the criticality of the task, and its corresponding
resource and security configurations [115].
• Workload Utilization Ratio: The workload utilization ra-
tio is the degree of usage of resources. This is often the case in
traditional architectures where the demand vaires with time.
With traditional systems, organizations need to install hard-
ware based on peak requirements. This results in a poor work-
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load utilization ratio, as resources that are sized to handle
peak loads are under-utilized at off-peak times [115]. Public
and multiple cloud models that allow for high scalability and
sharing of resources with multiple users highly increase the
workload utilization ratio.
3.2.2.2 Economical Factors
A key economic advantage of the cloud is its ability to address
variability in resource utilization. By pooling resources and by
sharing it with multiple users, variability is diversified and it
evens out utilization patterns. The larger the pool of resources
is, the smoother is the aggregate demand profile and the higher is
the overall utilization rate. This also makes cloud-based services
cheaper and CSPs can meet its end-user demands more efficiently
[84]. The complete list of identified factors along with its rele-
vance in decision making from economical perspective is listed
in Table 3.3, and corresponding XML structuring is presented in
Appendix A.
• Billing and Metering of Resource Usage: Alignment of
IT resources with their cost can determine the profitability
and allocation of cost per department or user. Identification
of IT resource costs before and after their use along with what
or who is consuming those resources is crucial for paying for
ongoing support to keep the services available and maintained.
The operation of cloud computing metering and billing is pro-
vided in some infrastructures (that is, the public infrastruc-
ture) and still required in private clouds built on enterprise
application server infrastructures [97].
• Carbon Footprint: The adoption of Cloud Computing could
lead to a 38 percent reduction in energy usage in the world’s
data centers by 2020 [98]. A study conducted in Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory found out that “if all US busi-
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ness users shifted their email, productivity software, and Cus-
tomer Relationship Management (CRM) to the cloud, the pri-
mary energy footprint these software applications might be
reduced by as much as 87% or 36 Petajoules” [77]. This is
equivalent to the electricity used by the city of Los Angeles
each year (23 billion kilowatt-hours) [77]. This possibility of
saving energy by moving IT infrastructure and data into cloud
from in-house data centers, is a huge reason for the interviewed
organizations also to adopt cloud-based services .
Table 3.3: Economical Factors Overview
Economical Factors (En)
Billing and Metering of Resource Usage
(E1)
Carbon Footprint (E2)
Cost (E3) Capital Expenditures (CAPEX) (E4)
• License Cost Flexibility (E5)
• Maintenance Marginal Cost and Profit (E6)
• Migration Migration Time (E7)
• Back-up Return-of-Investment (ROI) (E8)
• Energy Operational Expenditures (OPEX)
(E9)
• Hardware • Fixed Cost
• Future Requirements • Variable Cost
• Performance Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) (E10)
• Data Loss • CAPEX
• Switching Providers • OPEX
• Integration Traceability and Audability (E11)
• System Administration Cost • Data and application
• Costs and Total Cost of Ownership (TCO): In CC, mul-
tiple users can have their data and applications hosted on
same set of servers. Users get the package of services as VMs.
Therefore, VM is the unit of resources in Cloud-based services
on which calculation of cost is done [71]. For using Cloud-
based services, organization has to pay for resources (comput-
ing resources, storage, data IO transfer) as per the use, hence
make cloud flexible in terms of cost. TCO is related to CAPEX
and OPEX, as it includes all the costs of owning (subscrib-
ing and operating) a Cloud-based service. Reasons of cost in
an on-premise solution include infrastructure, hardware, soft-
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ware, maintenance and support costs, which are already part
of subscription cost in case of cloud-based services. Operating
costs for cloud-based services include license cost that depends
on number of users, and is fixed for the lifetime of subscrip-
tion. Initial and any subsequent training of employees with
respect to using and operating cloud-based services also add
on to the operating cost. TCO also includes integration and
customization cost, which is needed to migrate legacy systems
to the Cloud. In future, due to any reason if an organization
decides to switch CSP, there is a high associated cost due to
lack of interoperability and portability.
• Migration Time: When large databases (with at least a few
terabytes of data) are to be migrated to Cloud it is important
to have the correct data migration strategy, have the appro-
priate tools, and most importantly use appropriate database
features such as partitioning and compression. One of the ma-
jor obstacles in migrating data is that of availability of only a
small window of time and lack of system resources (e.g., stag-
ing areas for data files) [69]. Higher migration time tends to be
more costly, and would be accompanied with higher chances
of data losses and inconsistency.
• Return-of-Investment (ROI): ROI is the ratio of the ben-
efit of the investment against the cost of the investment, and
therefore is related to TCO [86]. The Higher the ROI is, higher
is the attractiveness of CC. It is dependent on business re-
quirements, organizational maturity, regulatory requirements,
benefits and costs associated with the cloud service that the
organization will select. As CC not only lowers the costs but
also shifts the high capital expenditure to operating expendi-
ture, ROI increases with the adoption of CC. However, one
crucial point, is that of consideration of any unexpected event
(e.g., data loss, service outage). These events can drastically
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reduce the ROI and then only after certain interval in time
will the ROI gain momentum again.
• Traceability and Audability: A traceability platform for
cloud-based services overcomes non-transparency concerns by
reproducing and displaying the chain of events from log infor-
mation indicating human operations, file transfers, and process
activity. Auditability and compliance features should be un-
derstood and agreed upon before before cloud-based services
are adopted in an organization.
3.2.2.3 Organizational Factors
Understanding the significance and extent of impact on man-
agement and operation of IT infrastructure due to adoption of
cloud-based services in an organization is a challenge. Therefore,
it is crucial to identify factors, which measure or qualify this im-
pact. CC majorly changes the way IT infrastructure (data and
applications) is being accessed, stored, and controlled. Therefore,
some of the major changes are in terms of transparency, compli-
ance, and access control over applications and data. This in-turn
changes the role and management of personnel within the orga-
nization [9]. The complete list of identified organizational factors
and their relevance is shown in Table 3.4, and corresponding XML
structuring is presented in Appendix A.
• Business Flexibility and Agility: Business flexibility and
agility can be interpreted in different ways: It can refer to
automated process through which cloud computing simplifies
provisioning and de-provisioning of the resources, or increased
pace of innovation and development of services as per the need.
CC can also enable “agile addressing of new markets and of-
ferings” [16] for organizations that use the cloud to bring their
own services to end customers. In addition, it also allows
for better integration with existing business partners and cus-
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tomers as it helps to share information and business processes
across value chains and geographies [16].
Table 3.4: Organizational Factors Overview
Organizational Factors (On)
Business Flexibility and Agility (O1) Collaboration (O2)
Control (O3) • Intra-Company
Legal and Regulative Compliance (O4) • Inter-Company
• Location of Data Location (O5)
• Ownership of Data Organizational Compatibility (O6)
• Access Control • IT Competence of Employees
Relational (O7) • Management Competence
• Competition in Market • Process Redesign
• Contracts and SLAs • Rigidness of Organization
• Skills and Expertise of the CSP • Size of Organization
• Transparency of CSP
• Trust Towards Cloud Provider
• Collaboration: Collaboration is the process of working to-
gether to achieve a common goal. For example, files can be
uploaded to central storage so that co-authoring is possible.
Collaboration can either be within an organization or between
different organizations. CC can increase collaborative pro-
cess, as projects and documents are centrally available in the
cloud and accessible to every legitimate user. Collaboration
can both be intra- or inter-company [16]. Multiple organi-
zations working along the same value-chain, but with high
security concerns, can choose community clouds. Community
clouds allow an organization to have a cloud environment that
is customizable as per their security and resource demands
with reduced cost and increased collaboration.
• Control: Before moving the data and applications to cloud-
based services, it is important for potential adopters to un-
derstand the concept of control over the cloud-based services
[87]. It entails questions such as:
– Who is accountable for being in control of a cloud-based
service?
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– How is the control over cloud-based services in terms of its
operation and use implemented?
– When, how, and to what components of the cloud-based
services is the control applicable?
Answers to these questions can vary depending on if its data
or functionality of an application that is under discussion with
respect to control and access privileges.
• Legal and Regulative Compliance: This section discusses
various requirements from legal and regulatory bodies (across
different parts of the world), which CSPs and organizations
have to adhere to. The current EU Data Protection Direc-
tive 95/46/EC (EU DPD) [34] is the framework applicable for
all members of the EU. It is targeted to protect the privacy
of all personal data that is processed for or about citizens of
the EU. The General Data Protection Regulation (EU GDPR)
[35], which exists as draft since 2012, is expected to supersede
the EU DPD. As a regulation, unlike a directive, it is valid,
self-executing and applies to all members of the EU. There-
fore, it does not require implementation on a national level
by the members. The most noticeable difference between the
EU DPD and EU GDPR is the change of instrument. The
regulation will “contribute to having one single law applicable
throughout Europe”, enabling greater consistency in Europe
[17]. This section will discuss both the implications of the
EU DPD, which other countries legislations, such as Australia,
Canada and Argentina also comply with (and Switzerland par-
tially), and changes that were made in the working copy of the
EU GDPR.
– Technical Safeguards: Cloud-based services especially in
the case of public clouds, are often accessible from every-
where all the time. While this increases the agility and
flexibility of users, it also introduces the need for identity
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management and authentication to comply with the data
security principles and laws [20].
– Proper Exit Plan, Data Erasure and Data Portabil-
ity: Data processors are responsible that they comply with
the collection limitation (limits to the collection of personal
data), use limitation (data should not be disclosed, made
available or otherwise used for purposes that are not in ac-
cordance with the purpose specified), and that data sub-
jects can have their data deleted permanently if needed. It
is essential, that a proper exit plan is agreed upon and it
is ensured that data is deleted on termination of any con-
tracts. Under the EU GDPR it is also required, that data
subjects can receive a copy of data stored in a common for-
mat, hence facilitating data portability and interoperability
[20].
– Limitations on the Data Use in the Cloud: Public
CSPs might receive data from several of their customers
on data subjects, in some cases the data subjects might
use them directly. This leaves CSPs in a position, where
they can combine data of different sources on data subjects.
However, this is prohibited by the use limitation principle
and laws derived from it. Data processors should include
limitations on how data is to be used by CSPs in the con-
tract [20].
– Formal Data Breach Management and Notification
Arrangements: Data subjects must be informed on data
breaches. Plans for all eventualities of data breaches should
be in place from the very beginning, ensuring disaster re-
covery [20].
– Location and Cross-border Data Flow: CSPs store
data in different jurisdictions (countries), in order to facili-
tate access of data by the user from anywhere, and that too
at a cheap associated cost (e.g., lower energy cost). Also,
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data might be replicated at different locations to ensure
there is no downtime. However, this has various legal and
regulatory implications, specifically for sensitive data. As
the data crosses the borders the applicable law is no longer
fixed or easily identifiable. The EU GDPR also clarifies that
a CSP will fall under the EU legislation when they offer ser-
vices to data subjects in the EU or monitor the behavior of
data subjects within the EU. In addition, to ensure scal-
ability and elasticity CSPs might subcontract third-party
infrastructure provider to provide additional resources. Ac-
cording to EU GDPR, data owners must be informed about
any such data movements. However, there is no way to en-
sure that the CSPs are transparent in this regard. This
in turn safeguards the CSPs in case of of data breach or
misuse, as the data owners can not hold third-party liable
due to missing information of how and where data breach
happened.
– Contracts and Service Level Agreements: Require-
ments such as that of availability, response time, or latency
can be very critical for organizations. These factors and
their lower and upper thresholds are essential part of a SLA
to ensure that CSP does provide the promised and/or guar-
anteed performance, and liability in case of future failure(s)
is clearly identified. The penalties and liabilities are in-
cluded in the section of warranties and remedies of SLA that
describe the consequences of when the service and quality
levels agreed upon are not met. This not only includes fines
but also the possibility of terminating service (without can-
cellation period) [12]. This section should also, however,
include third party claims, remedies for breaches, and the
exclusion of force majeure [62]. SLAs also need to specify
following: (a) definition of services, (b) performance man-
agement, (c) security, (d) disaster recovery and business
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continuity, (e) termination of the contract conditions, (f)
subcontractors, applicable law, and (g) place of jurisdic-
tion. All these parameters contribute to the compliance
evaluation of cloud-based services to legal and regulatory
requirements. Also according to the privacy guidelines by
the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Develop-
ment (OECD) organizations have the right to ask for the
disclosure if CSPs have any data relating to the individ-
ual, and a copy of the information within reasonable time.
Data subjects also have the right to have “the data erased,
rectified, completed or amended as appropriate” [20]. Data
owners must therefore ensure that CSPs can fulfill these
obligations.
– Safe Harbor Agreement: Unlike in the EU, USA does
not have a comprehensive data protection law, as none of
the authorities have the power for a national privacy law.
As for federated laws, the Privacy Act of 1974 regulates the
collection and usage of data that contains personal informa-
tion. But this is valid only for personal data of US citizens
[65]. As all the states in USA can have their own laws,
there are many scattered laws that can apply to Cloud-
based services. Therefore, it can be concluded that there
are “enormous differences” [64] between the regulation in
the European Union and the United States [64], [4], [53].
Even though the level of regulation in the EU and the US
varies greatly, the Safe Harbor Agreement [32] allowed per-
sonal data transmission between the EU and the US till Oc-
tober 2015. The US counterpart had to self-assess if they
adhere to EU DPD and register with the Department of
Commerce. Once this was completed, the US company was
seen as safe harbor and personal data was allowed to be
transferred as within the EU. While the recent revelations of
Edward Snowden has led to discussion if the transmission is
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still legal in light of the US surveillance framework, in prac-
tice it remained the easiest solution for CSPs located in the
US till October 2015 [107]. However, after the complaint of
Maximillian Schrems, an Austrian citizen, EU Commission
has declared US Safe Harbour as invalid, leading to exam-
ining the security of data being transferred to United States
that belong to European subscribers [37]. On February 2,
2016 the EU commission and the USA agreed on a new
framework for transatlantic data flows: The EU-US Pri-
vacy Shield. The new arrangement includes commitments
by the USA that possibilities under USA law for public au-
thorities to access personal data transferred under the new
arrangement will be subject to clear conditions, limitations
and oversight, preventing generalized access [33].
• Organizational Compatibility: Besides the adjustment in
technical, economical, and legal domain, it is crucial to analyze
how the current IT work force needs to change with the adop-
tion of cloud-based services. Based on the interviews with the
organizations, it was found that if there is no workforce en-
ablement in place, the cloud-based services might fail to give
positive results. This enablement process includes providing
technical know-how, integration know-how, discussion of new
tasks and responsibilities, and restructuring of the organiza-
tion [9]. Potential adopters may face organizational inertia as
shifting to a Cloud environment may change the role of IT de-
partments in the organization [9]. Lastly, business processes
and workflows might have to be redesigned within an organi-
zation with the adoption of cloud-based services. Therefore,
it is crucial that the integration with the existing processes,
applications, and legacy infrastructure is done with utmost
diligence.
• Relational: This factor includes all the factors that influence
the relation of a CSP and the potential adopter of cloud-based
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services. One important factor is that of trust. It describes
the expectations from the side of organization from a CSP
that it will “perform as expected and treat the client organi-
zation fairly and reasonably” [47]. The level of transparency
maintained by CSPs about privacy, security, and data storage
policies also influences trust. These policies and corresponding
guarantees should also be part of the SLAs, too.
3.2.3 Interrelations of Factors
The factors outlined above can have numerous and complex use
case specific interrelations based on expectations of an organi-
zation from a cloud-based service. Identifying interrelations be-
tween the factors are critical to decision making - without them
the list of factors is just a taxonomy of terms with very broad
semantics since they lack their associated context. These interre-
lations are discussed in terms of their hierarchy (“is parent of”),
and their influence over other factor(s) (“influences”), as shown
in Figure 3.3. The former either signifies a relationship between
category of factors (technical, economical, or organizational) and
the factor itself, or a relationship between a factor (e.g., net-
work quality) and its sub-factors (e.g., connectivity). The latter
of the two can signify if two factors complement or contradict
each other. Decisions involving contradictory factors inherently
require trading off one factor against another.
In addition, factors can also be compared to each other for
relatively prioritizing all the factors. An organization prioritizes
factors initially from the perspective of how valuable each one
is to them. This analysis would include cost, technical risk, or
organizational impact associated with a specific factor. The task
of assigning priorities to all the factors is achieved by using 7
points Likert Scale, which is the sum of responses on several Lik-
ert items [73]. A Likert item can be a multiple choice question
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Figure 3.2: Likert Scale for Question: How Important is Factor 1? [73]
that the decision maker(s) are asked. By selecting one of the op-
tions (mostly associated with level of agreement/disagreement),
the decision maker can rank the factors. The granularity of the
scale can be altered as per the need. A Likert scale assumes
that the variation in values is linear, i.e., on a continuum from
strongly agree to strongly disagree, and makes the assumption
that attitudes can be measured [2]. At first it seems quite re-
gressive as each factor should be analyzed on the scale but with
regular use the approach can be implemented comfortably. It is
conducted by associating numeric value within the range of 1-7
to the qualitative answer of the question of how important is each
factor, as shown in Figure 3.2. If there is a group of decision mak-
ers answering these questions, the final priorities can be assigned
using a median or mode.
Following points are important to note before details of these
interrelations are discussed:
• The grouping of these interrelations is based on the discus-
sion with the organizations that highlighted some of the most
important interdependencies between numerous factors. The
aim here is to analyze and model only those interrelations in
detail rather than modeling a complicated web of all interre-
lated factors.
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• These interrelations are very specific to use cases under con-
sideration. So it is impossible to generalize and complete this
modeling of interrelations in full. For example, one or more
factors can have multiple occurrences in several interrelations
grouping thereby interconnecting different groups conceptu-
ally.
Factor	Group	 1
Factor	Group	 2
Factor	1
Factor	2
Influences
Parent	Factor	of
Parent	Factor	of
Is	parent	of	Interrelation
Influences	 Interrelation
Figure 3.3: Legend for Interrelations of Factors
All interrelations and their associated impacts are scenario spe-
cific and are valid only for the time frame or instance under con-
sideration. Hence, the factor of time influences all the factors
analyzed in this chapter. For example, if at the current instance
there is no data loss associated with the deployed cloud-based
services, all security policies and associated cost will be at an
acceptable level from the organization’s perspective. However, if
at the next instance there is a data leakage or loss experienced,
the situation would change as now measures would have to be
taken to safeguard the data with stricter policies. Time specific
modeling for decision making requires identification and analy-
sis of all possible eventualities and their time specific values for
performance of all alternatives. As this modeling of factors in
conjunction with time can be very dynamic, it is excluded from
the decision making methodology developed within this thesis.
However, Chapter 5 briefly evaluates influence of time over in-
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terrelated factors using time-based graphs. Detailed analysis and
inclusion of dynamic changes in values of factors are part of future
work, and are discussed in Chapter 6.
Technical	 Factors
Network	Quality
Fault	Tolerance
Availability
Reliability
Security
Connectivity
Figure 3.4: Interrelations Affecting Availability
Availability: With the geographically distributed systems of
servers and storage, there are many factors (shown in Figure
3.4) that can effect and change the promised availability by a
CSP. Once availability of Cloud-based service is affected, the
after-effects on the organization can be manifold too. Therefore,
CSPs are expected to take every possible measure to decrease
the number of outages. For example, to ensure high availabil-
ity (1) all data centers can be connected to ensure that they are
synchronously mirrored, (2) auto-scaling of the application can
be set so that dynamic traffic demands can be handled, and (3)
redundant locations for storing data can be increased. In addi-
tion, in building a highly reliable infrastructure, redesigning of
network, storage, and server play a crucial role. Even when there
is a security issue, CSPs are required to take measures to provide
business continuity for the organizations. If high availability is
ensured it reduces associated costs of data loss and the need for
switching to a different CSP. Availability is also dependent on
network quality. With a stable network speed any possibility of
outage can reduce considerably. However, since availability is de-
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pendent on several other factors (as explained above), an increase
in network quality alone can not guarantee 100% availability.
Technical	 Factors
Economical	
Factors
Organizational	
Factors
Reliability
Disaster	 Recovery
Data	Loss
Backup
Cost	 for	Backup
Cost	 for	
Data	Loss
Contracts	 and	 SLAs
Cost
Figure 3.5: Interrelations Affecting Backups
Backups: In order to ensure that the information is not lost,
CSPs often do data backup. However, as shown in Figure 3.5,
this adds to the expenses of the organization. Therefore, SLAs
need to specify all relevant parameters, so that liability, costs,
and consequences in case of any failure are known in advance.
Cost and backup can be positively related to each other if there
is no external influence (e.g., data loss). In other words, increase
in backup will imply a higher cost for organization, and if a CSP
does not offer backup or decreases the backup (e.g., frequency
of backups), cost will decrease for the organization. However, if
there is no back up in place data loss can have huge cost im-
plications for an organization. This additional cost is associated
not only with disaster recovery mechanisms that have to be ap-
plied (recovering lost data can require high investments), but also
with the loss of potential future revenues due to unavailability of
service.
Return of Investment: ROI is related to CAPEX, OPEX,
and TCO. The interrelations are shown in Figure 3.6. ROI also
includes any profits or losses associated with cloud-based ser-
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vice. Therefore, with increased business agility and flexibility
new market opportunities can lead to additional profit, therefore
increasing ROI of CC. However, any data loss can be associated
with high costs thereby adversely affecting ROI. Cloud Comput-
ing has an impact on the margin through cost reduction and
through economies of scale to make more use of the same re-
sources. That implies ROI is also affected by cost-effectiveness
of Cloud workload utilization.
Economical	
Factors
ROI
TCO
CAPEX
OPEX
Technical	 Factors
Organizational	
Factors
Data	Loss
Business	 Flexibility	
and	Agility
Legal	and	
Regulative	
Compliance
Figure 3.6: Interrelations Affecting ROI
Migration: Migrating applications or data to Cloud-based
services involve high efforts and time from the side of organiza-
tion. The higher the time and the resources that have to be spent
on migration, the higher is the cost associated with it. Also, a
longer migration time introduces the risk of inconsistencies in
data. As identified in [118] and [10], irrespective of the deploy-
ment model, there are several tasks – Training and Learning,
Installation and Configuration, Code Modification, and (Perfor-
mance) Testing – that add to the total migration complexity and
cost. In addition, when the applications and data are migrated
to Cloud-based service, security becomes a critical factor. To se-
curely migrate data to cloud environment efficient methods have
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to be investigated and implemented so that there is no possibility
of unauthorized access.
Technical	 Factors Migration
Standards
Portability
Security
Economical	
Factors Migration	 Time
Cost Cost	 for	Migration
Organizational
Factors
Organizational	
Compatibility
Figure 3.7: Interrelations Affecting Migration
In addition, CSPs use proprietary solutions to provide cloud-
based services. This makes migration of data and applications
from one Cloud-based service to another a complex and near to
impossible task (leading to vendor lock-in). Therefore, there is
a need of common standards and common service descriptions
from CSPs, so that cloud-based services are interoperable and
portable. Another hindrance towards easy migration is the un-
willingness and non-adaptability of organization to change while
adopting Cloud-based services. There are high chances that such
a migration requires redesigning of the existing organizational
processes, restructuring of organization, and additional training
of the employees. Therefore, the organization should be open to
change and to adopt and learn new technology. All these factors,
are therefore, interrelated to migration as depicted in Figure 3.7.
Vendor Lock-in: The lack of common Open API leads to
CSPs implementing Cloud-based services with its own propri-
etary technology. This causes implementation differences be-
tween two Cloud-based services in terms of: (1) Operating sys-
tems and hypervisors, (2) network services and architecture that
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includes network addressing, firewalls, routers, and (3) security
policies including firewalls, access and data share policies. This
in turn leads to a situation of vendor lock-in as a user can not
switch the CSPs with minimalistic efforts, cost, and time. There-
fore, common prototyping protocols, formats, and common mech-
anisms are needed that can be adopted by multiple CSPs to sup-
port interoperability [14].
Technical	 Factors
Portability
Standards
Organizational	
Factors
Legal	&	Regulative	
Compliance
Vendor	
Lock-in
Economical	
Factors Cost
Cost	 for	Switching	
Providers
Figure 3.8: Interrelations Affecting Vendor Lock-in
If in future CC undergoes through a situation where there is
too little competition, and there is abusive behavior of CSPs due
to monopoly, regulators might interfere. This is due to the goal
of competition/anti-trust laws to protect the customers [64]. Ar-
ticle 102 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union
(TFEU) states that “any abuse (...) undertaking of a dominant
position (...) shall be prohibited” [36] . This includes situations
where CSPs are excluded from competing for customers of domi-
nant CSPs. However, the competition law is only partially appli-
cable for implications that exist in CC. Not only the behavior has
to be abusive, but a CSP must also be in a dominant position.
While there is no clear demarcation where a CSP is considered
to be dominant, generally a market share that is above 40% is
considered problematic [105]. Another factor that is considered
while deciding if competition law is applicable is that of market
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entry barriers [127]. The current situation in CC, however, has
no clear market leader. Competition between providers (includ-
ing Google, Microsoft, Amazon, Salesforce) is fierce [105] and it is
unlikely that one of these providers will find themselves in a dom-
inant situation within the foreseeable future. Furthermore, while
entry barriers exist such as that of high initial costs, they cannot
be considered “insurmountable” [105]. Therefore, even though
the lack of standards and lack of data portability and full inter-
operability of cloud-based services, can lead to disadvantages for
customers, there is no evidence that there exists a situation that
would call for an intervention from competitive law. However, if
the leading CSP act in a way to specifically shield their services,
it might become a case for competition law. Competition laws
should encourage open cloud systems, promoting open standards,
and monitor the market carefully [127]. Therefore, if there are
no common standards or if this difference between different cloud
services increases, the chances that two different cloud based so-
lutions are interoperable will further decrease. This in turn will
lead to higher risk of vendor lock-in and vice versa. One of the
major motivations for CSPs to increase standards in CC can be
that of optimizing workload and their utilization ratio. This is
because, higher is the ease and possibility of cloud federations or
bundling up of resources, better will be the economies of scale.
However, CSPs that cannot offer competitive prices and services,
risk loosing all the current customers and being forced out of
business. The only reason, as explained above, where the vendor
lock-in might completely vanish is due to a possible interference
of regulators.
3.3 Chapter Summary
It can be concluded to adopt a new technology in an organization
careful coordination and evaluation of technology from various as-
pects is necessary. Therefore, this chapter has identified and an-
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alyzed 102 factors from technical, economical, and organizational
domains and their interrelations that effect the decision of adopt-
ing cloud-based services. These factors have been analyzed with
extensive survey with 17 organizations and literature review to
ensure that these factors are complete, and are applicable to de-
cisions of adopting cloud-based services in an organization. The
taxonomy of factors developed in this chapter will be provided
as a guideline to any organization that uses TrAdeCIS for eval-
uating cloud-based services. This evaluation can be done on the
basis of a capability of CSPs to fulfill the expected level of per-
formance for each of these factors, thereby aiding organizations
to select the best alternative as per IT requirements and objec-
tives. Various attributes like tendency, relationship or grouping
are integrated in the taxonomy in order to reason about factor
characteristics and facilitate efficient computation of ranking for
cloud-based services. Furthermore, this taxonomy can be used
to ensure that all relevant and critical factors are specified in the
SLA with a guaranteed level of expected performance.
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4
Trade-off-based Decision for the
Adoption of Cloud-based Services
The decision of adopting cloud-based services is complex ow-ing to possibility of selecting the best suited cloud-based
service from several available alternatives. Driven by the motiva-
tion outlined and the complexity identified to develop a quantified
decision methodology for adopting a new technology, this chapter
develops, implements, and analyzes a quantified Trade-offs-based
Adoption methodology for Cloud-based Infrastructures and Ser-
vices (TrAdeCIS) to facilitate such decision making. From design
perspective the methodology of TrAdeCIS comprises of three ma-
jor components. These cover requirement modeling, alternative
ranking, and trade-offs establishment. The approach taken with
these three components (and the respective set of sub-steps in
each of these components) reflects the complexity and relevance
of a successful decision. As important as the identification of
requirements is, it is the modeling of both quantitative and qual-
itative factors, alternative ranking, and trade-offs establishment
that determine the overall significance of the developed method-
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ology of TrAdeCIS within this thesis. Once the most optimal
alternative is identified using TrAdeCIS, this chapter develops
and applies an impact analysis methodology for predicting the
impact this alternative will have on an organization from techni-
cal, economical, and organizational perspective.
4.1 Design of TrAdeCIS
From a design point of view TrAdeCIS comprises of following
three major components as shown in Figure 4.1 and defined be-
low:
Cloud	service	1		 Cloud	service	2	 Cloud	service	n		……….	
Ranking	of	Alterna9ves		
Performance	of		
Alterna9ves	per	Requirement	
Establishing	Trade-oﬀs	for	Selec9ng	the	Best	Alterna9ve	
	Requirements	Analysis	
Iden9ﬁca9on	 Modeling	 Ranking	
Ranking	of	Alterna9ves	
per	Technical	Factors		
Ranking	of	Alterna9ves	
per	Business	Factors		
Figure 4.1: Components of TrAdeCIS
• Requirements Analysis: The first component of TrADeCIS
consists of identification of requirements or expectations of or-
ganization from adopting cloud-based services. These require-
ments are the relevant factors based on which several available
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alternatives will have to evaluated and ranked. In order to do
so it is important to model interrelations, including any con-
flicting interdependencies of all relevant factors. This thesis
has built a taxonomy of factors and their interrelations from
technical, economical, and organizational domains in Chapter
3. The decision maker can use this taxonomy and select rel-
evant factors as per their use case while making decision of
selecting cloud based-services using TrAdeCIS.
• Ranking of Alternatives: To make decisions using MADA
algorithms, relative ranking of alternatives per requirement or
factor is required as an input. As factors can have values in
different units (e.g., boolean, string, set, numeric), a method
is required to support relative ranking for both qualitative and
quantitative factors. TrAdeCIS facilitates relative ranking of
alternatives by following means:
– If the factor is measurable, i.e., have numeric values, the
performance values per factor for each alternative can be
directly entered as the input. This is because TrAdeCIS
normalizes these values, and therefore their different units
and varied range of values do not alter the decision. This
thesis takes values from Harmony Inc [22] that is a plat-
form to measure and monitor technical and corresponding
economical values for cloud-based services.
– For qualitative factors such as that of legal and regulative
constraints, this thesis has developed a method to rank al-
ternatives as presented in the Section 4.1.1.
• Establishing Trade-offs for Selecting the Best Alter-
native: The decision of adopting cloud-based services is asso-
ciated with trade-offs of requirements and business objectives
of an organization. For example, trade-off can be between
performance and security of cloud-based services and its as-
sociated cost. Higher the functionalities expected from the
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cloud-based services, higher is the cost. However, an organi-
zation would aim to reduce associated costs. The positives
of moving to cloud can be in terms of reduced in-house man-
agement and operation hassle, but on the other hand when
the data is outsourced downside is the unknown location of
data storage. Therefore, the last step of TrAdeCIS establishes
trade-offs so that the best technical solution is selected at an
acceptable return value (measured with economical and orga-
nizational factors).
4.1.1 Legal and Regulative Requirements Modeling
The laws and regulations are complex, and can be interpreted
in different ways based on the specific scenario. These regula-
tions and their interrelations to various technical and economical
requirements are modeled in this thesis using Goal-oriented Re-
quirement Language (GRL). GRL is a modeling language used
in system development to support goal-oriented modeling and
includes requirements, specifically non-functional requirements
[57]. A number of approaches for modeling requirements ex-
ist from conceptual entity-relationship modeling, to structured,
object-oriented, use case and goal-oriented approaches [57]. Goal-
oriented approach is well suited to analyze non-functional re-
quirements and the evaluation of alternatives whereas other ap-
proaches tend to focus more on analyzing requirements in the
software development cycle with a focus on traceability between
requirements and implementation. GRL supports qualitative and
quantitative attributes, and allows to break large goals to be ana-
lyzed into small, realizable goals [88]. Therefore, for the modeling
of qualitative factors such as that of legal and regulative require-
ments within the scope of TrAdeCIS, GRL is most appropriate
language. The syntax of GRL is introduced in Figure 4.2. These
GRL graphs are generated using jUCMNav v6.0.0, an open source
Eclipse plug-in [122]. Definitions and relevance of basic elements
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and relationships of GRL notation that will be used within this
thesis are as follows:
Figure 4.2: Legend for GRL Graphs [6]
• Goal: It represents the condition or state that is to be achieved
with respect to functional requirements.
• Soft Goal: It represents non-functional requirements that can
not be quantified. These elements are used to model the qual-
itative factors that influence the decision of adopting cloud-
based services.
• Task: This represents various operational methods through
which a goal or soft goal can be achieved. This element is
used to model all the tasks that are to be completed in order
to fulfill a goal or sub-goal.
• Resource: In order to be completed soft goals, goals, and tasks
may require resources to be available.
• GRL Links: They are used to connect elements in a structural
relationships. For example, a decomposition link allows an
element to be sub-divided into two or more elements. AND,
IOR, or XOR are types of supported decompositions.
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• GRL Satisfaction Levels: These satisfaction values can be
qualitative or quantitative and they capture contextual or fu-
ture situations related to various alternatives, and are propa-
gated to the goals and sub goals through GRL links. These
elements also help in evaluating degree to which a sub goal or
a goal is fulfilled.
• GRL Contribution Types: These indicate desired impacts of
one element on another element. These elements can be used
to model all the interrelations that might exist between any
factor, tasks, resources, sub goals, or goals.
This thesis models qualitative factors within the scope of legal
and regulative compliance using GRL graphs as shown below:
Data Storage and Deletion: Moving and storing data in
the cloud means that in certain cases data will be moved outside
the direct control of the organization. Therefore, an organization
needs to evaluate a CSP with respect to adherence to security and
privacy laws. According the European Data Protection Directive
(DPD), a CSP has to abide with the local laws of the region
where the server is located [34]. This implies that a CSP from any
country, say the United States of America, who hosts the data on
a server located in an EU member state, has to abide by the laws
of the EU member state for transferring data. DPD introduces
two responsibilities with the role of a data controller and a data
processor. The EU Directive’s rules on data protection states that
the location of the data controller determines the national law
applicable for data processing, as he is liable for data protection
violations. Only in cases where a user modifies the data without
the involvement of a CSP, he becomes the controller as well. In
case of multiple locations, the responsibility of data controller can
be on the CSP and/or the Infrastructure Provider (InP). As the
exact location for data storage is not known, it complicates data
protection, specifically in terms of personal access and deletion
rights. When the data is transferred to multiple jurisdictions, the
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applicable law is still that of the data controller. Only in case
of federated clouds, when the CSP is not in a member state, but
the InP is located in the member state, the applicable law is that
of the InP, even when it is just processing the data [61], [65].
Figure 4.3: GRL Graph for Data Protection Compliance [40]
During the negotiation of a contract with a CSP, customers
also have to be aware of licensing terms, intellectual property
rights, indemnities and protection, or content access rights to
the service provider. Data security also has to be taken into con-
sideration from the CSP￿s side. It includes encrypting the data as
well as applying correct policies for data sharing. In addition, re-
source management and allocation algorithms have to be secure.
Organizations must have a right to audit security control within
SLAs with the CSP, so that they can ensure security of a system
that is not directly under their control. Also, cloud customers
can review, if the application of encryption is mandatory by the
jurisdiction of the CSP [104].
This thesis modeled all these requirements using GRL graph,
as shown in Figure 4.3. The top-level soft goal is that of compli-
ance to data protection requirements. These requirements can be
regulatory in nature or driven from the side of the organization.
Following soft goals and tasks contribute towards the satisfaction
of the soft goal of data protection :
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• Accepted Level of Security: Three tasks are to completed to
fulfill this goal. Each of them is linked through AND contri-
bution links toward the satisfaction of this soft goal. These
tasks are:
– Encryption of data: This task is applicable to resources of
“Data in Transit” and “Stored Data”. This means both
of these data must be encrypted to satisfy the soft goal of
encryption of data.
– Policies of data sharing: This is decomposed in tasks of
“Encryption of data” and “Logical separation of data”. The
latter of the two entails separation of data both at logical
and hardware level to ensure that only legitimate access of
data is allowed and possible. These elements are also linked
through an AND link.
– Counter-measures against attacks: As the data is in control
of a third party and can be in transit, too, it can be suscepti-
ble to various attacks. Examples of these attacks are XML
signature wrapping attacks on Web services [24]. There-
fore, CSP must ensure that appropriate counter-measures
against such attacks are in place.
– Confidentiality: In order to implement confidentiality, a
CSP needs to implement access control rights. These rights
can be based on roles, IP addresses, or domains. Confi-
dentiality also includes encryption of data, for example, by
symmetric or asymmetric methods.
• Location of Stored Data: The location of the data controller
i.e., the CSP decides the applicable jurisdiction in case of any
conflicts. Also, according to DPD, the data of member states
shall remain in the member states. Therefore, a CSP must also
fulfill such constraints in terms of location of data storage.
• Access of Data: This soft goal is decomposed into the following
tasks toward the satisfaction of this soft goal:
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– Confidentiality: This task is same the task of confidentiality
described within accepted level of security.
– Counter-measures against attacks: This task is similar to
that as explained in the soft goal of “Accepted Level of
Security”.
– Access Rights: The SP shall provide different levels of access
rights as per requirement of an organization. This ensures
that only authorized users have access to the data.
• Deletion of Data: The contract shall specify how long it takes
to delete the data from servers of the CSP, once the contract
ends. Initially the data is only marked for deletion by the CSP.
The actual deletion happens at a later stage, which might be
after months. This is specifically important in case of sensitive
data being stored in the cloud. It is decomposed into tasks of
“Backup of Data” and “Access Rights”
– Backup of data: As the data stored on the cloud is suscep-
tible to data loss and leakage, a CSP must provide data
backup. This can be done with the help of data archiving,
online backup, on-premise back up, or disaster recovery so-
lutions.
• Safeguarding Intellectual Property:
– Licensing: CSP must provide appropriate licenses when a
service is provisioned to an organization. This would en-
able an organization to legally use the provisioned service
without committing copyright infringement.
– Access Rights: As CSP is liable for taking down any of-
fensive or defamatory content, it will try to have content
license from the cloud customers. Organizations must have
a condition in SLAs pertaining to indemnity loss caused due
to loss or deletion of data while accessing or moving it.
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Figure 4.4: GRL Graph for Interoperability [40]
Interoperability: It stands for multiple things as that of:
(1) Ability of applications to move from one environment to
next, and (2) applications being able to share data that is hosted
on different cloud environment. In other words, interoperabil-
ity means different cloud providers can exchange data without a
data schema or format translation, and dependency across APIs.
As a common standard does not exist, an organization has a risk
of facing vendor-lock in. When the application or data is to be
moved between clouds (within the same or different CSPs), fol-
lowing key challenges have to be considered:
• Setting up the network and security to match capabilities pro-
vided by the source cloud-based service.
• Handling data movement and encryption on the data in tran-
sit.
• Checking security policies and access rights of resources pro-
vided by the CSP.
When the data or application is moved from one CSP to another,
the data format (including the extent and semantics) has to re-
main the same. Also in case of moving applications the code also
has to run on the new service, and interface considerations have
to be taken into account. It is important that a CSP includes the
following points in its SLAs:
• Use of standard APIs, data formats, and well defined services.
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• For PaaS (Platform-as-a-Service) the application environment
is based on open technologies.
• For IaaS (Infrastructure-as-a-Service), broadly accepted appli-
cation formats packaging formats such as OVF for images.
Therefore, in terms of GRL graph this thesis modeled the top-
level soft goal, as shown in Figure 4.4, as that of interoperability.
This is contributed by an OR contribution link, from the following
sub-goals:
• Move Data Between Different Applications: This is a sub-goal
that is fulfilled by following tasks:
– Standards: A Hypervisor is a piece of computer software,
firmware, or hardware that creates and runs virtual ma-
chines. Hypervisors can be different between different IaaS
providers. However, if the user decides to change the hy-
pervisor special tools are to be used to convert to another
hypervisor. Another solution is that of the OVF. Therefore,
an organization must take into account the data format used
by a CSP, if an organization foresees a possibility to share
data between applications. Thus, the CSP can make ap-
plications interoperable by selecting platforms that support
standardized tools and applications. However, a trade-off
of standard APIs in case of PaaS is that it is more portable
but it offers less control [11].
– Security capabilities: The target CSP must be able to set up
the security settings similar to that provided by the source
cloud. Also, the source CSP must ensure that the data is
encrypted during the transit.
– Network capabilities: The target CSP must be able to
match the network capabilities provided by the source
cloud.
• Share Data between Different Cloud Environment:
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– Separation of data: As data is stored alongside with data
from other organizations, it is to be properly separated by
the CSP to ensure secured storage of data. Data can be ei-
ther logically or physically separated. This is important due
to threat of loss, unauthentic access, and reliability issues.
– Standards: This is same as mentioned in previous sub goal
of “Move Data between Different Applications”.
– Storage location: In case of a federated cloud, the question
of location is very unclear as there are multiple locations
at which data can be stored. As mentioned before, the
applicable jurisdiction in case of any conflicts is decided
based on the location of the data controller, who is the
CSP. Therefore, knowing location is an advantage for cloud
customer.
– Licensing: Some CSP may not allow in house software li-
censes to be migrated to their environment and may require
new licenses being bought by them to be deployed. The pre-
cise licensing requirements for third party softwares that
are required by applications/services should be evaluated
upfront for each alternative.
Ranking of alternatives, based on GRL graphs, is based on
the fulfillment of GRL elements by each alternative. Higher the
completion of goals and soft goals, higher will be ranking of that
alternative will be. So for each alternative solution it has to be
identified how many soft goals are fulfilled. Also, each soft goal
can have different priority, depending on the requirements and
objectives of the organization. If a sub goal is (not) completed
SGi is equal to 1(0), where i 2 [1; n]; n is the total number of
sub-goals. And priority of each soft-goal is given Pi. Therefore
the final ranking of each alternative per factor Rf is given by:
Rf = SG1:P1 + SG2:P2 + SG3:P3 + SGn:Pn (4.1)
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Figure 4.5: Flow Diagram for TraAdeCIS
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4.2 Implementation Architecture for TrAdeCIS
The architecture of the system follows the community standards
with full web stack of Django and Django REST frameworks and
exposes endpoints for all functionalities of the system. As the
implementation has Single Page Application (SPA) architecture,
the data flow is minimized (only the necessary data is loaded,
no markup). The server consists of the decision making logic
and the database where the decisions made in the past and its
corresponding data are stored. The client initiates the request
through the Graphical User Interface (GUI) by entering the input
in form of relevant factors, alternatives, and their corresponding
relative rankings. The server responds by ranking the alternatives
based on MADA of TOPSIS (for technical factors) and ANP (for
economical and organizational factors).
4.2.1 Logical Model of TrAdeCIS
The prototype of TrAdeCIS follows the design as mentioned is
previous section and has three major steps for selecting the most
optimal alternative (cf. Figure 4.5). The alternatives are ranked
from (1) technical perspective, (2) economical and organizational
perspective, and (3) then trade-offs are established to select the
best (most optimal) alternative.
• Ranking of Alternatives from Technical Perspective
TrAdeCIS uses TOPSIS for ranking the alternatives with re-
spect to technical factors. TOPSIS does pair wise compar-
isons across all criteria, and facilitates compensations for high
negative criterion with an equally strong positive criterion.
Technical requirements can be interdependent, and can also
be categorized as a risk or a benefit towards selecting an al-
ternative. Also, TOPSIS is scalable to high number of crite-
ria and alternatives (which was evaluated in testing phase of
development), as is required for evaluating alternatives from
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technical perspective. TOPSIS is implemented as shown in
Listing 4.1. TOPSIS implementation for ranking alternatives
expects following three inputs:
– matrix, a NxM matrix of the values (performance of al-
ternatives with respect to each criteria) with N criteria as
columns and M alternatives as rows.
– weights, N priority values/ranking in order to prioritize the
criteria or factors.
– has_positiv_effect, N true or false values, which say if the
criteria has a positive impact (benefit) on the result or a
negative impact (risk).
As shown in code snippet 1, based on the input provided, the
first step is to normalize the matrix as well as the priorities
of factors in order to gain uniform values, which can then
be compared. From the normalized and weighted matrix the
minimum and maximum values are taken for each criteria for
later use. After that the best possible solution is computed by
taking the maximum value if the criteria has a positive effect
on the result or the minimum value if it has a negative impact
on the result. The worst possible solution is constructed by
taking the minimum value, if the impact is positive and the
maximum value, if the impact is negative. The next step is
to compute the distance of the matrix to the ideal as well as
the anti-ideal solution. This is done by computing the Eu-
clidean distance. Finally the relative closeness is computed.
Ranking of alternatives is based on the relative closeness of
alternatives to the ideal solution. Higher the value, higher is
the ranking of the alternative. The complexity1 of the TOP-
SIS algorithm, with respect to implementation shown above is
O(N M) where M is the number of alternatives and N the
number of criteria.
1Complexity: N  (M + (M   1) +M1=2) + 2 M N + 2 N + 2  (N 
(M + (M   1) +M1=2) + 2 N = 8 M N +N + 3 M1=2 = O(M N)
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Listing 4.1: Python Implementation Excerpt for TOPSIS
def topsis(matrix, weights, has_positiv_effect ,
normalization=vector_normalization):
# normalize and apply weights
weighted_matrix = normalization(weights) *
normalization(matrix)2
# extract min and max values for each column
mins = numpy.min(weighted_matrix , axis=0)3
maxs = numpy.max(weighted_matrix , axis=0)3
# create ideal and anti ideal arrays
ideal = numpy.where(has_positiv_effect , maxs, mins
)4
anti_ideal = numpy.where(has_positiv_effect , mins,
maxs)4
# calculate distances to the ideal and anti ideal
arrays
distance_ideal = norm(weighted_matrix - ideal,
axis=1)2
distance_anti_ideal = norm(weighted_matrix -
anti_ideal , axis=1)2
# compute relative closeness
relative_closeness = distance_anti_ideal / (
distance_ideal + distance_anti_ideal)5
return relative_closeness
• Ranking of Alternatives from Business Perspective
The next step of TrAdeCIS is the ranking of alternatives from
economical and organizational factors (cf. Figure 4.5). ANP
is generalization of the AHP, and is a method where depen-
dencies can be modeled between any of the elements. These
alternatives and criteria are modeled as clusters (comprising
of 1 or more nodes), and are connected as a network. Each
connection symbolizes the interdependency between the 2 con-
nected nodes or clusters. While it results in modeling of more
2Number of executions: N  (M + (M   1) +M1=2), for N columns the
M values are squared, summed and then the square root of the sum is taken
(vector normalization)
3Number of executions: M N , for N columns check the values
4Number of executions: N , create arrays with N values
5Number of executions: 2 N , N additions and divisions
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accurate models, but also increase the complexity of the input
needed. Also, ANP allows for modeling the interdependence
among the criteria and the alternatives, that means the per-
formance of alternatives in criteria also effect decision made.
For example, if all the alternatives are highly cost-effective,
than the final weight for the criteria of cost can be lowered
while making the final decision with ANP. In ANP the super
matrix has to be constructed first. As shown in code snippet
4.2, we get the values of the super matrix, which where previ-
ously computed by the eigenvectors of all the possible pairwise
comparison matrices. A pairwise comparison matrix, is a ma-
trix where criteria or alternatives are compared with respect
to another element (cf. Section 4.2.3). This comparison of
criteria or alternatives is dependent on the set interrelations.
Listing 4.2: Javascript Implementation Excerpt for Generation of the
Super Matrix in ANP
supermatrix: function (clusterNodes) {
var children = graph.findChildren(
clusterNodes);
var matrix = utils.matrix(children.length,
0);
children.each(function (column, sourceNode
) {
children.each(function (row, targetNode)
{
matrix[row][column] = graph.getValue(
sourceNode , targetNode) || 0;
});
});
return matrix
}
In order to compute the result of ANP the expected input is
the super matrix as well as the number of alternatives. An
additional constraint is that alternatives are always the last
n elements of the super matrix, where n is the number of
alternatives. The result is then constructed by computing the
limit matrix, and transforming it into an array, which gives
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the ranking of each alternative. In order to compute the limit
matrix, the super matrix has to be raised to high odd powers
until it converges. It can be shown that the limit exists if the
matrix is column stochastic [101].
The computation of limit matrix (as shown in code snippet
4.3) is an iterative process where the matrix is raised by the
power of 3 and then again normalized in order to keep the
matrix column stochastic. Then the result is checked if it
is equal up to the 8th decimal precision with the previous
result. If so, the process is ended. Usually this takes around 3
iterations to find a result. The number of iterations depends
on the limit of the super matrix (the power at which the matrix
converges), and therefore on the values in the super matrix,
which consist of the global cluster comparison, the criteria
comparison of the cluster, and the criteria value.
Listing 4.3: Python Implementation Excerpt for Generation of Limit
Matrix in ANP
def limit_matrix(matrix):
result = matrix
previous_matrix = result
while True:
result = linear_normalization(numpy.linalg.
matrix_power(result, 3))6
if numpy.isnan(numpy.sum(result))7:
raise ArithmeticError( ’ r e ce ived ␣not␣a␣
number ’)
if numpy.allclose(previous_matrix , result)8:
break
previous_matrix = result
return result
6Number of executions: 2N3, two matrix multiplications are done, matrix
multiplication has a complexity of O(N3)
7Number of executions: M N , all the values are summed up
8Number of executions: M N , all the values are compared
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The reason for raising the super matrix by the power of 3 is
that odd numbers have the advantage of preserving the struc-
ture of the matrix (in matrix multiplication, depending on
where a zero is the other values might switch places with the
zeros). When the limit is found, the values for the whole row
are the same. The advantage, however, is that if is raised by
an odd number the first column will certainly have non-zero
values. These values denote the ranking of the alternatives.
Another advantage is that by consecutively raising the matrix
by 3 in the end the matrix will be raised by 3x, where x is the
number of iterations. Higher the value of x lesser iterations
will be needed. The value of 3 is chosen so as to maintain
a balance between the rising complexity of the computation
with higher values of x, and the number of iterations needed
to compute the limit matrix.
The complexity9 of the algorithm is O(N3), N the dimension
of N N super matrix.
• Establishing Trade-offs Once the ranking of alternatives is
obtained from TOPSIS (from technical perspective) and ANP
(from business-economical and organizational-perspective), a
trade-off strategy is required if the ranking is different. TrAde-
CIS therefore, as shown in Figure 4.5, compares the ranking
and gives an option to the decision maker to select the best
technical solution at trade-offs of business value. Trade-offs
are achieved by altering the priorities of the criteria, based on
which the alternatives are evaluated. The possibility of cal-
culating the interdependence of attribute and ability to fore-
cast benefits, costs, and risks qualify ANP for establishing a
trade-off strategy for cloud adoption. There are essentially
three possible dimensions at which priorities can be adjusted
in ANP:
9Complexity: 2 N3 +M N +M N = O(N3)
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm for Establishing Trade-offs
. % Sx denotes the super matrix x
. %: Lx denotes the limit matrix of super matrix x
. %: Row is the set of elements in a row of a super matrix or
limit matrix
. %: Node denotes to a criteria or alternative
. %: inc denotes the value by which values of super matrix has
to be increased
. %: dec denotes the value by which values of super matrix has
to be decreased
. %: current_value denotes an element of original super matrix
. %: relative_change = 0:5  (minimum element of the original
normalized super matrix)
Compute the limit matrix Lc from the current super matrix Sc
for each row in the super matrix do
inc = relative_change=(1  (current_value+ relative_change))
dec = relative_change=(1 + (current_value  relative_change))
Construct super matrix Srow+ by increasing each element in
Row by inc
Construct super matrix Srow  by decreasing each element in
Row by dec
end for
for each constructed super matrix 2 fSrow+, Srow g do
Compute the limit matrix Lrow+
Compute the limit matrix Lrow 
end for
for each computed limit matrix 2 {Lrow+, Lrow g do
Compute the differences to the original limit matrix Lc,
Lrow+   Lc and Lrow    Lc
end for
Sort the the differences of the limit matrix in the previous
step to obtain a list of the nodes which have the highest impact
for each positive difference of the limit matrix do
Repeat the process but only specific to one element at a time
end for
(1) At the global cluster level, prioritizing an entire cluster
compared to others. The alternatives cluster can also be com-
pared as an exception to other clusters if needed. (2) At the
cluster level, comparing the importance of criteria in a cluster.
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(3) At the criteria level, changing the values of the compari-
son matrix. Trade-offs are suggested by TrAdeCIS based on
the Algorithm 1 when the ranking obtained with TOPSIS and
ANP do not match. This algorithm leads to the identification
of the node (or criteria) that is interrelated to the alternative
(say A1): when changed in terms of its associated priority,
will make that alternative (A1) the highest ranked alternative
as per ANP too. The algorithm is based on the concept that a
column of the super matrix shows the influence that a node has
on other criteria and alternatives (outgoing influence). There-
fore, by increasing and decreasing the row values in a super
matrix the influence of a node to the final rankings as per
ANP can be evaluated. Hence, the approach developed and
followed here for calculating trade-offs is outlined in Algorithm
1. The increase (inc) and decrease (dec) for each element of
original super matrix as shown in Algorithm 1 is calculated
using on the current normalized value and half of the mini-
mum element of the original super matrix (relative_change).
Choosing relative_change to be less than the minimum ele-
ment of the super matrix removes the possibility of division
by zero error in inc. Also, dec will never be zero or negative,
because the relative_change is smaller than the lowest value
in the super matrix. Consequently, by calculating the limit
matrices (Lrow+ , Lrow g), and their differences to the original
limit matrices (Lrow+   Lc and Lrow    Lc), the influence of
the row on the final ranking of ANP is calculated. The final
step for establishing trade-offs is to repeat this process specific
to each element of the row that comprised of positive differ-
ence of limit matrices in the previous step. The element with
the highest positive difference has the maximum influence on
the ranking of the alternative, that has to be ranked the high-
est as per ANP. The final ranking is calculated automatically
by TrAdeCIS based on the selected trade-offs from the list
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of recommendations provided by system, which leads to the
variation of some of its factors’ values.
Figure 4.6: Database Models of TrAdeCIS
4.2.2 Database
In Django coherent logic is bundled in a so-called￿ “app”.
TrAdeCIS is built with two apps: (1) “mcda” for storing, com-
puting and visualizing TOPSIS and ANP, and (2) “account” to
manage the different access levels which TrAdeCIS provides.
The app “account” handles the permissions within TrAdeCIS.
Different level of access levels – user, organizational leader,
and admin – define the rights of the user while using the sys-
tem. For example, an organizational leader is able to view
and edit data specific to his organization. A user, however,
is able to view and edit only his own data. The app “mcda”
consists of three database models namely Decision, TOPSIS
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and ANP (cf. Figure 4.6). These models determine the logi-
cal structure of the database of TrAdeCIS and fundamentally
determine the manner in which data can be stored, organized,
and manipulated. Decision model denotes decision that con-
sists of a name and optional description for the decision to be
made. The input and output data for TOPSIS and ANP are
stored in their respective models. The access as well as the
modification of the data is exposed via REST endpoints by
utilizing the ‘Django REST Framework”, which simplifies the
creation of REST APIs with Django.
(a) Factors Selection for TOPSIS
(b) TOPSIS Model
Figure 4.7: Modeling Technical Requirements with TOPSIS
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4.2.3 User Interface
The methodology of TrAdeCIS has been fully implemented as a
web-based platform. This is done to facilitate (a) the validation of
concepts in practical environment, (b) allow demonstrations, (c)
facilitate the comparative testing of TrAdeCIS in other domains
than that of cloud computing, and (d) enable the release of the
platform to relevant industry, academia and research community.
The SPA user interface is built with several new technologies as
introduced here: (1) “React.js” is an open-source JavaScript li-
brary developed and maintained by Facebook that provides a
view for data rendered as HTML. React creates an in-memory
data structure cache, computes the resulting differences, and
then updates the browser’s displayed Document Object Model
(DOM )efficiently. The key feature is that a webpage is built
with reusable components, which are defined by programmer.
(2) “Webpack” is a module bundler that allows to build browser
javascript which can be modularized. Webpack is also valuable
for minification of code, import of other files (e.g., css), or remov-
ing unused code. (3) “Redux”, is a state management library
thats makes the state immutable at all the time and therefore
leads to a clearer as well as better testable state. Additional new
technologies and concepts like “Css Modules”, “PostCss”, “ES6”,
“JSX” along with libraries of “React-Router”, “Cytoscape” and
“Chartjs” were also used to develop the front-end for TrAdeCIS.
The implementation is based on the flow shown in Figure 4.5,
and the graphical user interface (GUI) is presented with screen-
shots and clarification on how it is operated by the user, relating
its functionality to its components.
• Ranking of Alternatives per Technical Requirements
As shown in Figure 4.8a the decision makers are expected
to select and weight the technical criteria. In the example
shown in Figure 4.7b response time is prioritized as the highest
criteria. Finally a decision maker sets if a criterion act as risk
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or a benefit towards the selection of the alternative. In the
example shown in Figure 4.7 response time is valued as a risk
(a high response time is a disadvantage for the adoption of
any alternative). Also, performance values of every alternative
with respect to criteria of service response time, availability,
and RAM are entered. As per these inputs Service Provider 2
is ranked the highest as per the technical requirements.
• Ranking of Alternatives per Business Requirements
The next step is to rank the same alternatives with respect to
economical, and organizational factors (cf. Figure 4.8a). As
discussed before, modeling of decision with ANP is done based
on interconnected clusters that comprise of 1 or more nodes. In
the example shown in Figure 4.8b the alternatives are ranked
for the criteria of TCO and License Cost. The cluster of Cost
also has a self-loop (cf. Figure 4.8c) that enables decision
maker to prioritize the sub-criteria within a cluster. In this
example, TCO is twice as important as License Cost. The
next step is to perform pair wise comparisons of all the clusters
with every cluster to which they are connected with respect
to the selected criterion. Upon selection of a sub-criterion
all the connections which are possible in the model as well
as the pairwise comparison matrix are shown. For example,
in Figure 4.9a and 4.9b, comparison of service providers is
shown with respect to the criteria of TCO and license cost,
respectively. Also, as the clusters of alternative and criteria
are connected bidirectionally, Figure 4.10a, 4.10b, and 4.10c
compare the performance of each service provider separately
with respect to both criteria of License Cost and Total Cost
of Ownership. For example, service provider 2 is performing
3 times better in TCO as compared to License Cost. Based
on this modeling and prioritization of business requirements,
ANP ranks Service Provider 2 as the highest.
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(a) Factors Selection for ANP
(b) ANP Model
(c) Prioritizing Factors for ANP
Figure 4.8: Modeling Business Requirements with ANP
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(a) Comparison Matrix for Total Cost of Ownership
(b) Comparison Matrix for License Cost
Figure 4.9: ANP Model with Comparison Matrices for Criteria
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(a) Comparison Matrix for Service Provider 1
(b) Comparison Matrix for Service Provider 2
(c) Comparison Matrix for Service Provider 3
Figure 4.10: ANP Model with Comparison Matrices for Alternatives
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• Establishing Trade-offs As both TOPSIS and ANP is rank-
ing Service Provider 2 as the highest, establishing trade-offs
by altering the priorities of ANP is not necessary. In the
cases when trade-offs are required, TrAdeCIS supports it by
allowing the user to change the priorities of the factors in the
comparison matrices. This implies that a user can change one
of the following priorities to establish trade-offs:
– Cluster Matrix Priorities: At the global cluster level,
all the clusters of criteria can be relatively prioritized. The
changes made in the relative priorities by pair wise compar-
ing all clusters, represents the first possible trade-off.
– Criteria Priorities: At the cluster and node level, all the
criteria and sub-criteria can be prioritized by pair wise com-
parisons. Altering the importance of any criterion or sub-
criterion in a cluster represents the second possible trade-off
within TrAdeCIS.
4.3 Impact Analysis
Once the best alternative is identified using TrAdeCIS it is crucial
to identify the impact of adopting this solution on an organiza-
tion. The impact analysis establishes the relationship of “cause
and effect” of any change adoption of cloud-based services will
bring in an organization. The new methodology developed in this
thesis – termed Impact Analysis Methodology for Cloud-based
Services (IAMClS) – is driven by the notion that it is difficult
for large IT architectures to estimate the impact at a high level
[42], [44]. If the impact is accurately predicted it will result in
minimization of operating cost, identification of uncertainties in
terms of relevant technical factors (such as security, privacy, re-
liability), and counter-measures needed in advance to reduce the
adverse effect, if any. These counter-measures can be in terms
of any structural changes in organization such as number of per-
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sonnel required and their qualifications. Since the complexity for
cloud-based architectures is too high, it is modularized into com-
ponents, so that each can be evaluated individually, for enabling
the estimation of the overall impact of the solution to be adopted.
IAMClS consists of following steps:
1. Identification of Components of Cloud-based Service:
This step identifies components of the cloud-based service by
decomposing the entire service into independent units, e.g.,
servers, operating system, database. IAMClS supports the
quantification of impact by efficiently aggregating the individ-
ual impact of the decomposed components back to the overall
impact distribution. For example, when a certain infrastruc-
ture requirement is fulfilled by a cloud-based solution, it can
have components in terms of virtual machines, servers, and
storage space.
2. Identification and Modeling of Relevant Factors: For
this step the input of TrAdeCIS in terms of relevant factors
(technical, economical, and organizational), their values, pri-
orities, and interrelations (as modeled in ANP) are re-used.
These factors are used to evaluate the performance of cloud-
based service.
3. Calculation of Impact: Finally, each of these expected val-
ues of the factors are associated with a probability of failure
and its consequent loss. Both of these values are associated
with failure of each component with respect to an individual
factor. These values are based on the experience of the deci-
sion maker and the market analysis of the service provider.
The final impact (I) for m components, each having n factors
to be evaluated, is denoted by I. lij define the loss and pij
denotes the probability of expected value of factor i of com-
ponent j not being fulfilled. The interrelations of these factors
are translated as conditional values of lij and pij (illustrated
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in Use Case below). Also, wij symbolizes the priority of the
factor i of component j.
I =
X
1in
X
1jm
wij  lij  pij (4.2)
The range of probability is as follows: 0  pij  1. lij can have
a value of high, medium, low level of losses. These three levels
of losses can be replaced with any three positive integers in
the equation, while calculating the quantitative impact, where
high loss is replaced by the highest integer and a low level
takes the lowest integer. Isev indicates the relative impact to
the worst case value and is calculated as follows:
Isev = I  (
X
1in
X
1jm
wij  (lij)max  (pij)max) (4.3)`
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Figure 4.11: Identified Components of Cloud-based Service
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4.3.1 Illustration of IAMCIS
In order to validate the applicability of this methodology devel-
oped above, organizations that participated in surveys (as shown
in Chapter 3) were asked to evaluate current requirement of the
organization for which cloud-based services are considered as a
potential solution. The use case illustrated here is that of an orga-
nization, which provides networking solutions and plans to adopt
cloud-based services in order to fulfill its infrastructure require-
ments. Following step-wise results were obtained when IAMClS
was applied for this use case:
1. Identification of Components of Cloud-based Service:
Identified components were storage space and virtual ma-
chines. As shown in Figure 4.11, for each of these components
a list of factors was determined by the organization, which
was used to evaluate and measure the performance of these
components.
2. Interrelations and Priorities between Factors: In the
next step, values of probability of failure per factor and its
consequent associated loss are identified, as shown in Table
4.1. These values were obtained in personal discussions with
the organization during the survey. Loss is calculated by es-
timating the cost of failure, i.e., when an expected value of a
factor is not achieved. Cost is mapped to three levels of loss
(High, Medium, or Low). Probability of failure is identified by
the decision maker based on the evaluation of the performance
of a cloud-service for a factor in the past. For interdependent
factors the values of probability of failure and its associated
loss are calculated cumulatively as shown in Table 4.1. Based
on those requirements of the organization following interrela-
tions Figure 4.11 as shown in were identified:
Storage Space: Throughput is the number of transmitted
data per time unit. This depends on the network performance.
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Also response time depends on the network performance. If
the response time is too high, it will be more costly to the or-
ganization. In addition, the location where data is stored, and
the level of security provided by the cloud-service provider are
important factors to ensure legal and regulative compliance.
Table 4.1: Probability of Failure For Factors and Its Associated Loss
Compo-
-nent
Factor(s), Priority Probability
of Failure
Loss
Storage
Space
Throughput due to Network
Performance, 3
0.2 Medium
Storage
Space
Security, 5 0.4 Medium
Storage
Space
Response Time due to Net-
work Performance, 4
0.3 High
Storage
Space
Additional Cost due to Re-
sponse Time, 2
0.2 High
Storage
Space
Legal and Regulative Compli-
ance and Geographical Loca-
tion, 4
0.5 High
Storage
Space
Storage Cost, 4 0.2 High
Virtual
Machine
Minimum Number of VMs
and Availability, 7
0.2 High
Virtual
Machine
Cost for VMs, 4 0.2 Medium
Virtual
Machine
Migration Time, 6 0.3 High
Virtual
Machine
Additional Cost due to Migra-
tion time, 3
0.5 High
Virtual
Machine
Transparency, 4 0.5 Medium
Virtual
Machine
Control for VM 0.4 High
Virtual
Machine
Memory Utilization Propor-
tion
0.4 High
Virtual Machines: Number of VMs needed depends on the
workload and guaranteed level of availability of cloud-based
service. This in turn influences the cost of an organization.
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Also, the time taken to migrate data and applications to cloud-
based infrastructure (leading to down-time of the application)
influences the cost, that an organization has to bear.
Table 4.2: Factors and Their Expected Values
List of
Factors
Expected Value
Throughput Sustained Read throughput for vol. size of 1 GB is 0.15
MB/s
Sustained Write throughput for vol. size of 1 GB is 0.30
MB/s
Security Encryption, authentication
Network
Perfor-
mance
Same region approximately 800 Mbit/s. For large files, if
network error occurs, upload should start where it stopped.
Bandwidth should be saved
Response
Time
6-8 ms (even at peak times)
Control for
Storage
Internal staff should have access to data as per the need
Legal and
Regulative
Compliance
Data residency: storing data in the same geographical re-
gion as that of organization. Certificates like ISO 27001,
SSAE- 16, SOC 1 needed
Geographic
Location
Data is to be stored within the same region
Cost for
Storage
0.02 GB/month
Minimum
number of
VMs
2 instances in the same availability set
Availability 99.5%
Migration
Time
For around 1000 concurrent users downtime should not be
greater than 4 seconds for one migration.
Cost for
VMs
Approx 550 US$ per month, with 8 cores, 15 GB RAM,
disk size 600 GB
Transparency Load balancing to handle additional load, to be integrated
via a management API
Control for
VMs
Internal staff should have access to data as needed
Memory
Utilization
Proportion
(mem)
40%  mem  80%
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3. Evaluating Expected Value for the Identified Factors:
As shown in Table 4.2 for each of those factors an expected
value was identified. These values cumulatively mark the ex-
pected performance level of components.
4. Calculating Impact: Based on the value of priority, prob-
ability of failure, and its associated loss, for each factor, the
impact of cloud-based service on an organization is quanti-
fied. Applying Equation 4.2 for estimating the potential im-
pact of adopting this cloud-based solution leads to the value
of I equaling 40.9, which is obtained as follows:
I = (3  0; 2  2) + (5  0; 4  2) + (4  0; 3  3) + (2  0; 2  1) + (4 
0; 5  :3)+ (4  0; 2  3)+ (7  0; 2  3)+ (4  0; 2  2)+ (6  0; 3  3)+
(3  0; 5  1) + (4  0; 5  1) + (5  0; 5  2) + (5  0; 4  3)
The higher the value of I, the more adverse is the impact of
a cloud-based service on the organization. Here, the value of
Isev is approximately at 25%, as calculated with Equation 4.3.
Therefore, the considered cloud-based service does not have
severe negative impact, even if all of these factors, are not ful-
filled (worst case scenario). The result of applying IAMClS is
the indication of how severe the impact of decision of adopting
a particular cloud-based service will be on the organization,
if any of the expected value is not fulfilled for the relevant
factors. This also helps an organization to prepare for possi-
ble countermeasures, in order to handle any adverse impact
(when an expected value for a factor is not achieved) due to
the adoption of new cloud-based solution.
4.4 Chapter Summary
With the aim to provide a quantified methodology for decision
making of adopting cloud-based services in an organization, this
chapter developed and implemented Trade-offs based methodol-
ogy for Cloud-based Services as a web-based system. TrAdeCIS
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consists of three major components of identification and mod-
eling of requirements, relative ranking of alternatives for all re-
quirements, and establishing trade-offs. Quantifying the relative
ranking of alternatives for all the qualitative requirements was
achieved on the basis GRL graphs. These graphs modeled and
divided requirements as multiple components of goals and soft
goals. Higher the completion of these components by an alter-
native for a qualitative requirement or factor, higher will be its
ranking. Final ranking of all the alternatives was quantitatively
computed using multi-attribute decision algorithms of TOPSIS
and ANP from technical and business perspective respectively.
The system of TrAdeCIS facilitates and automates the compu-
tation of trade-offs, if the ranking of alternatives with respect to
technical and business factors is not same. The decision maker
can select one of recommended trade-offs, which leads to the vari-
ation of some of the priority values of business factors. Once the
best alternative is identified using TrAdeCIS, IAMCIS is devel-
oped to predict the impact this alternative will have on orga-
nization in case of failure. This leads to identify and list the
possible negative decision, and making an estimate of the size of
the impact and the consequences of the decision.
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5
Evaluation
To evaluate the validity and applicability of the methodol-ogy developed and implemented in this thesis, this chapter
evaluates (1) different use cases that model varied interrelations
of the factors, and evaluate different alternatives using the GUI
developed for TrAdeCIS, (2) scalability and performance testing
of algorithms, (3) generalization of TrAdeCIS to make decision
of adopting a new technology besides that of Cloud Computing,
and (4) complexity and feasibility of including temporal factor in
TrAdeCIS. The data for the use cases was collected as part of sur-
vey done with organizations (cf. Chapter 3) who used web-based
platform developed for TrAdeCIS to make decisions of selecting
the best alternative for their IT requirements. In order to avoid
scenario of insufficient data while evaluating cloud-based services,
platforms of CloudHarmony Inc [22] and PaaS Profiles [95] were
also used. These platforms were specifically used to obtain mea-
sured and monitored performance values of different CSPs for
technical and economical factors.
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5.1 Results Based on Prototype of TrAdeCIS
Two primary objectives drove the collection of these use cases
and the subsequent evaluation of TrAdeCIS. First one was to de-
termine the feasibility of modeling decisions that includes varied
requirements that organizations would have to accomplish with
TrAdeCIS. Second was to practically evaluate the methodology
developed with a selected set of organizations surveyed within
this thesis to identify relevant factors.
Table 5.1: Decision of Adopting IaaS - Input for TOPSIS
Alternatives Availability (%) Scale Up Operating Systems
Amazon 99.95 0 9
EC2
GoGrid 99.95 1 4
NephoScale 99.95 1 4
OpSource 99.95 1 4
Rackspace 99.95 1 8
5.1.1 Decision of Adopting IaaS (Use Case 1)
Use Case 1 (UC1) is an example of adopting IaaS with the alter-
natives and criteria under consideration as shown in Table 5.1.
Organization O1 (cf. Chapter 3), an ICT provider, needed to
evaluate 5 CSPs that O1 had used in past to fulfill its other
IaaS requirements. This evaluation is done based on three tech-
nical parameters (availability, scale up, and operating systems)
that are driven from the current requirements of O1 for adopting
IaaS. As all the criteria equally contribute to the evaluation of
alternatives, their relative ranking is same. In addition, all the
criteria have a positive influence (benefit) on the result. This
means higher the value of an alternative with respect to these
factors, higher will be the rank of that alternative. This is true
for all the factors of availability (higher availability is desired),
scale up (alternative should be able to scale up as per the de-
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mand), and operating systems (higher number of OS should be
supported). The value of availability is the percentage value re-
spective alternative provided to current cloud service customer
as measured by [22]. Factor of scale up has a boolean value (true
or false) denoting if scaling up of the resource is possible or not.
With scaling up, one can ensure that the number of instances
that are in use can scales up seamlessly during demand spikes to
maintain performance. Operating systems denote the number of
different OS that are supported (usually VMs) by the resource.
Ranking these alternatives with TOPSIS results in Rackspace
being the best alternative.
Figure 5.1: Decision of Adopting IaaS - ANP Model
In order to compare these alternatives from the business per-
spective (including economical and organizational factors) the
model shown in Figure 5.1 is constructed. This model consists
of clusters of alternatives and factors. Each cluster (represented
by a box) consists of one or more nodes (represented by a circle).
These nodes represent various alternatives for the cluster of alter-
native, and sub factors for every cluster corresponding to a fac-
tor. The cluster of Location denotes the number of places where
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a server exists. The cluster for the factor of cost is divided into
monthly cost and transfer cost. Monthly cost denotes the total
costs associated with alternatives for each month. Transfer out
is the cost which arise per GB of outbound Internet traffic. Here
the compared criteria have no interrelations between each other
as the factor of location and costs do not influence each other.
In other words, change in value of one factor does not change
the value of other. Therefore, the pairwise comparison matrices
for Location (cf. Table 5.2), monthly cost (cf. Table 5.3), and
transfer out (cf. Table 5.4) are computed with the values of each
of the alternatives for these factors. For example in Table 5.2
relative value of Amazon EC2 with GoGrid signifies that Amzon
EC2 has 7 places where a server exists, while GoGrid has servers
at 2 places.
Table 5.2: Decision of Adopting IaaS - Comparison Matrix for Location
Location Amazon EC2GoGrid NephoScale OpSource Rackspace
Amazon EC2 1 7/2 7 7/4 7/9
GoGrid 2/7 1 2 1/2 2/9
NephoScale 1/7 1/2 1 1/4 1/9
OpSource 4/7 2 4 1 4/9
Rackspace 9/7 9/2 9 9/4 1
Table 5.3: Decision of Adopting IaaS - Comparison Matrix for Monthly
Cost
Monthly Amazon GoGrid NephoScale OpSource Rackspace
Cost EC2
Amazon 1 273.6/80.81 146/80.81 87.6/80.81 51.1/80.81
EC2
GoGrid 80.81/273.6 1 146/273.6 87.6/273.6 51.1/273.6
NephoScale 80.81/146 273.6/146 1 87.6/146 51.1/146
OpSource 80.81/87.6 273.6/87.6 146/87.6 1 51.1/87.6
Rackspace 80.81/51.1 273.6/51.1 146/51.1 87.6/51.1 1
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Table 5.4: Decision of Adopting IaaS - Comparison Matrix for Transfer
Out
Transfer Out Amazon GoGrid NephoScale OpSource Rackspace
EC2
Amazon EC2 1 0.29/0.12 0.13/0.12 0.15/0.12 0.18/0.12
GoGrid 0.12/0.29 1 0.13/0.29 0.15/0.29 0.18/0.29
NephoScale 0.12/0.13 0.29/0.13 1 0.15/0.13 0.18/0.13
OpSource 0.12/0.15 0.29/0.15 0.13/0.15 1 0.18/0.15
Rackspace 0.12/0.18 0.29/0.18 0.13/0.18 0.15/0.18 1
Table 5.5 shows the resulting super matrix computed from the
eigenvectors of the comparison matrices. Finally when the col-
umn of numbers is the same for every column, the limit matrix
has been reached and the matrix multiplication process is halted
resulting in Table 5.6. These values with respect to the alter-
natives of Amazon EC2, Go Grid, NephoScale, Op Source, and
Rackspace are (0.2890, 0.085, 0.089, 0.186, 0.351).
Table 5.5: Decision of Adopting IaaS - Resulting Super Matrix
Monthly Transfer- Location Amazon GoGrid Nepho OpSource Rackspace
Cost -Out Cost EC2 Scale
Monthly Cost 0 0 0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
Transfer-Out Cost 0 0 0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
Location 0 0 0 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
Amazon EC2 0.117 0.133 0.308 0 0 0 0 0
GoGrid 0.033 0.054 0.083 0 0 0 0 0
NephoScale 0.062 0.121 0.042 0 0 0 0 0
OpSource 0.104 0.104 0.175 0 0 0 0 0
Rackspace 0.183 0.088 0.392 0 0 0 0 0
Table 5.6: Decision of Adopting IaaS - Resulting Limit Matrix
Monthly Transfer- Location Amazon GoGrid Nepho OpSource Rackspace
Cost -Out Cost EC2 Scale
Monthly Cost 0 0 0 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25
Transfer-Out Cost 0 0 0 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25
Location 0 0 0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
Amazon EC2 0.289 0.289 0.289 0 0 0 0 0
GoGrid 0.085 0.085 0.085 0 0 0 0 0
NephoScale 0.089 0.089 0.089 0 0 0 0 0
OpSource 0.186 0.186 0.186 0 0 0 0 0
Rackspace 0.351 0.351 0.351 0 0 0 0 0
The higher the value in the limit matrix with respect to an
alternative, the higher is the ranking of that alternative. This
results in Rackspace being ranked the highest from business per-
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spective. Since the result of both algorithms was Rackspace no
trade-offs’ calculation is necessary.
5.1.2 Decision of Adopting Virtual Machines (Use
Case 2)
The input values for TOPSIS for Use Case 2 (UC2), as shown
in Table 5.7, are obtained with respect to alternatives of Virtual
Machines (VM) that are offered by 5 different providers. Each
of the alternative features configurable memory (RAM), CPU,
and SSD-based storage options to better match cloud resources
with the specific performance requirements of organization O2
(cf. Chapter 3). Virtual CPU (vCPU) also known as a virtual
processor, is a physical central processing unit (CPU) that is as-
signed to a VM. Therefore, here vCPU represents the number
of vCPU allotted to VM. The showed criteria have equal priori-
ties and are considered to have positive impact on the decision.
Therefore, higher the values of an alternative for these factors,
higher will be its final ranking. After applying TOPSIS for the
evaluation of alternatives from technical perspective Microsoft
Azure is ranked the highest.
Table 5.7: Decision of Adopting VM - Input for TOPSIS
Provider VM Instance vCPURAM (GB) Storage (GB
SSD)
CloudSigma customized 1 2 50
DigitalOcean standard2 2 2 40
Internap B-1 1 4 20
Microsoft Azure D1 1 3.5 50
Rackspace General1-2 2 2 40
The alternatives as identified within TOPSIS are to be ranked
next with respect to business criteria of annual cost, migration
cost, and migration time. The interrelations between these cri-
teria are modeled in ANP by the decision maker of organization
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O2 using GUI developed for TrAdeCIS. The input for ANP is
entered as pair wise comparison matrices of alternatives and cri-
teria. These matrices are based on the interrelations (cf. Figure
5.2) that exists for every node in the network. The relative per-
formances of alternatives per criteria are shown in comparison
matrices (cf. Table 5.8 - Table 5.10). For example, Cloud Sigma
is performing 4 times better than Internap in terms of annual
cost. These values of comparison matrices are obtained based on
the values measured by [22].
Figure 5.2: Decision of Adopting VM - ANP Model
In this use case the comparison matrices (cf. Table 5.11 - Ta-
ble 5.15) are also constructed to specify the relative performance
of one criteria over the another with respect to every alternative
individually. For example, Cloud Sigma is performing twice bet-
ter in terms of annual cost as compared to migration cost. In the
next step super matrix is generated by TrAdeCIS based on the
Eigen vectors of these comparison matrices (cf. Table 5.16). The
values of limit matrix for the alternatives of CloudSigma, Digi-
talOcean, Internap, Microsoft Azure, and Rackspace are (0.297,
0.154, 0.125, 0.278, 0.146) as shown in Table 5.17. Therefore, the
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highest ranked alternative is Cloud Sigma, and Microsoft Azure
is at the second rank.
Table 5.8: Decision of Adopting VM - Comparison Matrix for Annual
Cost
Annual Cost CloudSigmaDigital InternapMicrosoft Rackspace
Ocean Azure
CloudSigma 1 1.5 4 4 3.5
DigitalOcean 0.666 1 3 3 2.5
Internap 0.25 0.333 1 1 0.666
Microsoft Azure 0.25 0.333 1 1 0.666
Rackspace 0.286 0.4 1.5 1.5 1
Hence, for this use case the ranking obtained from TOPSIS and
ANP is not the same, and consequently the system recommends
performing trade-offs. This is done by altering the priorities of
the criteria in ANP. The GUI responds by calculating and dis-
playing the nodes for which the priorities are to be altered during
trade-offs establishment. ANP is more sensitive to values of clus-
ters that consist of only one node or factor. For example, the
impact migration time has on the final ranking of the alterna-
tives is higher than that of migration cost or annual cost. In this
use case by altering the relative priority of Microsoft Azure in the
comparison matrices of its interconnected node has the highest
positive influence for ranking Microsoft Azure the highest as per
ANP (cf. Table 5.18) as per Algorithm 1. In order to identify the
interconnected node that has the highest impact on change in the
ranking, element specific limit matrices are shown in Table 5.19
for the rows as that positive values in Table 5.18. As according
to Algorithm 1, priority value of migration time relative to Mi-
crosoft Azure should be changed to achieve the desired ranking.
Altering this priority implies that decision maker now considers
the performance of Microsoft Azure and Cloud Sigma at the same
level with respect to migration time. The process applied here is
that of marginal influence, wherein infinitesimal rate of change of
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the alternative ranking is calculated by TrAdeCIS with respect
to the factor of migration time.
Table 5.9: Decision of Adopting VMs - Comparison Matrix for Migra-
tion Cost
Migration CloudSigmaDigital InternapMicrosoft Rackspace
Ocean Azure
CloudSigma 1 2 2 0.2 2
DigitalOcean 0.5 1 1 0.25 1
Internap 0.5 1 1 0.5 1
Microsoft Azure 5 4 2 1 3
Rackspace 0.5 1 1 0.333 1
Table 5.10: Decision of Adopting VMs - Comparison Matrix for Migra-
tion Time
Migration Time CloudSigmaDigital InternapMicrosoft Rackspace
Ocean Azure
CloudSigma 1 2 2 2 1
DigitalOcean 0.5 1 1 0.5 1
Internap 0.5 1 1 0.5 1
Microsoft Azure 0.5 2 2 1 3
Rackspace 1 1 1 0.333 1
Table 5.11: Decision of Adopting VM - Comparison Matrix for
CloudSigma
CloudSigma Migration Cost Annual Cost
Migration Cost 1 0.5
Annual Cost 2 1
Table 5.12: Decision of Adopting VM - Comparison Matrix for Digi-
talOcean
DigitalOcean Migration Cost Annual Cost
Migration Cost 1 0.333
Annual Cost 3 1
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Table 5.13: Decision of Adopting VM - Comparison Matrix for Internap
Internap Migration Cost Annual Cost
Migration Cost 1 3
Annual Cost 0.333 1
Table 5.14: Decision of Adopting VM - Comparison Matrix for Mi-
crosoft Azure
Microsoft Azure Migration Cost Annual Cost
Migration Cost 1 3
Annual Cost 0.333 1
Table 5.15: Decision of Adopting VM - Comparison Matrix for
Rackspace
Rackspace Migration Cost Annual Cost
Migration Cost 1 1
Annual Cost 1 1
Table 5.16: Decision of Adopting VM - Resulting Super Matrix
Migration Cost Annual Migration Cloud Digital Internap Microsoft Rackspace
Cost Time Sigma Ocean Azure
Migration Cost 0 0 0 0.067 0.050 0.150 0.150 0.100
Annual Cost 0 0 0 0.133 0.150 0.050 0.050 0.100
Migration Time 0 0 0 0.200 0.200 0.200 0.200 0.200
CloudSigma 0.092 0.200 0.300 0 0 0 0 0
DigitalOcean 0.054 0.142 0.133 0 0 0 0 0
Internap 0.062 0.046 0.133 0 0 0 0 0
Microsoft Azure 0.233 0.046 0.275 0 0 0 0 0
Rackspace 0.058 0.062 0.158 0 0 0 0 0
Table 5.17: Decision of Adopting VM - Resulting Limit Matrix
Migration Cost Annual Migration Cloud Digital Internap Microsoft Rackspace
Cost Time Sigma Ocean Azure
Migration Cost 0 0 0 0.257 0.257 0.257 0.257 0.257
Annual Cost 0 0 0 0.243 0.243 0.243 0.243 0.243
Migration Time 0 0 0 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500
CloudSigma 0.297 0.297 0.297 0 0 0 0 0
DigitalOcean 0.154 0.154 0.154 0 0 0 0 0
Internap 0.125 0.125 0.125 0 0 0 0 0
Microsoft Azure 0.278 0.278 0.278 0 0 0 0 0
Rackspace 0.146 0.146 0.146 0 0 0 0 0
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Table 5.18: Decision of Adopting VM - Row Specific Limit Matrix Val-
ues
Node Increase Decrease
Migration Cost 0.0129 -0.0129
Annual Cost -0.0129 0.0129
Migration Time -0.0002 0.0001
CloudSigma -0.0207 0.0210
DigitalOcean -0.0183 0.0186
Internap -0.0122 0.0119
Microsoft Azure 0.0511 -0.0509
Rackspace -0.0151 0.0151
5.1.3 Decision of Adopting PaaS (Use Case 3)
The Use Case 3 (UC3) the scenario of adopting PaaS in Orga-
nization O12 is evaluated, with alternative providers of Heroku,
dotCloud, and AnnHarbour as shown in Table 5.20. Based on
the technical requirements of O12 these alternatives are evalu-
ated with TOPSIS using five criteria. Uptime denotes the aver-
age available percentage value PaaS provided by respective alter-
native was available in a span of 30 days as measured by [95].
RAM denotes the configurable memory provided in MB. Run-
times denotes the number of supported programming languages.
Services are additional services that are supported (for example
databases), and Add-ons are additional other programs which
can be used. In this scenario all these criteria have a positive
impact and are weighted equally. Therefore, the highest ranked
alternative as per TOPSIS is Heroku.
For ranking the alternatives from the business perspective the
model in Figure 5.3 for ANP is constructed. In this case there is
a self-loop on the cost cluster that allows to give relative priority
to each criteria in a cluster. Here the criteria of integration cost
is considered twice as important as performance cost (cf. Table
5.25). This is because for O12 integrating the current legacy
applications to the PaaS is more crucial, and therefore the asso-
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ciated cost has a bigger influence in the decision making. Also,
comparison matrices (cf. Table 5.22- Table 5.24) are constructed
based on the cost values and number of locations where server
exists as obtained from [95].
Table 5.19: Decision of Adopting VMs - Element Specific Limit Matrix
Values
Node Connected Node Increase Decrease
Migration Cost CloudSigma 0.0035 -
Migration Cost DigitalOcean 0.0019 -
Migration Cost Internap 0.0019 -
Migration Cost Microsoft Azure 0.0043 -
Migration Cost Rackspace 0.00185 -
Annual Cost CloudSigma - 0.0040
Annual Cost DigitalOcean - 0.0023
Annual Cost Internap - 0.0012
Annual Cost Microsoft Azure - 0.0030
Annual Cost Rackspace - 0.0017
Migration Time CloudSigma 2.7403e-05 -
Migration Time DigitalOcean 4.7268e-05 -
Migration Time Internap - 4.1077e-05
Migration Time Microsoft Azure - 0.0002
Migration Time Rackspace - 2.5285e-05
CloudSigma Migration Cost - 0.0047
CloudSigma Annual Cost - 0.0052
CloudSigma Migration Time - 0.0102
DigitalOcean Migration Cost - 0.0045
DigitalOcean Annual Cost - 0.0047
DigitalOcean Migration Time - 0.0087
Internap Migration Cost - 0.0031
Internap Annual Cost - 0.0025
Internap Migration Time - 0.0059
Microsoft Azure Migration Cost 0.01786 -
Microsoft Azure Annual Cost 0.0101 -
Microsoft Azure Migration Time 0.0252 -
Rackspace Migration Cost - 0.0038
Rackspace Annual Cost - 0.0032
Rackspace Migration Time - 0.00754
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For the alternatives of Heroku, dotCloud, and AnnHarbour,
limit matrix shows the value of (0.335, 0.343, 0.322) respectively.
Therefore, according to ANP dotCloud is the highest ranked al-
ternative.
Table 5.20: Decision of Adopting PaaS - Input for TOPSIS
Alternatives Uptime RAM Runtimes Services Add-ons
(%) (MB)
Heroku 99.91 512 9 2 17
dotcloud 99.95 32 5 1 7
AppHarbor 99.99 512 1 3 33
Figure 5.3: Decision of Adopting PaaS - ANP Model
Table 5.21: Decision of Adopting PaaS - Comparison Matrix for Cost
Flexibility
Cost Flexibility Heroku dotCLoud AppHarbour
Heroku 1 0.25 0.5
dotCLoud 4 1 2
AppHarbour 2 0.5 1
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Table 5.22: Decision of Adopting PaaS - Comparison Matrix for Loca-
tion
Location Heroku dotCLoud AppHarbour
Heroku 1 2 1
dotCLoud 0.5 1 0.5
AppHarbour 1 2 1
Table 5.23: Decision of Adopting PaaS - Comparison Matrix for Inte-
gration Cost
Integration Cost Heroku dotCLoud AppHarbour
Heroku 1 4 3
dotCLoud 0.25 1 0.5
AppHarbour 0.33 2 1
Table 5.24: Decision of Adopting PaaS - Comparison Matrix for Perfor-
mance Cost
Performance Cost Heroku dotCLoud AppHarbour
Heroku 1 5 0.5
dotCLoud 0.2 1 4
AppHarbour 2 0.25 1
Table 5.25: Decision of Adopting PaaS - Comparison Matrix for Cost
Cost Performance Cost Integration Cost
Performance Cost 1 0.5
Integration Cost 2 1
Table 5.26: Decision of Adopting PaaS - Resulting Super Matrix
Location Performance Integration Cost Heroku dotcloud AppHarbor
Cost Cost Flexibility
Location 0 0 0 0 0.083 0.083 0.083
Performance 0 0 0 0 0.021 0.056 0.028
Cost
Integration 0 0 0 0 0.062 0.028 0.056
Cost
Cost 0 0 0 0 0.083 0.083 0.083
Flexibilty
Heroku 0.100 0.037 0.104 0.035 0 0 0
dotcloud 0.050 0.025 0.022 0.144 0 0 0
AppHarbor 0.100 0.022 0.040 0.071 0 0 0
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Table 5.27: Decision of Adopting PaaS - Resulting Limit Matrix
Location Performance Integration Cost Heroku dotcloud AppHarbor
Cost Cost Flexibility
Location 0 0 0 0 0.333 0.333 0.333
Performance 0 0 0 0 0.140 0.140 0.140
Cost
Integration 0 0 0 0 0.193 0.193 0.193
Cost
Cost 0 0 0 0 0.333 0.333 0.333
Flexibilty
Heroku 0.335 0.335 0.335 0.335 0 0 0
dotcloud 0.343 0.343 0.343 0.343 0 0 0
AppHarbor 0.322 0.322 0.322 0.322 0 0 0
However, now the results of TOPSIS and ANP do not match
and therefore a tradeoff is necessary. Since TrAdeCIS allows
to select the best technical alternative at trade-offs of business
values, priority of criteria are altered in the ANP model. Row
specific values of limit matrices are obtained by increasing (inc)
and decreasing (dec) the original super matrix as per Algorithm
1. This process is repeated for each row and the values corre-
sponding to Heroku (as this was the highest ranked alternative
according to TOPSIS) in these limit matrices are shown in Table
5.28.
Table 5.28: Decision of Adopting PaaS - Row Specific Limit Matrix
Values
Node Increase Decrease
Location 0.0024 -0.0024
Performance Cost 0.0038 -0.0039
Integration Cost 0.0139 -0.0139
Cost Flexibility -0.0142 0.01430
Heroku 0.0464 -0.0457
dotcloud -0.0257 0.0255
AppHarbor -0.0219 0.0219
Table 5.28 shows that increasing Heroku in terms of its inter-
connected node is the most beneficial (highest value corresponds
to Heroku) for ranking Heroku on top as per ANP. Table 5.29
shows values of limit matrices that are obtained by increasing or
decreasing only one element at time in the original super matrix.
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This is done only for positive values in Table 5.28. For example,
as Location has positive value in Table 5.28, three values are ob-
tained in 5.29 corresponding to the interrelation of Location to
Heroku, Location to dotCloud and Location to AppHarbour.
Table 5.29: Decision of Adopting PaaS - Element Specific Limit Matrix
Values
Node Changed by Increase Decrease
Location Heroku 0.0009 -
Location dotcloud 0.0009 -
Location AppHarbor 0.0008 -
Performance Cost Heroku 0.0013 -
Performance Cost dotcloud 0.0014 -
Performance Cost AppHarbor 0.0011 -
Integration Cost Heroku 0.0055 -
Integration Cost dotcloud 0.0041 -
Integration Cost AppHarbor 0.0045 -
Cost Flexibility Heroku - 0.0051
Cost Flexibility dotcloud - 0.0043
Cost Flexibility AppHarbor - 0.0042
Heroku Location 0.0156 -
Heroku Performance Cost 0.0070 -
Heroku Integration Cost 0.0158 -
Heroku Cost Flexibility 0.0109 -
dotcloud Location - 0.0064
dotcloud Performance Cost - 0.0029
dotcloud Integration Cost - 0.0035
dotcloud Cost Flexibility - 0.0114
AppHarbor Location - 0.0080
AppHarbor Performance Cost - 0.0026
AppHarbor Integration Cost - 0.0038
AppHarbor Cost Flexibility - 0.0066
This leads to the identification of the node that is interrelated
to Heroku; when changed in terms of its associated priority will
make Heroku the highest ranked alternative. In this example,
as Heroku associated with Integration Cost has highest positive
value, change in priority of Integration Cost will lead to the de-
sired ranking. Therefore, by adjusting the importance of integra-
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tion cost to be 4 times higher than performance cost in the cost
cluster, both algorithms give the same result of Heroku. Also, as
per the requirements of O12, integration cost is more important
than performance cost, therefore, further increase in this priority
reinstates the requirements.
5.1.4 Decision of Adopting Resource as a Service (Use
Case 4)
For Use Case 4 (UC4) the decision is regarding Resource as a
Service (RaaS), and it entails high complexity owing to higher
number of interrelations between the factors from business per-
spective. The input values for TOPSIS, as shown in Table 5.30,
are obtained with respect to alternatives of Virtual Machines
(VM) that are offered by 5 different providers for organization
O2. The technical requirements remain the same as evaluated in
use case 2. Therefore, with TOPSIS highest ranked alternative
is that of Microsoft Azure.
Table 5.30: Decision of Adopting Resource as a Service - Input for
TOPSIS
Alternatives vCPU RAM (GB) Storage (GB SSD)
Cloud Sigma 1 2 50
Digital Ocean 2 2 40
Internap 1 4 20
Microsoft
Azure
1 3.5 50
Rackspace 2 2 40
As shown in the ANP model (cf. Figure 5.4) from business per-
spective the alternatives are evaluated by interdependent factors
of time, cost, location of data centers, carbon footprint, and legal
and regulative compliance. As discussed in Chapter 3, migration
time effects the cost of the adopted service, and location where
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the data centers or servers are located decide whether the service
is compliant to legal and regulative requirements.
Figure 5.4: Decision of Adopting Resource as a Service - ANP Model
Table 5.31: Decision of Adopting Resource as a Service - Comparison
Matrix for Migration Time
(a) Use Case 4 - Comparison Matrix for
Migration Time and Alternatives
Migration CloudDigitalInternapMicrosoftRackspace
Time SigmaOcean Azure
Cloud 1 2 2 2 1
Sigma
Digital 0.5 1 1 0.5 1
Ocean
Internap 0.5 1 1 0.5 1
Microsoft 0.5 2 2 1 3
Azure
Rackspace 1 1 1 0.33 1
(b) Decision of
Adopting Resource
as a Service - Com-
parison Matrix for
Migration Time and
Cost
Migration MigrationAnnual
Time Cost Cost
Migration 1 5
Cost
Annual 0.2 1
Cost
Table 5.32: Decision of Adopting Resource as Service - Comparison
Matrix for Cost
Cost Migration Cost Annual Cost
Migration Cost 1 0.3
Annual Cost 3 1
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Table 5.33: Decision of Adopting Resource as a Service - Comparison
Matrix for Location
(a) Use Case 4 - Comparison Matrix
for Location and Alternatives
Location CloudDigitalInternapMicrosoftRackspace
SigmaOcean Azure
Cloud 1 2 2 2 1
Sigma
Digital 0.5 1 1 0.5 1
Ocean
Internap 0.5 1 1 0.5 1
Microsoft 0.5 2 2 1 3
Azure
Rackspace 1 1 1 0.33 1
(b) Decision of Adopting Re-
source as a Service - Compar-
ison Matrix for Location and
Legal and Regulative Compli-
ance
Location Legal and Regulative
Compliance
Legal and Regulative 1
Compliance
Table 5.34: Decision of Adopting Resource as Service - Cluster Matrix
Cluster
Matrix
AlternativesCostTimeEnvironmentLocationLegal and
Regulative
Compliance
Alternatives 1 1 1 1 1 1
Cost 1 1 3 3 1 3
Time 1 0.33 1 1 0.25 1
Environment 1 0.33 1 1 0.25 1
Location 1 1 4 4 1 1
Legal and
Regulative
Compliance
1 0.33 1 1 1 1
This interdependency of factors is also reflected in the com-
parison matrices, wherein relative priorities of all interconnected
factors are entered as input to ANP (cf. Table 5.31, Table 5.33).
Table 5.31a and Table 5.33a represent the relative values of all
alternatives with respect to migration time and number of loca-
tions where data centers exists as measured by [22]. In addition
Table 5.31b represents impact of migration time onmigration cost
is five times more than its impact on annual cost. Table 5.33b
represents impact of location on legal and regulative compliance.
As legal and regulative compliance does not have multiple sub-
factors, this impact is denoted by one. In this case there is a
self-loop on the cost cluster that allows to give relative priority
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to each criteria in a cluster. Here the criteria of annual cost is
considered thrice as important as migration cost (cf. Table 5.32).
This is because for O2 main objective of adopting cloud-based
services is that of reduction in annual cost associated with IT
infrastructure. Therefore, O2 prefers an alternative with lower
annual cost even if the initial cost of migrating data to cloud is
high. In addition, based on the requirements of O2, the clusters
of factors are allotted different priorities using GUI of TrAdeCIS
as shown in Table 5.34. Cost is three times more important than
migration time, carbon footprint, and legal and regulative com-
pliance. Also, number of places where severs are placed, is four
times more important than migration time and carbon footprint.
Hence making the cluster of cost being valued the highest.The
resulting super matrix is shown in Table 5.35 calculated from
Eigen vectors of comparison matrices, and the resulting limit
matrix is shown in Table 5.36. Based on the values of limit ma-
trix for the alternatives of CloudSigma, DigitalOcean, Internap,
Microsoft Azure, and Rackspace are (0.099, 0.086, 0.081, 0.097,
0.077), CloudSigma is ranked the highest as per ANP. Because
the results of TOPSIS (Microsoft Azure) and ANP (CloudSigma)
do not match, establishing trade-offs is now suggested by the sys-
tem. TrAdeCIS proposes to select the best technical alternative
at trade-offs of business factors. Row specific values of limit ma-
trices are obtained by increasing (inc) and decreasing (dec) orig-
inal super matrix as per Algorithm 1. This process is repeated
for each row and the values corresponding to Microsoft Azure
(as this was the highest ranked alternative according to TOP-
SIS) in these limit matrices are shown in Table 5.37. Table 5.37
shows that increasing Microsoft Azure in terms of its intercon-
nected node is the most beneficial (highest value corresponds to
Microsoft Azure) for ranking Microsoft Azure on top as per ANP.
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Table 5.35: Decision of Adopting Resource as Service - Resulting Super
Matrix
MigrationAnnualMigrationCarbonLocationLegal and CloudDigitalInter Micro-Rack
Cost Cost Time Foot RegulativeSigmaOcean nap -soft space
print Azure
Migration 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.016 0.016 0.016 0.016 0.016
Cost
Annual 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.016 0.016 0.016 0.016 0.016
Cost
Migration 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.031 0.031 0.031 0.031 0.031
Time
Carbon 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.031 0.031 0.031 0.031 0.031
Footprint
Location 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.031 0.031 0.031 0.031 0.031
Legal and 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.031 0.031 0.031 0.031 0.031
Regulative
Cloud 0.012 0.078 0.030 0.013 0.048 0.024 0 0 0 0 0
Sigma
Digital 0.007 0.055 0.013 0.019 0.055 0.022 0 0 0 0 0
Ocean
Internap 0.008 0.018 0.013 0.018 0.031 0.036 0 0 0 0 0
Microsoft 0.030 0.018 0.028 0.019 0.086 0.013 0 0 0 0 0
Azure
Rackspace 0.008 0.024 0.016 0.032 0.031 0.036 0 0 0 0 0
Table 5.36: Decision of Adopting Resources as - Resulting Limit Matrix
MigrationAnnualMigrationCarbon LocationLegal and CloudDigitalInterMicro-Rack
Cost Cost Time Footprint RegulativeSigmaOcean nap -soft space
print Azure
Migration 0.077 0.077 0.077 0.077 0.077 0.077 0.077 0.077 0.077 0.077 0.077
Cost
Annual 0.046 0.046 0.046 0.046 0.046 0.046 0.046 0.046 0.046 0.046 0.046
Cost
Migration 0.076 0.076 0.076 0.076 0.076 0.076 0.076 0.076 0.076 0.076 0.076
Time
Carbon 0.076 0.076 0.076 0.076 0.076 0.076 0.076 0.076 0.076 0.076 0.076
Footprint
Location 0.076 0.076 0.076 0.076 0.076 0.076 0.076 0.076 0.076 0.076 0.076
Legal and 0.194 0.194 0.194 0.194 0.194 0.194 0.194 0.194 0.194 0.194 0.194
Regulative
Cloud 0.099 0.099 0.099 0.099 0.099 0.099 0.099 0.099 0.099 0.099 0.099
Sigma
Digital 0.086 0.086 0.086 0.086 0.086 0.086 0.086 0.086 0.086 0.086 0.086
Ocean
Internap 0.081 0.081 0.081 0.081 0.081 0.081 0.081 0.081 0.081 0.081 0.081
Microsoft 0.097 0.097 0.097 0.097 0.097 0.097 0.097 0.097 0.097 0.097 0.097
Azure
Rackspace 0.077 0.077 0.077 0.077 0.077 0.077 0.077 0.077 0.077 0.077 0.077
Table 5.38 shows values of limit matrices that are obtained by
increasing or decreasing only one element at time in the original
super matrix. This is done only for positive values in Table 5.37.
For example, asMigration Cost has positive value in Table 5.37 in
the case of increase, six values are obtained in 5.29 corresponding
to the interrelation of Migration Cost to every alternatice. This
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leads to the identification of the node that is interrelated to Mi-
crosoft Azure; when changed in terms of its associated priority
will make Microsoft Azure the highest ranked alternative.
Table 5.37: Decision of Adopting Resource as Service - Element Spe-
cific Limit Matrix Values
Node Increase Decrease
Migration Cost 0.0046 -0.0047
Annual Cost -0.0027 0.0028
Migration Time 0.0008 -0.0010
Carbon Footprint -0.0008 0.0007
Location -0.0011 0.0011
Legal and Regulative -0.0032 0.0033
Cloud Sigma -0.0040 0.0040
Digital Ocean -0.0038 0.0038
Internap -0.0038 0.0038
Microsoft Azure 0.0176 -0.0175
Rackspace -0.0040 0.0040
In this example, as Microsoft Azure associated with Legal and
Regulative has highest positive value, change in priority of Legal
and Regulative will lead to the desired ranking. It can be seen
from Table 5.37 that the increase of the importance of Microsoft
Azure is the most rewarding.
5.1.5 Performance Test Results of TrAdeCIS
In order to test the scalability of TOPSIS and ANP, this section
evaluates the performance with respect to time taken to rank the
alternatives using these two algorithms. As shown in Test code
5.1, the performance test is done for 1000 executions for both
TOPSIS and ANP. All the performance tests are executed on a
system with a 2.6 GHz Intel Core i5 CPU, 8 GB 1600 MHz DDR3
RAM and an Intel HD Graphics 4000 1536 MB graphics card.
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Table 5.38: Decision of Adopting Resource as Service - Element Spe-
cific Limit Matrix Values
Node Changed by Increase Decrease
Migration Cost Migration Time 0.0010 -
Migration Cost Cloud Sigma 0.0008 -
Migration Cost Digital Ocean 0.0006 -
Migration Cost Internap 0.0007 -
Migration Cost Microsoft Azure 0.0009 -
Migration Cost Rackspace 0.0008 -
Annual Cost Migration Time - 0.0005
Annual Cost Cloud Sigma - 0.0004
Annual Cost Digital Ocean - 0.0003
Annual Cost Internap - 0.0004
Annual Cost Microsoft Azure - 0.0004
Annual Cost Rackspace - 0.0004
Migration Time Cloud Sigma 0.0002 -
Migration Time Digital Ocean 0.0002 -
Migration Time Internap 0.0002 -
Migration Time Microsoft Azure 0.0002 -
Migration Time Rackspace 0.0002 -
Carbon Footprint Cloud Sigma - 0.0002
Carbon Footprint Digital Ocean - 0.0001
Carbon Footprint Internap - 0.0002
Carbon Footprint Microsoft Azure - 0.0002
Carbon Footprint Rackspace - 0.0002
Location Cloud Sigma - 0.0002
Location Digital Ocean - 0.0002
Location Internap - 0.0002
Location Microsoft Azure - 0.0002
Location Rackspace - 0.0002
Legal and Regulative Location - 0.0009
Legal and Regulative Cloud Sigma - 0.0005
Legal and Regulative Digital Ocean - 0.0004
Legal and Regulative Internap - 0.0004
Legal and Regulative Microsoft Azure - 0.0005
Legal and Regulative Rackspace - 0.0005
Cloud Sigma Migration Cost - 0.0006
Cloud Sigma Annual Cost - 0.0005
Cloud Sigma Migration Time - 0.0004
Cloud Sigma Carbon Footprint - 0.0006
Cloud Sigma Location - 0.0004
Cloud Sigma Legal and Regulative - 0.0010
Digital Ocean Migration Cost - 0.0005
Digital Ocean Annual Cost - 0.0004
Digital Ocean Migration Time - 0.0004
Digital Ocean Carbon Footprint - 0.0007
Digital Ocean Location - 0.0004
Digital Ocean Legal and Regulative - 0.0010
Internap Migration Cost - 0.0006
Internap Annual Cost - 0.0004
Internap Migration Time - 0.0005
Internap Carbon Footprint - 0.0007
Internap Location - 0.0004
Internap Legal and Regulative - 0.0011
Microsoft Azure Migration Cost 0.0041 -
Microsoft Azure Annual Cost 0.0014 -
Microsoft Azure Migration Time 0.0028 -
Microsoft Azure Carbon Footprint 0.0028 -
Microsoft Azure Location 0.0030 -
Microsoft Azure Legal and Regulative 0.0039 -
Rackspace Migration Cost - 0.0005
Rackspace Annual Cost - 0.0003
Rackspace Migration Time - 0.0004
Rackspace Carbon Footprint - 0.0009
Rackspace Location - 0.0005
Rackspace Legal and Regulative - 0.0011
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Listing 5.1: Performance Test Code
def measure_topsis(alternatives , criteria, min_value=0,
max_value=100, number_executions=1000):
matrix = random.random_integers(min_value ,
max_value , (alternatives , criteria))
weights = random.random_integers(1, 15, (1,
criteria))
effect = random.random_integers(0, 1, (1,
criteria))
result = ’TOPSIS{0} a l t e rna t i v e s ,{1} c r i t e r i a
average_runtime_over {2}:{3} s ’
print(result.format(alternatives , criteria ,
number_executions , time_function(service.
topsis, number_executions , matrix, weights,
effect)/number_executions))
def measure_anp(alternatives , criteria , number_executions
=1000):
super_matrix = random.random((alternatives+
criteria, alternatives+criteria))
result = ’ANP{0} a l t e rna t i v e s ,{1} c r i t e r i a
average_runtime_over {2}:{3} s ’
print(result.format(alternatives , criteria ,
number_executions , time_function(service.
anp, number_executions , super_matrix ,
alternatives)/number_executions))
These executions are different in terms of every possible fol-
lowing input value that is related to factors and alternatives that
TOPSIS and ANP require:
• Number of alternatives and criteria.
• Random performance values given for every alternative with
respect to criteria in TOPSIS. These values range between 1
and 100000. These values are normalized within TOPSIS, and
therefore higher values will not effect the execution time of the
algorithm.
• Random priority values allotted for criteria, having random
benefit/risk associated with it for TOPSIS. These values are
also normalized within TOPSIS, and therefore execution time
is not dependent on these values.
• Random values in super matrix generated for ANP.
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• Random interrelations between the nodes and clusters of ANP.
Higher the number of criteria and alternatives, more complex
will be these interrelations. Therefore, effect of number of in-
terrelations is measured by number of criteria and alternatives
Figure 5.5: Average Time for Ranking Alternatives in 1000 Executions
Therefore, the scalability of TOPSIS and ANP is dependent only
on the number of criteria and alternatives. As shown in graph (cf.
Figure 5.5) TOPSIS scales better (lower execution time with same
number of alternatives and criteria) than ANP. In ANP the exe-
cution time is dependent on the structure of the network formed
with interrelation of criteria and alternatives. As shown with the
line graph corresponding to time taken to rank 100 alternatives
using ANP, execution time rises almost exponentially. This is
because higher the number of nodes in a cluster, higher will be
the interrelations and corresponding cluster matrices, which in
turn leads to higher time in reaching a limit matrix. For ex-
ample, when 1000 alternatives are evaluated with respect to 100
criteria, it needs to execution time of 0.7337 secs. Even though
ANP does not scale as efficiently as TOPSIS, the total execution
time to reach a quantitative decision of ranking 100 alternatives
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using 100 technical criteria, and 100 economical and organization
criteria (which is the upper limit of factors based on the survey)
is as optimal as 0.017 secs.
5.1.6 Guidelines Derived from Evaluation of TrAde-
CIS
Based on the evaluation of use cases of cloud-based services
following guidelines can be established to make decisions with
TrAdeCIS:
• TrAdeCIS can be applied to decisions involving adoption of
cloud-based services with multiple available alternatives and
criteria.
• Once the alternatives are identified, criteria can be selected
from the GUI developed for automated decision making us-
ing TrAdeCIS. These factors are listed along with their sub-
factors, which can be selected as per requirements of the orga-
nization. Actual measured values (having different units) can
be entered as values for factors in TOPSIS as the algorithm
normalizes the input. For ANP, relative priorities are to be
entered by pair wise comparisons of interdependent factors.
These relative priorities are to be calculated based on actual
measured values corresponding to business factors, which ANP
normalizes to calculate the final ranking.
• For TOPSIS number of criteria does not effect the perfor-
mance and execution time of the decision. However, with
ANP higher number of criteria results in higher number of
comparison matrices. This results in higher execution time as
the number of criteria increases.
• If the ranking obtained from TOPSIS and ANP do not match,
trade-offs will have to be established. These trade-offs are
based on change of priorities in factors from business perspec-
tive, as the best technical alternative has to be selected at
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the trade-off of business value. This can be done by either
calculating rank influence or marginal influence so that least
number of changes in priorities of factors are required by de-
cision maker to establish trade-offs.
5.2 Generalization of TrAdeCIS
TrAdeCIS is primarily developed to support organizations in the
adoption of cloud-based services. However, this section evalu-
ates the applicability of TrADeCIS to improve the decision mak-
ing of technologies from other domains besides cloud-based ser-
vices. This is illustrated by applying TrAdeCIS to Train Operat-
ing Companies (TOC) who need to make a decision of choosing
the best technology to improve both voice- and data coverage
on-board of trains. Even though a train journey can be a perfect
time to answer a phone call or browse the Internet on a personal
device (e.g., smartphone, tablet, or laptop), coverage on trains
is generally bad due to the attenuation by the train carriage and
lack of coverage along the rail corridor. Three broad types of
on-board systems exist to improve coverage on-board the train:
IP-based data access points (e.g., Wi-Fi), wideband repeaters,
and small cells (e.g., femto cells). These repeaters resolve the
attenuation challenge, but they still require a connection to and
from the wayside. Each of these solutions uses a mobile back-
haul, thus, the provider of the on-board repeaters collaborates
with an existing cellular network provider. This is, however, not
the only option as other types of networks also can be used such as
the network of a satellite network provider. In some cases even
a dedicated network has been developed (e.g., a WiMAX net-
work). For the application of TrAdeCIS, these different choices
form the alternative offerings. The TOC will also have a set of
functional- and non-functional requirements to be matched with
each of these solutions. Requirements from business perspective
cover both organizational and economic aspects.
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Validity of applicability with following use case where the deci-
sion takes the perspective of the TOC who is hoping to sell more
tickets by providing the service. For the train-to-wayside con-
nection, it is assumed that all on-board solutions use the same
system: connection to mobile base stations (3G or beyond). The
following alternatives are considered to be installed on-board of
train:
• Option 1: Wireless Access Point (WAP)
• Option 2: Analog repeater
• Option 3: Femtocells
The technical requirements from these alternatives and their rel-
ative priorities are the following:
• Internet should be available to all passengers with a mobile
device (Priority 1)
• Quality of voice calls should be improved for all passengers
with a phone (Priority 2)
• Internet speed should be as high as possible (Priority 3)
Table 5.39: Use Case of TOC - Input for TOPSIS
Alternatives Internet Voice Internet
Availability Coverage Speed
WAP 3 1 3
Analog Repeater 2 2 2
Femtocells 2 2 2
The ranking of the alternatives (cf. Table 5.39) is based on the
performance values of these alternatives per factor obtained in
[89]. These values are represented on a scale of 1-3 (chosen based
on number of alternatives). Higher performance value of an al-
ternative for a factor is mapped to a higher value in the chosen
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scale. For the factor of availability, WAP is ranked the highest
and analog repeater and femtocells are at the same rank. Sim-
ilar ranking is given to the alternatives for other two factors of
voice coverage and Internet speed too. After applying TOPSIS
to these alternatives per technical requirements, installing WAPs
is ranked the highest.
Figure 5.6: Use Case of TOC - ANP Model
From the financial/economic requirements perspective, ANP
is used to model the decision as shown in Figure 5.6. Net Present
Value (NPV) and use of licensed spectrum are two factors based
on which alternatives are to be ranked. NPV, which should be
positive as soon as possible, is of higher priority of the two. In
addition, NPV is categorized into sub-factors of low deployment
time, high revenue, low capital expenditure, and low operational
expenditure. Also, all these sub-factors are associated with a con-
tribution weightage in comparison to each other. This is repre-
sented with a self-loop and the respective weightage or priorities
of these factors are entered in the corresponding comparison ma-
trix (cf. Table 5.40). Also in terms of the organizational require-
ments, the TOC prefers to avoid the use of licensed spectrum
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(medium importance). The comparison matrices show the rel-
ative ranking of alternatives with respect to factors of licensed
spectrum (cf. Table 5.41), OPEX (cf. Table 5.42), CAPEX (
cf. Table 5.43), deployment time (cf. Table 5.44), and revenue
generated (cf. Table 5.45). As the aim is to use avoid the use of
licensed spectrum, WAPs are ranked (on the scale of 1-3, chosen
based on number of alternatives) thrice better than femtocells
and analog repeaters as shown in Table 5.41. This is because
femtocells and analog repeater use licensed spectrum, whereas
WAPs have unlicensed spectrum available. Operating cost is
same for all the alternatives, and therefore all the alternatives
are ranked equally in Table 5.42. In terms of capital cost Wi-Fi
access points are cheaper than analog repeaters and femtocells
[89]. As a femto gateway is a highly specialized, expensive de-
vice that can support hundreds of thousands of femtocell base
stations, the deployment of a femtocell gateway cannot be jus-
tified in economic terms when this device has to be purchased
for an on-train femtocell service alone [89]. Therefore, in Table
5.43 WAPs are ranked the highest as compared to repeaters and
femtocells, and femtocells is ranked the lowest. Finally, in Table
5.45 WAPs are ranked the lowest as compared to other two al-
ternatives as it is hard to charge directly, only data service are
possible, passengers are not willing to pay for Wi-Fi, and it is
possible to offer value added services [89]. The resulting super
matrix, which is constructed from all the comparison matrices, is
shown in Table 5.46. The highest ranked alternative from ANP
as obtained in limit matrix (cf. Table 5.47) with a value of 0.428
is WAPs. Therefore, as the ranking obtained from both TOP-
SIS and ANP is the same, for the scenario of providing Internet
and voice call connectivity on-board of train, WAP is the best
alternative, and also, establishing trade-offs is not required.
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Table 5.40: Use Case of TOC - Relative Priorities of Sub-factors of
NPV
NPV OPEX CAPEX Time Revenue
OPEX 1 1 2 0.25
CPEX 1 1 2 0.25
Time 0.5 0.5 1 0.125
Revenue 4 4 8 1
Table 5.41: Use Case of TOC - Comparison Matrix for License
License WAPs Analog Repeater Femtocells
WAPs 1 3 3
Analog Repeater 0.333 1 1
Femtocells 0.333 1 1
Table 5.42: Use Case of TOC - Comparison Matrix for OPEX
OPEX WAPs Analog Repeater Femtocells
WAPs 1 1 1
Analog Repeater 1 1 1
Femtocells 1 1 1
Table 5.43: Use Case of TOC - Comparison Matrix for CAPEX
CAPEX WAPs Analog Repeater Femtocells
WAPs 1 2 3
Analog Repeater 0.5 1 2
Femtocells 0.333 0.5 1
Table 5.44: Use Case of TOC - Comparison Matrix for Time
Time WAPs Analog Repeater Femtocells
WAPs 1 0.5 1.5
Analog Repeater 2 1 3
Femtocells 0.666 0.333 1
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Table 5.45: Use Case of TOC - Comparison Matrix for Revenue
Revenue WAPs Analog Repeater Femtocells
WAPs 1 0.5 0.333
Analog Repeater 2 1 2
Femtocells 3 0.5 1
Table 5.46: Use Case of TOC - Resulting Super Matrix
OPEXCAPEXTime Revenue LicenseWAPs Analog Fem-
Repeater tocells
OPEX 0 0 0 0 0 0.083 0.083 0.083
CAPEX 0 0 0 0 0 0.083 0.083 0.083
Time 0 0 0 0 0 0.083 0.083 0.083
Revenue 0 0 0 0 0 0.083 0.083 0.083
License 0 0 0 0 0 0.333 0.333 0.333
WAPs 0.05 0.041 0.021 0.308 0.425 0 0 0
Analog 0.05 0.081 0.041 0.154 0.425 0 0 0
Repeater
Fem- 0.05 0.027 0.014 0.154 0.142 0 0 0
tocells
Table 5.47: Use Case of TOC - Resulting Limit Matrix
OPEXCAPEXTime Revenue LicenseWAPs Analog Fem-
Repeater tocells
OPEX 0 0 0 0 0 0.125 0.125 0.125
CAPEX 0 0 0 0 0 0.125 0.125 0.125
Time 0 0 0 0 0 0.125 0.125 0.125
Revenue 0 0 0 0 0 0.125 0.125 0.125
License 0 0 0 0 0 0.5 0.5 0.5
WAPs 0.428 0.428 0.428 0.428 0.428 0 0 0
Analog 0.409 0.409 0.409 0.409 0.409 0 0 0
Repeater
Fem- 0.164 0.164 0.164 0.164 0.164 0 0 0
tocells
Therefore, it can be concluded based on this illustration that
TrAdeCIS can be used to make adoption decision of any technol-
ogy. The only requirement for this methodology to be applicable
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is that the decision must involve multiple alternative solutions
which can be evaluated on different criteria. Also, as these algo-
rithms normalizes the input values it allows entering input data
in different measurement units for quantitative factors, and for
qualitative factors relative ranking can be taken as input.
5.3 Temporal Influences on Factors
As the adoption decision is to be taken before the technology is
deployed or adopted, the input performance values for each factor
in TrAdeCIS and IAMCIS are assumed to be static. However,
as the factors are interrelated, change in value of one affects the
performance values of other interrelated factors. For example,
the time-based graph shown in Figure 5.7 explains 4 scenarios
depicting the implications of backing up data with respect to as-
sociated cost. Scenario 1 and 2 show that cost and backup are
positively related to each other if there is no external influence
(e.g., data loss). Increase in backup will imply higher cost for
organization, and if CSP does not offer backup or decreases the
backup, cost will decrease for organization. Scenario 3 depicts
the trend of these two factors in case of data loss. If there is
no back up (depicted by decreasing trend of backup), data loss
can have huge cost implications. This additional cost is associ-
ated not only with disaster recovery mechanisms that have to be
applied (recovering lost data can require high investments), but
also with the loss of potential future revenues due to unavailabil-
ity of service. Therefore, depending on different turn of events
the performance of an alternative would vary.
Also qualitative factors are interrelated as shown in Figure 5.8
for the example of interrelations between standards and vendor
lock-in. If there are no common standards or if CSPs use more
and more proprietary solutions for developing cloud services, the
issue of interoperability will increase, leading to higher risk of
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Figure 5.7: Time-based Graphs for Costs Relating to Backup
vendor lock-in and vice versa (cf. Scenario 1 and 2, Figure 5.8).
One of the major motivations for CSPs to increase standards
in CC can be that of optimization of workload and utilization
ratio. Therefore, Scenario 3, depicts the case where vendor lock-
in decreases but then becomes steady after a point. The only
reason, as explained in Chapter 3, where the vendor lock-in might
completely vanish can be because of interference of regulators.
Figure 5.8: Time-based Graphs for Vendor Lock-in Relating to Stan-
dards
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For TrAdeCIS including the factor of time translates into the
following:
• Priority of factors can change with time.
• Change in value of one factor will have ripple effect onto other
interrelated factors as well.
• TOPSIS and ANP will have to include multiple input values
of every alternative depending on changes expected per factor
for each instance of time.
However, there exist the following issues that make the inclusion
of time factor in TrADeCIS too complex:
• Currently, TrADeCIS for every alternative includes measured
values for quantitative factors, and relative ranking for the
qualitative factors (discrete values). With the inclusion of
time, these values will have to be predicted, which might com-
promise the accuracy of the decision made using TrAdeCIS.
• Also, some of the factors might see change in its value as a
continuous function for some interval of time. Inclusion of
such continuous functions in TrAdeCIS is not possible. This
is because of the inability of algorithms of TOPSIS and ANP
to take continuous input values.
Thus, to include the dynamic values in TrAdeCIS, TOPSIS
and ANP have to be changed so that the input values can be
expressed as interval numbers, fuzzy values, or interval-valued
fuzzy values for each period of time. Finally, all those values will
have to be aggregated to find out the final ranking of the alter-
natives. For IAMCIS (impact methodology) Equation 4.2 and
Equation 4.3 can be altered as shown in Equation 5.1 and Equa-
tion 5.2 to include temporal influences. This is based on different
performance values expected per factor at different instance(s)
or interval(s) of time. The complexity associated with inclusion
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of temporal factor in IAMCIS is that of accurately predicting all
possible values, and the time frame for which these value will
persist for every relevant factor that is considered to evaluate the
cloud-based service. Based on this, the associated loss (lijt) and
probability (pijt) of expected value of factor i of component j not
being fulfilled will change for different time (t) instances. Also,
the total time frame (T) for which the impact has to predicted
must be known/decided in advance.
I =
X
1in
X
1jm
wij  (
X
1tT
(lijt  pijt)) (5.1)
Isev = I 
 X
1in
X
1jm
wij  (
X
1tT
((lijt)max  (pijt)max)

(5.2)
5.4 Chapter Summary
By evaluating the results obtained in this chapter, implementa-
tion of TrAdeCIS was deemed to complement this thesis’ first
two major contributions – case study and identification of rele-
vant factors and its interrelations, and quantified methodology
of TrAdeCIS – in terms of a successful third major contribution.
In terms of functionality and feasibility, the implementation has
proven to be fully functional not only for cloud-based services but
also for any other technology. Performance evaluation of the im-
plementation of TrAdeCIS showed that the system is scalable to
include all the factors that were identified from case studies (100
technical criteria, and 100 economical and organization criteria).
It represents the first and only fully executable implementation
of quantitative methodology for decision making of adopting a
new technology in an organization.
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6
Summary, Conclusions,
and Future Work
This thesis has proposed and investigated several key aspectsinvolved in quantifiable decision making of adopting new
technology (mainly that of cloud computing) in an organization,
which was largely unexplored before this thesis. Driven by the
current observed status quo in decision analytics of adopting a
new technology in an organization, the respective hypothesis and
purpose of this thesis have been termed. As for the status quo,
decision analytics of cloud computing adoption is based on ad-
hoc methods and do not analyze quantitatively all the relevant
factors for making such a decision. This thesis presents an im-
portant step in reaching this goal, by focussing on three following
aspects, namely (a) identifying and structuring the list of rele-
vant factors from technical, economical, and organizational fac-
tors, (b) developing and evaluating a fully quantified trade-off
based decision methodology to make such decisions of adopting
a new technology, and (c) developing and evaluating a quanti-
fied impact methodology to predict the impact on organization
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of a new technology. This thesis has shown the practicality of
methodology developed in a single, web-based platform, called
TrAdeCIS.
The main components of TrAdeCIS comprises of identifica-
tion and modeling of requirements (factors), ranking of alterna-
tives per factor, and establishing trade-offs. A list of 102 factors
(from technical, economical, and organizational perspective) were
identified on which cloud-based services can be evaluated. This
was accomplished through exploratory research which consisted
of extensive surveys conducted with 17 organizations from var-
ied domains and expertise, and review of existing literature. In
addition, interrelations amongst these factors were explored and
modeled. These interrelations were categorized as “Parent of”
and “Influences” interrelations. These interrelations are relevant
as change in value of one factor can have an effect on several other
related factors, thereby having greater impact on the decision of
adopting best available cloud-based service. Factors such as that
of legal and regulative compliance are qualitative in nature, and
are hard to be quantified, which makes its modeling in decision
model difficult. Therefore, specific GRL based modeling was per-
formed and illustrated for modeling and ranking of alternatives
for qualitative factors.
TrAdeCIS ranks all available alternatives from technical and
business perspective using the algorithms of TOPSIS and ANP
respectively. These algorithms incorporate the modeled interre-
lations of all relevant factors, relative ranking of alternatives for
each qualitative and quantitative factor, and relative priorities of
factors in ranking the alternatives. In cases when different rank-
ings are obtained from technical and business perspectives, estab-
lishing trade-offs through TrAdeCIS allows a decision maker to
select the best alternative from technical perspective at a trade-
offs of business factors. These trade-offs are measured in terms
of alterations required in priorities of business factors so that the
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rankings of alternatives obtained from both technical and busi-
ness factors match.
The use case-driven evaluation of the system developed focuses
in scenarios with variations in number of alternatives, number of
criteria, and their interrelations. The system of TrAdeCIS shows
its ability to scale, even with high a number of alternatives and
criteria. The complete decision with as many as 100 criteria both
in TOPSIS and ANP along with 100 alternatives takes 0.017 sec-
onds to execute. For ANP the structure chosen and intercon-
nections of the factors influences these time it takes to rank the
alternatives. The application has been published in [39]. Validity
and applicability of TrAdeCIS to the decisions involving other do-
mains has been evaluated with the decision of choosing the best
technology to improve both voice and data coverage on-board of
trains. This evaluation concludes that TrAdeCIS is applicable
to decision of adopting of any technology if the decision includes
multiple alternative solutions that are to be evaluated on multiple
criteria.
6.1 Contributions
This thesis made the following contributions and addresses the
respectively associated challenges:
Contribution 1: Survey to collect relevant factor – This
thesis conducted survey with 17 organizations, as part of
research questions R1.1 and R2.1, to identify factors and
model any interrelations that might exists amongst these
factors. This survey is done in conjunction with literature
review, to provide holistic and complete view of relevant
factors for the decision of adopting cloud-based services.
These hence identified 102 factors are categorized into
the category of technical, economical, and organizational
factors. In addition XML based taxonomy is being devel-
oped, where-in any possible interrelations between these
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factors are being modeled. Therefore, this taxonomy can
be used as a basis for completely evaluating all alternative
cloud-based solutions. Finally, for ranking the alternatives
with respect to qualitative factors, GRL based modeling
of such factors is performed. This modeling ranks the
alternatives based on their respective fulfillment of number
of sub-goals of each qualitative factor (modeled as goal).
Contribution 2: Quantitative decision methodology –
The thesis developed, designed, and implemented a
quantified trade-offs based decision methodology to make
an accurate and precise decision based on the research
question R1.2. As the algorithms of TOPSIS and ANP
normalizes the input values, and allows entering relative
ranking (required for qualitative factors), this methodology
is applicable to any decision. Also, the requirements
or factors based on which decision is achieved can have
different measurement units, or can be qualitative. The
methodology accommodates the presence of conflicting
factors by allowing a decision maker to make trade-offs
while making a decision. This trade-off allows to select
the best technical alternative at a trade-off of business
value as per hypothesis H1. This thesis has automated
TrAdeCIS and implemented a prototype to recommend a
user possible trade-offs if the ranking of alternatives is not
same from technical and business perspectives. Trade-offs
are established by measuring the changes required in pri-
orities of economical and organizational factors. TrAdeCIS
is scalable to high number of alternatives, factors, and
their associated interrelations. This allows modeling of
real-world complexities involved in such a decision making.
Contribution 3: Impact Prediction – Once the best alter-
native is identified, this thesis analyzes the importance of
predicting the impact an alternative will have on an or-
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ganization as stated in hypothesis H2. This prediction is
specifically important in case of any unexpected future fail-
ure in a service, with respect to any factor that evaluates the
service. The developed methodology of impact prediction
corresponds to research question R2.2, and quantitatively
evaluates the impact based on probability of failure and its
associated loss.
Contribution 4: Generalization of TrAdeCIS – This the-
sis also evaluated the applicability of TrAdeCIS to other
domains besides cloud-based services. This was done suc-
cessfully with the use case of providing Internet on-board
in trains. Therefore, the methodology of TrAdeCIS that
is developed, implemented, and automated within this the-
sis can be applied to all decisions with low level complex-
ity such a purchasing a car to highly complex decisions of
adopting cloud-based services in an organization.
In conclusion, the qualitative analysis of those four objectives
raised initially reveals that all objectives have been met success-
fully. This means that in addition to the set of effectively ad-
dressed challenges and gaps, the contributions achieved in this
thesis provide sufficient support for the automation of decision
making and replacing the current ad-hoc decisions with respect
to cloud-based services. The evaluation of the prototype imple-
mented concluded that TrAdeCIS is scalable to large number of
alternatives, factors, and their associated interrelations. Also, es-
tablishing trade-offs automatically with TrADeCIS ensures quan-
tified decisions are achieved encompassing conflicting and inter-
dependent requirements. This allows modeling of real-world com-
plexities involved in such a decision making. Furthermore, the
developed methodology is extensible with respect to a wider scope
in terms of technology domains and their requirements, in princi-
ple. The only requirement for this methodology to be applicable
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is that the decision must involve multiple alternative solutions
which can be evaluated on different factors.
6.2 Future Work
The development and evaluation of relevant factors, their interre-
lations, and ranking of alternatives using technical, economical,
and organizational factors are important steps of the developed
quantified trade-offs-based decision methodology to adopt a new
technology. However, open research questions still remain in this
domain.
Automating the process of feeding performance values of dif-
ferent alternatives into TrAdeCIS will reduce the human inter-
vention. This can be achieved by linking TrAdeCIS to a system
(e.g., Cloud Harmony Inc [22]) to fetch such values. In addition,
TrADeCIS can include dynamic interrelations of factors and their
time specific values. This will ensure that the decision is not just
valid for the instance at which it is made, but is rather valid for
a time frame for which values and their changes with respect to
time are included.
In order to improve the current methodology fuzzy triangle
numbers [60] can be included. This will solve decision problems
that have unquantifiable, incomplete and non-obtainable input
values. A fuzzy set is a class of objects with a continuum of grades
of membership. Linguistic terms are represented by member-
ship functions, valued in the real unit interval, which translates
the vagueness and imprecision of input values [59]. This shall
imply inclusion of Fuzzy-modified-TOPSIS and Fuzzy-modified-
ANP instead of the current implemented algorithms. The final
step would be to deploy these changes and evaluate the valid-
ity of new dynamic TrAdeCIS for different use cases that can
encompass decisions of different domains and technologies.
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A
XML Taxonomy
This appendix displays complete XML taxonomy that was devel-
oped within this thesis to structure all the relevant factors ana-
lyzed from exploratory research (cf. Chapter 3) from technical,
economical, and organizational factors. This taxonomy also mod-
els all the interrelations of the factors that are modeled within
this thesis.
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Listing A.1: XML Taxonomy for Identified Factors Affecting Cloud
Adoption
1 <?xml version=”1.0” encoding=”UTF8”?>
2 <!DOCTYPE TAXONOMY [
3 <!ELEMENT TAXONOMY (FACTORS+,RELATIONS?)>
4 <!ELEMENT FACTORS (FACTOR+)>
5 <!ELEMENT FACTOR (NAME, DEFINITION, VALUETYPE, TENDENCY,
SUBFACTORS?)>
6 <!ELEMENT NAME (#PCDATA)>
7 <!ELEMENT DEFINITION (#PCDATA)>
8 <!ELEMENT SUBFACTORS (FACTOR+)>
9 <!ELEMENT VALUETYPE (#PCDATA) >
10 <!ELEMENT TENDENCY (#PCDATA)>
11
12 <!ELEMENT RELATIONS (RELATION+)>
13 <!ELEMENT RELATION EMPTY>
14
15
16 <!ATTLIST FACTORS CATEGORY (Economical|Organizational|Technical) #
REQUIRED>
17 <!ATTLIST FACTOR FACTORID ID #REQUIRED>
18 <!ATTLIST RELATION RELATIONID ID #REQUIRED>
19 <!ATTLIST RELATION FACTOR1 IDREF #REQUIRED>
20 <!ATTLIST RELATION FACTOR2 IDREF #REQUIRED>
21 ]>
22
23
24 <TAXONOMY>
25 <FACTORS CATEGORY=”Technical”>
26 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T1”>
27 <NAME>Accessibility</NAME>
28 <DEFINITION>Difficulty to access a service</DEFINITION>
29 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
30 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
31 </FACTOR>
32 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T2”>
33 <NAME>Application Lifecycle Management</NAME>
34 <DEFINITION>The different phases of software development, from
planning to retirement</DEFINITION>
35 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
36 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
37 <SUBFACTORS>
38 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T2_1”>
39 <NAME>Patching</NAME>
40 <DEFINITION>Patchability of Application</DEFINITION>
41 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
42 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
43 </FACTOR>
44 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T2_2”>
45 <NAME>Upgrades</NAME>
46 <DEFINITION>Upgradability of Application</DEFINITION>
47 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
48 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
49 </FACTOR>
50 </SUBFACTORS>
51 </FACTOR>
52 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T3”>
53 <NAME>Availability</NAME>
54 <DEFINITION>Time a service is accessible and usable by an authorized
entity as percentage (total_time/
time_service_is_accessible_and_usable)</DEFINITION>
55 <VALUETYPE>Range</VALUETYPE>
56 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
57 </FACTOR>
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58 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T4”>
59 <NAME>Backup</NAME>
60 <DEFINITION>Redunant copies of data, to protect against data loss</
DEFINITION>
61 <VALUETYPE>Numeric</VALUETYPE>
62 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
63 </FACTOR>
64 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T5”>
65 <NAME>Complexity</NAME>
66 <DEFINITION>Difficulty to understand and use new technology</
DEFINITION>
67 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
68 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
69 <SUBFACTORS>
70 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T5_1”>
71 <NAME>Frustration</NAME>
72 <DEFINITION>Frustration caused by complex system</
DEFINITION>
73 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
74 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
75 </FACTOR>
76 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T5_2”>
77 <NAME>Flexibility</NAME>
78 <DEFINITION>Rigidness of system, i.e. if there are multiple ways to
achieve the same goal</DEFINITION>
79 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
80 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
81 </FACTOR>
82 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T5_4”>
83 <NAME>Task Adequacy</NAME>
84 <DEFINITION>Adequacy of system to complete a given goal</
DEFINITION>
85 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
86 <TENDENCY>lower</TENDENCY>
87 </FACTOR>
88 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T5_5”>
89 <NAME>Expectation Conformity</NAME>
90 <DEFINITION>System behavior according to the user expectation<
/DEFINITION>
91 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
92 <TENDENCY>lower</TENDENCY>
93 </FACTOR>
94 </SUBFACTORS>
95 </FACTOR>
96 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T6”>
97 <NAME>Customization</NAME>
98 <DEFINITION>Degree system can be adjusted to ones needs</
DEFINITION>
99 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
100 <TENDENCY>lower</TENDENCY>
101 </FACTOR>
102 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T7”>
103 <NAME>Data Access</NAME>
104 <DEFINITION>How the data is accessible and how it is protected against
access from unauthorized third parties</DEFINITION>
105 <VALUETYPE>Range</VALUETYPE>
106 <TENDENCY>lower</TENDENCY>
107 </FACTOR>
108 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T8”>
109 <NAME>Data Loss</NAME>
110 <DEFINITION>Fear that data moved to the cloud might be lost</
DEFINITION>
111 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
112 <TENDENCY>lower</TENDENCY>
113 </FACTOR>
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114 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T9”>
115 <NAME>Elastic Resourcing</NAME>
116 <DEFINITION>Adjustability of resources to match demand and handle
spikes</DEFINITION>
117 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
118 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
119 <SUBFACTORS>
120 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T9_1”>
121 <NAME>Bandwidth Elasticity</NAME>
122 <DEFINITION>Elasticity of the available network bandwidth</
DEFINITION>
123 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
124 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
125 </FACTOR>
126 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T9_2”>
127 <NAME>CPU Power Elasticity</NAME>
128 <DEFINITION>Elasticity of the available processing power</
DEFINITION>
129 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
130 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
131 </FACTOR>
132 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T9_3”>
133 <NAME>Memory Elasticity</NAME>
134 <DEFINITION>Elasticity of the available memory</DEFINITION
>
135 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
136 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
137 </FACTOR>
138 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T9_4”>
139 <NAME>Number of VMs Elasticity</NAME>
140 <DEFINITION>Elasticity of the virtual machines available</
DEFINITION>
141 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
142 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
143 </FACTOR>
144 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T9_5”>
145 <NAME>Storage Elasticity</NAME>
146 <DEFINITION>Elasticity of the storage available</DEFINITION>
147 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
148 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
149 </FACTOR>
150 </SUBFACTORS>
151 </FACTOR>
152 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T10”>
153 <NAME>Fault Tolerance</NAME>
154 <DEFINITION>How tolerant the system is to faults</DEFINITION>
155 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
156 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
157 <SUBFACTORS>
158 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T10_1”>
159 <NAME>Reactive</NAME>
160 <DEFINITION>Mechanisms to reduce the effects of faults after they
occur</DEFINITION>
161 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
162 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
163 </FACTOR>
164 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T10_2”>
165 <NAME>Proactive</NAME>
166 <DEFINITION>Mechanisms to reduce the likelihood that errors do
occur</DEFINITION>
167 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
168 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
169 </FACTOR>
170 </SUBFACTORS>
171 </FACTOR>
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172 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T11”>
173 <NAME>Functionality</NAME>
174 <DEFINITION>The functionalities a cloud solution provides, compared to
a legacy system</DEFINITION>
175 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
176 <TENDENCY>lower</TENDENCY>
177 </FACTOR>
178 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T12”>
179 <NAME>Initial Migration and Data Transfer</NAME>
180 <DEFINITION>The time and efforts required for first moving towards a
cloudbased solution</DEFINITION>
181 <VALUETYPE>Numeric</VALUETYPE>
182 <TENDENCY>lower</TENDENCY>
183 </FACTOR>
184 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T13”>
185 <NAME>Integration</NAME>
186 <DEFINITION>The extent to which a cloudbased can be integrated with
existing systems and other cloudbased solutions</DEFINITION>
187 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
188 <TENDENCY>lower</TENDENCY>
189 </FACTOR>
190 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T14”>
191 <NAME>Interoperability</NAME>
192 <DEFINITION>The extent cloud systems can communicate with each other
and traditional applications</DEFINITION>
193 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
194 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
195 <SUBFACTORS>
196 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T14_1”>
197 <NAME>Storage Interoperability</NAME>
198 <DEFINITION>The degree on which information data can be shared
between and interpreted by different systems</DEFINITION>
199 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
200 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
201 </FACTOR>
202 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T14_2”>
203 <NAME>Application Interoperability</NAME>
204 <DEFINITION>The degree to which applications can exchange
information.</DEFINITION>
205 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
206 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
207 </FACTOR>
208 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T14_3”>
209 <NAME>OS Interoperability</NAME>
210 <DEFINITION>The degree on which different operating systems can
communicate and understand each other</DEFINITION>
211 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
212 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
213 </FACTOR>
214 </SUBFACTORS>
215 </FACTOR>
216 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T15”>
217 <NAME>Management and Maintenance of Identity Platform</NAME>
218 <DEFINITION>Quality of the platform that allows to add, remove and edit
users</DEFINITION>
219 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
220 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
221 </FACTOR>
222 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T16”>
223 <NAME>Management of Authentication Platform</NAME>
224 <DEFINITION>Quality of the platform that ensures that entities are who
they claim to be</DEFINITION>
225 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
226 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
227 </FACTOR>
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228 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T17”>
229 <NAME>Network Quality</NAME>
230 <DEFINITION>Quality of the network that connects the cloud consumer to
the cloud provider</DEFINITION>
231 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
232 <TENDENCY>lower</TENDENCY>
233 <SUBFACTORS>
234 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T17_1”>
235 <NAME>Bandwidth</NAME>
236 <DEFINITION>Bandwidth is the capacity of the network between
the consumer and the cloud, measured in bits per second</
DEFINITION>
237 <VALUETYPE>Numeric</VALUETYPE>
238 <TENDENCY>lower</TENDENCY>
239 </FACTOR>
240 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T17_2”>
241 <NAME>Connectivity</NAME>
242 <DEFINITION>The time the network link between the consumer
and user is available</DEFINITION>
243 <VALUETYPE>Range</VALUETYPE>
244 <TENDENCY>lower</TENDENCY>
245 </FACTOR>
246 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T17_3”>
247 <NAME>Latency</NAME>
248 <DEFINITION>Time it takes a request to reach the destination</
DEFINITION>
249 <VALUETYPE>Numeric</VALUETYPE>
250 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
251 </FACTOR>
252 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T17_4”>
253 <NAME>Jitter</NAME>
254 <DEFINITION>The variance in latency</DEFINITION>
255 <VALUETYPE>Range</VALUETYPE>
256 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
257 </FACTOR>
258 </SUBFACTORS>
259 </FACTOR>
260 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T18”>
261 <NAME>Portability</NAME>
262 <DEFINITION>The possibility to use and move components or systems in
different environments</DEFINITION>
263 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
264 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
265 <SUBFACTORS>
266 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T18_1”>
267 <NAME>Data Portability</NAME>
268 <DEFINITION>Data portability in the context of CC refers to the
possibility to move data from one CSP to another</
DEFINITION>
269 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
270 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
271 </FACTOR>
272 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T18_2”>
273 <NAME>Service Portability</NAME>
274 <DEFINITION>Service portability refers to the possibility to
migrate a service from one CSP to another</DEFINITION>
275 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
276 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
277 </FACTOR>
278 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T18_3”>
279 <NAME>Functional Portability</NAME>
280 <DEFINITION>Functional portability is similar to service
portability, but about migrating functional behavior</
DEFINITION>
281 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
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282 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
283 </FACTOR>
284 </SUBFACTORS>
285 </FACTOR>
286 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T19”>
287 <NAME>Privacy</NAME>
288 <DEFINITION>Includes any concerns cloud consumer might have
regarding privacy issues within cloud deployment models</
DEFINITION>
289 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
290 <TENDENCY>lower</TENDENCY>
291 </FACTOR>
292 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T20”>
293 <NAME>Quality of Service</NAME>
294 <DEFINITION>Level of performance, reliability and availability of the
service</DEFINITION>
295 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
296 <TENDENCY>lower</TENDENCY>
297 </FACTOR>
298 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T21”>
299 <NAME>Reliability</NAME>
300 <DEFINITION>Probability a system will function as expected over a
period of time</DEFINITION>
301 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
302 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
303 </FACTOR>
304 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T22”>
305 <NAME>Disaster Recovery</NAME>
306 <DEFINITION>How fast a system is expected to be back up after an
outtake</DEFINITION>
307 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
308 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
309 </FACTOR>
310 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T23”>
311 <NAME>Scalability</NAME>
312 <DEFINITION>Scalability is the ability of a system to adjust to the load
required</DEFINITION>
313 <VALUETYPE>Numeric</VALUETYPE>
314 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
315 <SUBFACTORS>
316 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T23_1”>
317 <NAME>Scale Out</NAME>
318 <DEFINITION>Scaling out refers to increasing resources of the same
type, e.g. increase the numbers VMs to handle more requests</
DEFINITION>
319 <VALUETYPE>Numeric</VALUETYPE>
320 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
321 </FACTOR>
322 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T23_2”>
323 <NAME>Scale Up</NAME>
324 <DEFINITION>Scaling up refers to increase the existing resources
and can include physical memory upgrades, CPU speed or
network bandwidth upgrades</DEFINITION>
325 <VALUETYPE>Numeric</VALUETYPE>
326 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
327 </FACTOR>
328 </SUBFACTORS>
329 </FACTOR>
330 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T24”>
331 <NAME>Security</NAME>
332 <DEFINITION>The perceived security level from the provider</
DEFINITION>
333 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
334 <TENDENCY>lower</TENDENCY>
335 <SUBFACTORS>
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336 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T24_1”>
337 <NAME>Authorization</NAME>
338 <DEFINITION>Authorization refers to validating that a user is not
only who he claims he is, but also that the identity is authorized
to access the requested data</DEFINITION>
339 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
340 <TENDENCY>lower</TENDENCY>
341 </FACTOR>
342 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T24_2”>
343 <NAME>Availability</NAME>
344 <DEFINITION>The system being accessible by unauthorized user,
even in case of recognition of suspicious behavior of different
parties </DEFINITION>
345 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
346 <TENDENCY>lower</TENDENCY>
347 </FACTOR>
348 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T24_3”>
349 <NAME>Confidentiality</NAME>
350 <DEFINITION>Confidentiality ensures that only authorized entities
have access to the protected data</DEFINITION>
351 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
352 <TENDENCY>lower</TENDENCY>
353 </FACTOR>
354 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T24_4”>
355 <NAME>Integrity</NAME>
356 <DEFINITION>Integrity refers to the fact that data should only be
changed by authorized entities</DEFINITION>
357 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
358 <TENDENCY>lower</TENDENCY>
359 </FACTOR>
360 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T24_5”>
361 <NAME>MultiTenant Trust</NAME>
362 <DEFINITION>Issues arising with multitenancy (shared resources)
in cloud computing</DEFINITION>
363 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
364 <TENDENCY>lower</TENDENCY>
365 </FACTOR>
366 </SUBFACTORS>
367 </FACTOR>
368 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T25”>
369 <NAME>Service Response Time</NAME>
370 <DEFINITION>The time required from a service to respond to an input</
DEFINITION>
371 <VALUETYPE>Numeric</VALUETYPE>
372 <TENDENCY>lower</TENDENCY>
373 </FACTOR>
374 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T26”>
375 <NAME>Software Assurance</NAME>
376 <DEFINITION>The likelihood that the cloud service performs as expected
and/or promised in the SLA</DEFINITION>
377 <VALUETYPE>Numeric</VALUETYPE>
378 <TENDENCY>lower</TENDENCY>
379 </FACTOR>
380 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T27”>
381 <NAME>Standardization</NAME>
382 <DEFINITION>The level of interchangeability between different system</
DEFINITION>
383 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
384 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
385 </FACTOR>
386 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T28”>
387 <NAME>Trialability</NAME>
388 <DEFINITION>If users receive the option to test a service before
committing to it</DEFINITION>
389 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
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390 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
391 </FACTOR>
392 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T29”>
393 <NAME>Usability</NAME>
394 <DEFINITION>Usability refers to the experience users have with the cloud
service</DEFINITION>
395 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
396 <TENDENCY>lower</TENDENCY>
397 <SUBFACTORS>
398 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T29_1”>
399 <NAME>Application Launch Time</NAME>
400 <DEFINITION>The time it takes the application be up and running
</DEFINITION>
401 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
402 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
403 </FACTOR>
404 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T29_2”>
405 <NAME>Installability</NAME>
406 <DEFINITION>Refers to how difficult it is to install the service</
DEFINITION>
407 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
408 <TENDENCY>lower</TENDENCY>
409 </FACTOR>
410 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T29_3”>
411 <NAME>Simplicity</NAME>
412 <DEFINITION>The difficulty to reach a desired goal</
DEFINITION>
413 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
414 <TENDENCY>lower</TENDENCY>
415 </FACTOR>
416 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T29_4”>
417 <NAME>Learnability</NAME>
418 <DEFINITION>Learnability refers to the time and effort required to
learn a new system, service or application</DEFINITION>
419 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
420 <TENDENCY>lower</TENDENCY>
421 </FACTOR>
422 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T29_5”>
423 <NAME>Response Time</NAME>
424 <DEFINITION>The time a service requires to show an update to a
request of a user</DEFINITION>
425 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
426 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
427 </FACTOR>
428 </SUBFACTORS>
429 </FACTOR>
430 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T31”>
431 <NAME>Traceability and Auditability</NAME>
432 <DEFINITION>Traceability and auditability refers to the extent the usage
and changes of a service and data can be tracked</DEFINITION>
433 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
434 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
435 </FACTOR>
436 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T32”>
437 <NAME>Utility Based Computing</NAME>
438 <DEFINITION>Offering of resources via payasyougo model instead of
requiring to buy a system</DEFINITION>
439 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
440 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
441 </FACTOR>
442 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T33”>
443 <NAME>Vendor LockIn</NAME>
444 <DEFINITION>Occurs when customers cannot change the vendor without
huge efforts and/or costs</DEFINITION>
445 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
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446 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
447 </FACTOR>
448 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T34”>
449 <NAME>Workload Management</NAME>
450 <DEFINITION>Workload management is used to distribute work over
resources to achieve optimal performance</DEFINITION>
451 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
452 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
453 <SUBFACTORS>
454 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T34_1”>
455 <NAME>Capacity Planning</NAME>
456 <DEFINITION>Planning to ensure that there are enough resources
to handle demand</DEFINITION>
457 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
458 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
459 </FACTOR>
460 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T34_2”>
461 <NAME>Performance Management</NAME>
462 <DEFINITION>Includes tools to monitor and analyze performance
metrics</DEFINITION>
463 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
464 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
465 </FACTOR>
466 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T34_3”>
467 <NAME>Classification</NAME>
468 <DEFINITION>The different classifications of work, e.g. the
expected runtime or memory usage of a task</DEFINITION>
469 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
470 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
471 </FACTOR>
472 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T34_4”>
473 <NAME>Mission Criticality</NAME>
474 <DEFINITION>Workload should be classified into different
importances</DEFINITION>
475 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
476 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
477 </FACTOR>
478 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T34_5”>
479 <NAME>Configuration Management</NAME>
480 <DEFINITION>Enables the identification and control over assets</
DEFINITION>
481 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
482 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
483 </FACTOR>
484 </SUBFACTORS>
485 </FACTOR>
486 <FACTOR FACTORID=”T35”>
487 <NAME>Workload Utilization Ratio</NAME>
488 <DEFINITION>The degree resources are used</DEFINITION>
489 <VALUETYPE>Numeric</VALUETYPE>
490 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
491 </FACTOR>
492
493 </FACTORS>
494
495 <FACTORS CATEGORY=”Economical”>
496 <FACTOR FACTORID=”E1”>
497 <NAME>Billing and Metering of Resource Usage</NAME>
498 <DEFINITION>The way the resource usage is metered and billed, e.g. how
exact it is</DEFINITION>
499 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
500 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
501 </FACTOR>
502 <FACTOR FACTORID=”E2”>
503 <NAME>CAPEX</NAME>
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504 <DEFINITION>Costs associated with long term investments</
DEFINITION>
505 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
506 <TENDENCY>lower</TENDENCY>
507 </FACTOR>
508 <FACTOR FACTORID=”E3”>
509 <NAME>Carbon Footprint</NAME>
510 <DEFINITION>The extent to which organizations affect the environment.<
/DEFINITION>
511 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
512 <TENDENCY>lower</TENDENCY>
513 </FACTOR>
514 <FACTOR FACTORID=”E4”>
515 <NAME>Cost Flexibility</NAME>
516 <DEFINITION>How elastic costs are, i.e. to what extent cost vary with the
demand of the costumer</DEFINITION>
517 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
518 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
519 </FACTOR>
520 <FACTOR FACTORID=”E5”>
521 <NAME>Cost</NAME>
522 <DEFINITION>All monetary spendings that are influenced by cloud
computing</DEFINITION>
523 <VALUETYPE>Numeric</VALUETYPE>
524 <TENDENCY>lower</TENDENCY>
525 <SUBFACTORS>
526 <FACTOR FACTORID=”E5_1”>
527 <NAME>License</NAME>
528 <DEFINITION>All the cost associated with licenses</
DEFINITION>
529 <VALUETYPE>Numeric</VALUETYPE>
530 <TENDENCY>lower</TENDENCY>
531 </FACTOR>
532 <FACTOR FACTORID=”E5_2”>
533 <NAME>Maintenance</NAME>
534 <DEFINITION>Costs that are costs associated with keeping the
infrastructure running</DEFINITION>
535 <VALUETYPE>Numeric</VALUETYPE>
536 <TENDENCY>lower</TENDENCY>
537 </FACTOR>
538 <FACTOR FACTORID=”E5_3”>
539 <NAME>Backup</NAME>
540 <DEFINITION>Costs associated with backups</DEFINITION>
541 <VALUETYPE>Numeric</VALUETYPE>
542 <TENDENCY>na</TENDENCY>
543 </FACTOR>
544 <FACTOR FACTORID=”E5_4”>
545 <NAME>Energy</NAME>
546 <DEFINITION>Costs for energy required to run an IT infrastructure
</DEFINITION>
547 <VALUETYPE>Numeric</VALUETYPE>
548 <TENDENCY>lower</TENDENCY>
549 </FACTOR>
550 <FACTOR FACTORID=”E5_5”>
551 <NAME>Hardware</NAME>
552 <DEFINITION>All costs associated with (IT)hardware</
DEFINITION>
553 <VALUETYPE>Numeric</VALUETYPE>
554 <TENDENCY>lower</TENDENCY>
555 </FACTOR>
556 <FACTOR FACTORID=”E5_6”>
557 <NAME>Migration</NAME>
558 <DEFINITION>Migration towards CC will require initial monetary
investments, e.g. to acquire new knowledge or data transmission<
/DEFINITION>
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559 <VALUETYPE>Numeric</VALUETYPE>
560 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
561 </FACTOR>
562 <FACTOR FACTORID=”E5_7”>
563 <NAME>Performance</NAME>
564 <DEFINITION>The costs considered for performance therefore
includes costs associated with the level of functionality, service
response time, accuracy</DEFINITION>
565 <VALUETYPE>Numeric</VALUETYPE>
566 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
567 </FACTOR>
568 <FACTOR FACTORID=”E5_8”>
569 <NAME>Future Requirements</NAME>
570 <DEFINITION>Costs which can occur in the future, if their
requirements change.</DEFINITION>
571 <VALUETYPE>Numeric</VALUETYPE>
572 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
573 </FACTOR>
574 <FACTOR FACTORID=”E5_9”>
575 <NAME>Data Loss</NAME>
576 <DEFINITION>Costs that occur in case of data loss</
DEFINITION>
577 <VALUETYPE>Numeric</VALUETYPE>
578 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
579 </FACTOR>
580 <FACTOR FACTORID=”E5_10”>
581 <NAME>Switching Providers</NAME>
582 <DEFINITION>Costs associated with switching from one cloud
provider to another</DEFINITION>
583 <VALUETYPE>Numeric</VALUETYPE>
584 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
585 </FACTOR>
586 <FACTOR FACTORID=”E5_11”>
587 <NAME>Integration</NAME>
588 <DEFINITION>Integration costs includes all monetary spendings
associated with integrating the cloud with existing systems and
processes</DEFINITION>
589 <VALUETYPE>Numeric</VALUETYPE>
590 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
591 </FACTOR>
592 <FACTOR FACTORID=”E5_12”>
593 <NAME>System Administration</NAME>
594 <DEFINITION>Costs associated with administration and
maintenance of the ITinfrastructure </DEFINITION>
595 <VALUETYPE>Numeric</VALUETYPE>
596 <TENDENCY>lower</TENDENCY>
597 </FACTOR>
598 </SUBFACTORS>
599 </FACTOR>
600 <FACTOR FACTORID=”E6”>
601 <NAME>Economies of Scale</NAME>
602 <DEFINITION>Economy of scale refers to cost benefits due to the size of
an organization</DEFINITION>
603 <VALUETYPE>Numeric</VALUETYPE>
604 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
605 </FACTOR>
606 <FACTOR FACTORID=”E7”>
607 <NAME>Marginal Cost and Profit</NAME>
608 <DEFINITION>Marginal costs are the costs for an additional unit and
marginal profit the profit for an additional unit</DEFINITION>
609 <VALUETYPE>Numeric</VALUETYPE>
610 <TENDENCY>lower</TENDENCY>
611 </FACTOR>
612 <FACTOR FACTORID=”E8”>
613 <NAME>Migration Time</NAME>
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614 <DEFINITION>The time required for migrating from the existing solution
to a cloud solution</DEFINITION>
615 <VALUETYPE>Numeric</VALUETYPE>
616 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
617 </FACTOR>
618 <FACTOR FACTORID=”E9”>
619 <NAME>OPEX</NAME>
620 <DEFINITION>Includes all the costs required for operating a business</
DEFINITION>
621 <VALUETYPE>Numeric</VALUETYPE>
622 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
623 <SUBFACTORS>
624 <FACTOR FACTORID=”E9_1”>
625 <NAME>Fixed Costs</NAME>
626 <DEFINITION>Costs incurred independently of the number of users
or the resources required</DEFINITION>
627 <VALUETYPE>Numeric</VALUETYPE>
628 <TENDENCY>lower</TENDENCY>
629 </FACTOR>
630 <FACTOR FACTORID=”E9_2”>
631 <NAME>Variable Costs</NAME>
632 <DEFINITION>Costs that depend on the output produced or the
usage of a service</DEFINITION>
633 <VALUETYPE>Numeric</VALUETYPE>
634 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
635 </FACTOR>
636 </SUBFACTORS>
637 </FACTOR>
638 <FACTOR FACTORID=”E10”>
639 <NAME>Return on Investment</NAME>
640 <DEFINITION>The ratio of the benefit of the investment against the cost
of the investment</DEFINITION>
641 <VALUETYPE>Numeric</VALUETYPE>
642 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
643 </FACTOR>
644 <FACTOR FACTORID=”E11”>
645 <NAME>Total Cost of Ownership</NAME>
646 <DEFINITION>The total cost of ownership is a financial estimate that
includes the total cost of purchasing/subscribing to and running a
service or product</DEFINITION>
647 <VALUETYPE>Numeric</VALUETYPE>
648 <TENDENCY>na</TENDENCY>
649 </FACTOR>
650 </FACTORS>
651
652 <FACTORS CATEGORY=”Organizational”>
653 <FACTOR FACTORID=”O1”>
654 <NAME>Business Flexibility and Agility</NAME>
655 <DEFINITION>How easy an organization can adjust to changes in the
environment</DEFINITION>
656 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
657 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
658 </FACTOR>
659 <FACTOR FACTORID=”O2”>
660 <NAME>Collaboration</NAME>
661 <DEFINITION>The process of working together to achieve a common goal
</DEFINITION>
662 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
663 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
664 <SUBFACTORS>
665 <FACTOR FACTORID=”O2_1”>
666 <NAME>IntraCompany</NAME>
667 <DEFINITION>Intracompany collaboration refers to all
collaboration which is within the same organization, e.g. between
different sections of an organization</DEFINITION>
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668 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
669 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
670 </FACTOR>
671 <FACTOR FACTORID=”O2_2”>
672 <NAME>InterCompany</NAME>
673 <DEFINITION>Intercompany collaboration refers to collaboration
between different organizations</DEFINITION>
674 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
675 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
676 </FACTOR>
677 </SUBFACTORS>
678 </FACTOR>
679 <FACTOR FACTORID=”O3”>
680 <NAME>Control</NAME>
681 <DEFINITION>Control refers to the authority over an organization and its
processes</DEFINITION>
682 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
683 <TENDENCY>lower</TENDENCY>
684 </FACTOR>
685 <FACTOR FACTORID=”O4”>
686 <NAME>Legal and Regulative Compliance</NAME>
687 <DEFINITION>The effort required for an organization to comply with the
legal and regulative environment</DEFINITION>
688 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
689 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
690 <SUBFACTORS>
691 <FACTOR FACTORID=”O4_1”>
692 <NAME>Initial</NAME>
693 <DEFINITION>Refers to the effort required to initially reach
compliance,includes research, negotiations with CSPs and
development of contracts and SLAs</DEFINITION>
694 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
695 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
696 </FACTOR>
697 <FACTOR FACTORID=”O4_2”>
698 <NAME>Maintaining</NAME>
699 <DEFINITION>The effort required for maintaining compliance, after
it was initially achieved</DEFINITION>
700 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
701 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
702 </FACTOR>
703 </SUBFACTORS>
704 </FACTOR>
705 <FACTOR FACTORID=”O5”>
706 <NAME>Location</NAME>
707 <DEFINITION>The physical position of an organization</DEFINITION
>
708 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
709 <TENDENCY>na</TENDENCY>
710 </FACTOR>
711 <FACTOR FACTORID=”O6”>
712 <NAME>IT Competence of Employees</NAME>
713 <DEFINITION>The required IT knowledge and experience of the
employees</DEFINITION>
714 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
715 <TENDENCY>lower</TENDENCY>
716 </FACTOR>
717 <FACTOR FACTORID=”O7”>
718 <NAME>IT Infrastructure and Management</NAME>
719 <DEFINITION>The influence of the existing IT infrastructure and
management within an organization</DEFINITION>
720 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
721 <TENDENCY>lower</TENDENCY>
722 <SUBFACTORS>
723 <FACTOR FACTORID=”O7_1”>
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724 <NAME>Rigidness</NAME>
725 <DEFINITION>Rigidness refers to likeliness of change within
organization</DEFINITION>
726 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
727 <TENDENCY>lower</TENDENCY>
728 </FACTOR>
729 <FACTOR FACTORID=”O7_2”>
730 <NAME>Management Competence</NAME>
731 <DEFINITION>The level of competence of the existing management
</DEFINITION>
732 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
733 <TENDENCY>lower</TENDENCY>
734 </FACTOR>
735 </SUBFACTORS>
736 </FACTOR>
737 <FACTOR FACTORID=”O8”>
738 <NAME>Openness</NAME>
739 <DEFINITION>Openness in an organizational context refers to the
companies acceptance of new ideas</DEFINITION>
740 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
741 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
742 </FACTOR>
743 <FACTOR FACTORID=”O9”>
744 <NAME>Organizational Compatibility</NAME>
745 <DEFINITION>The degree to which an innovation matches existing values,
experiences, and needs</DEFINITION>
746 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
747 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
748 </FACTOR>
749 <FACTOR FACTORID=”O10”>
750 <NAME>Ownership of Data</NAME>
751 <DEFINITION>The potential changes in who owns data if it is moved
towards the cloud</DEFINITION>
752 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
753 <TENDENCY>lower</TENDENCY>
754 </FACTOR>
755 <FACTOR FACTORID=”O11”>
756 <NAME>Process Redesign</NAME>
757 <DEFINITION>Potential changes in the workflow within an organizations<
/DEFINITION>
758 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
759 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
760 </FACTOR>
761 <FACTOR FACTORID=”O12”>
762 <NAME>Size of Organization</NAME>
763 <DEFINITION>The size of an organization, measured by number of
employees or the value of an organization</DEFINITION>
764 <VALUETYPE>Numeric</VALUETYPE>
765 <TENDENCY>na</TENDENCY>
766 </FACTOR>
767
768 <FACTOR FACTORID=”O13”>
769 <NAME>Relational</NAME>
770 <DEFINITION>The amount of competition to an organization</
DEFINITION>
771 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
772 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
773 <SUBFACTORS>
774 <FACTOR FACTORID=”R1”>
775 <NAME>Competition Intensity</NAME>
776 <DEFINITION>todo</DEFINITION>
777 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
778 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
779 </FACTOR>
780 <FACTOR FACTORID=”R2”>
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781 <NAME>Contracts and Service Level Agreements</NAME>
782 <DEFINITION>Contracts and service level agreements are the
agreement between two parties</DEFINITION>
783 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
784 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
785 </FACTOR>
786 <FACTOR FACTORID=”R3”>
787 <NAME>Skill and Expertise of CSP</NAME>
788 <DEFINITION>The competence of the Cloud Service Provider
regarding skills and expertise</DEFINITION>
789 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
790 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
791 </FACTOR>
792 <FACTOR FACTORID=”R4”>
793 <NAME>User and Technical Support of CSP</NAME>
794 <DEFINITION>The level and quality of support from the provider<
/DEFINITION>
795 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
796 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
797 </FACTOR>
798 <FACTOR FACTORID=”R5”>
799 <NAME>Transparency of CSP</NAME>
800 <DEFINITION>Transparency refers to the disclosure of information,
such as privacy statements, security policies and availability
guarantee</DEFINITION>
801 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
802 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
803 </FACTOR>
804 <FACTOR FACTORID=”R6”>
805 <NAME>Trust Towards CSP</NAME>
806 <DEFINITION>The expected degree that a provider will treat a
costumer fair, reasonable and deliver as expected</
DEFINITION>
807 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
808 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
809 <SUBFACTORS>
810 <FACTOR FACTORID=”R6_1”>
811 <NAME>Cognitive</NAME>
812 <DEFINITION>Cognitive trust builds on the perceived
delivery from the CSP, i.e. if the provider delivers as
promised</DEFINITION>
813 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
814 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
815 </FACTOR>
816 <FACTOR FACTORID=”R6_2”>
817 <NAME>Affective</NAME>
818 <DEFINITION>Affective trust is based on the perception of
honest concern and care</DEFINITION>
819 <VALUETYPE>List</VALUETYPE>
820 <TENDENCY>higher</TENDENCY>
821 </FACTOR>
822 </SUBFACTORS>
823 </FACTOR>
824 </SUBFACTORS>
825 </FACTOR>
826 </FACTORS>
827
828 <RELATIONS>
829 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL1” FACTOR1=”O12” FACTOR2=”O1”/>
830 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL2” FACTOR1=”O4” FACTOR2=”O1”/>
831 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL3” FACTOR1=”T2” FACTOR2=”O1”/>
832 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL4” FACTOR1=”T33” FACTOR2=”O1”/>
833 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL5” FACTOR1=”T1” FACTOR2=”O1”/>
834 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL6” FACTOR1=”O7_1” FACTOR2=”O1”/>
835 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL7” FACTOR1=”T32” FACTOR2=”O1”/>
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836 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL8” FACTOR1=”T23” FACTOR2=”O1”/>
837 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL9” FACTOR1=”T9” FACTOR2=”T23”/>
838 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL10” FACTOR1=”T20” FACTOR2=”T26”/>
839 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL11” FACTOR1=”R2” FACTOR2=”T20”/>
840 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL12” FACTOR1=”R1” FACTOR2=”T26”/>
841 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL13” FACTOR1=”T4” FACTOR2=”E5_3”/>
842 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL14” FACTOR1=”T4” FACTOR2=”T22”/>
843 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL15” FACTOR1=”T8” FACTOR2=”T22”/>
844 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL16” FACTOR1=”T8” FACTOR2=”E5_9”/>
845 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL17” FACTOR1=”R2” FACTOR2=”E5_3”/>
846 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL18” FACTOR1=”R2” FACTOR2=”T4”/>
847 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL19” FACTOR1=”T4” FACTOR2=”T8”/>
848 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL20” FACTOR1=”T32” FACTOR2=”E2”/>
849 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL21” FACTOR1=”E5_1” FACTOR2=”E2”/>
850 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL22” FACTOR1=”E5_5” FACTOR2=”E2”/>
851 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL23” FACTOR1=”E5_3” FACTOR2=”E2”/>
852 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL24” FACTOR1=”E5_6” FACTOR2=”E2”/>
853 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL25” FACTOR1=”E5_8” FACTOR2=”E2”/>
854 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL26” FACTOR1=”E5_10” FACTOR2=”E2”/>
855 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL27” FACTOR1=”E5_11” FACTOR2=”E2”/>
856 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL30” FACTOR1=”T24_1” FACTOR2=”O3”/>
857 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL31” FACTOR1=”O3” FACTOR2=”O2”/>
858 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL32” FACTOR1=”T24_3” FACTOR2=”O3”/>
859 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL33” FACTOR1=”T24_4” FACTOR2=”O3”/>
860 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL34” FACTOR1=”O4” FACTOR2=”O2_1”/>
861 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL35” FACTOR1=”O8” FACTOR2=”O9”/>
862 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL36” FACTOR1=”O1” FACTOR2=”O9”/>
863 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL37” FACTOR1=”O6” FACTOR2=”O9”/>
864 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL38” FACTOR1=”O7” FACTOR2=”O9”/>
865 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL39” FACTOR1=”O5” FACTOR2=”O4”/>
866 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL40” FACTOR1=”E3” FACTOR2=”O4”/>
867 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL41” FACTOR1=”T31” FACTOR2=”O4”/>
868 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL42” FACTOR1=”T24” FACTOR2=”O4”/>
869 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL43” FACTOR1=”T19” FACTOR2=”O4”/>
870 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL44” FACTOR1=”T19” FACTOR2=”T24”/>
871 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL45” FACTOR1=”T19” FACTOR2=”T31”/>
872 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL46” FACTOR1=”T5” FACTOR2=”T29”/>
873 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL47” FACTOR1=”T26” FACTOR2=”T29”/>
874 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL48” FACTOR1=”R4” FACTOR2=”T29”/>
875 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL49” FACTOR1=”R4” FACTOR2=”T5”/>
876 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL50” FACTOR1=”O10” FACTOR2=”O3”/>
877 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL51” FACTOR1=”T24” FACTOR2=”O3”/>
878 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL52” FACTOR1=”T15” FACTOR2=”O3”/>
879 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL53” FACTOR1=”T16” FACTOR2=”O3”/>
880 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL54” FACTOR1=”T33” FACTOR2=”O3”/>
881 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL55” FACTOR1=”R2” FACTOR2=”O10”/>
882 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL56” FACTOR1=”R2” FACTOR2=”O3”/>
883 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL57” FACTOR1=”T7” FACTOR2=”O3”/>
884 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL58” FACTOR1=”T24” FACTOR2=”T7”/>
885 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL59” FACTOR1=”E1” FACTOR2=”E4”/>
886 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL60” FACTOR1=”T32” FACTOR2=”E4”/>
887 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL62” FACTOR1=”E9” FACTOR2=”E4”/>
888 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL63” FACTOR1=”E5_10” FACTOR2=”T27”
/>
889 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL64” FACTOR1=”O4” FACTOR2=”T27”/>
890 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL65” FACTOR1=”T27” FACTOR2=”T18”/>
891 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL66” FACTOR1=”T18” FACTOR2=”E5_10”
/>
892 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL67” FACTOR1=”T18” FACTOR2=”T33”/>
893 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL68” FACTOR1=”E6” FACTOR2=”E7”/>
894 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL69” FACTOR1=”O12” FACTOR2=”E6”/>
895 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL70” FACTOR1=”T35” FACTOR2=”E7”/>
896 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL71” FACTOR1=”T32” FACTOR2=”E7”/>
897 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL72” FACTOR1=”T17_1” FACTOR2=”T12”
/>
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898 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL73” FACTOR1=”T17_2” FACTOR2=”T12”
/>
899 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL74” FACTOR1=”E5_1” FACTOR2=”T12”/
>
900 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL75” FACTOR1=”T14” FACTOR2=”E5_1”/
>
901 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL76” FACTOR1=”T27” FACTOR2=”T14”/>
902 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL77” FACTOR1=”O9” FACTOR2=”E8”/>
903 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL78” FACTOR1=”O11” FACTOR2=”E8”/>
904 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL79” FACTOR1=”T12” FACTOR2=”E5_6”/
>
905 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL80” FACTOR1=”E8” FACTOR2=”E5_1”/
>
906 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL81” FACTOR1=”E8” FACTOR2=”E5_6”/
>
907 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL82” FACTOR1=”O9” FACTOR2=”O11”/>
908 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL83” FACTOR1=”O11” FACTOR2=”E5_1”/
>
909 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL84” FACTOR1=”R4” FACTOR2=”T12”/>
910 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL85” FACTOR1=”R4” FACTOR2=”E5_6”/
>
911 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL86” FACTOR1=”T12” FACTOR2=”E8”/>
912 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL87” FACTOR1=”T5_4” FACTOR2=”
T29_3”/>
913 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL88” FACTOR1=”E4” FACTOR2=”T29_4”/
>
914 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL89” FACTOR1=”E4” FACTOR2=”T29_3”/
>
915 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL90” FACTOR1=”T29_3” FACTOR2=”
T5_1”/>
916 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL91” FACTOR1=”T6” FACTOR2=”T5_4”/
>
917 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL92” FACTOR1=”T17_3” FACTOR2=”
T29_3”/>
918 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL93” FACTOR1=”T25” FACTOR2=”T29_5”
/>
919 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL94” FACTOR1=”R4” FACTOR2=”T29_4”/
>
920 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL95” FACTOR1=”R4” FACTOR2=”T5_1”/
>
921 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL96” FACTOR1=”T5_5” FACTOR2=”
T29_3”/>
922 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL97” FACTOR1=”T5_5” FACTOR2=”
T29_4”/>
923 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL98” FACTOR1=”T26” FACTOR2=”R6_1”/
>
924 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL99” FACTOR1=”R3” FACTOR2=”R6_1”/
>
925 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL100” FACTOR1=”R5” FACTOR2=”R6_2”/
>
926 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL101” FACTOR1=”R4” FACTOR2=”R6_2”/
>
927 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL102” FACTOR1=”R4” FACTOR2=”R6_1”/
>
928 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL103” FACTOR1=”R3” FACTOR2=”R4”/>
929 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL104” FACTOR1=”T28” FACTOR2=”R5”/>
930 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL105” FACTOR1=”E11” FACTOR2=”E10”/
>
931 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL106” FACTOR1=”E2” FACTOR2=”E11”/>
932 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL107” FACTOR1=”E9” FACTOR2=”E11”/>
933 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL108” FACTOR1=”O1” FACTOR2=”E10”/>
934 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL109” FACTOR1=”T21” FACTOR2=”T3”/>
935 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL110” FACTOR1=”T17_2” FACTOR2=”T3”
/>
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936 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL111” FACTOR1=”T10” FACTOR2=”T21”/
>
937 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL112” FACTOR1=”T24_2” FACTOR2=”T21
”/>
938 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL113” FACTOR1=”T3” FACTOR2=”T20”/>
939 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL114” FACTOR1=”T9” FACTOR2=”T20”/>
940 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL115” FACTOR1=”T17” FACTOR2=”T20”/
>
941 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL116” FACTOR1=”T21” FACTOR2=”T20”/
>
942 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL117” FACTOR1=”T23” FACTOR2=”T20”/
>
943 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL118” FACTOR1=”T25” FACTOR2=”T20”/
>
944 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL119” FACTOR1=”E5_7” FACTOR2=”T3”/
>
945 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL120” FACTOR1=”E5_7” FACTOR2=”T9”/
>
946 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL121” FACTOR1=”E5_7” FACTOR2=”T20”
/>
947 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL122” FACTOR1=”E5_7” FACTOR2=”T21”
/>
948 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL123” FACTOR1=”E5_7” FACTOR2=”T25”
/>
949 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL124” FACTOR1=”R2” FACTOR2=”E5_7”/
>
950 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL125” FACTOR1=”T32” FACTOR2=”E9”/>
951 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL126” FACTOR1=”E5_12” FACTOR2=”E9”
/>
952 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL127” FACTOR1=”E5_1” FACTOR2=”
T9_1”/>
953 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL128” FACTOR1=”E5_2” FACTOR2=”E9”/
>
954 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL129” FACTOR1=”T4” FACTOR2=”E9_2”/
>
955 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL130” FACTOR1=”E5_4” FACTOR2=”E9”/
>
956 <RELATION RELATIONID=”REL131” FACTOR1=”E5_7” FACTOR2=”E9”/
>
957 </RELATIONS>
958 </TAXONOMY>
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